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ABSTRACT 

Experimental evolution has been used to investigate both general and specific 

evolutionary processes. More recently, it has also been used to resolve protein-protein 

interactions. Viruses assemble through a series of protein-protein interactions which must 

remain more favorable than any competing off-pathway reaction. By constructing 

chimeric viruses with genes or segments of genes from another species, foreign elements 

are introduced into this system of assembly. Characterization of the resulting chimeras 

provides information about which proteins interact, the protein-protein interacting 

interface, the role of particular domains, and the importance of specific residues. 

Chimeric viruses often exhibit a reduction in fitness, as the foreign element is unable to 

interact as efficiently in the system as the native element. Through experimental 

evolution, mutations accumulate that affect interacting partners in the system, leading to a 

more optimal assembly pathway. The microviruses are well-characterized single-stranded 

(ss) DNA bacteriophages. They are divided into three clades, represented by φX174, G4, 

and α3. Incidences of horizontal gene transfer between microvirus clades are unusually 

rare and may be due to a complex assembly pathway with multiple stages: a foreign 

element has the potential to disrupt a multitude of morphogenetic steps. In this study, we 

exchanged major spike genes between the two microvirus species φX174 and G4, then 

monitored the evolutionary recovery. Results can be interpreted within this 

thermodynamic paradigm. 
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Although the G4-φXG chimera could only form plaques at low temperature and exhibited 

reduced fitness, its evolutionary recovery was relatively straightforward. The other 

chimera, φX-G4G, could only form plaques when complemented with two wild-type 

φX174 genes. Isolating a complementation-independent chimera required the passaging 

of mutants through a series of different environments. The first selection yielded 

mutations of the largest effects. First, the truncation of a protein involved in DNA 

synthesis was recovered, resulting in a global decrease in gene expression. Next, a 

recombination event at the 3’ end of the foreign gene resulted in a modification of the 

protein’s C-terminus. These mutations were subjected to further analysis to determine 

why they were so critical at this early stage of experimental evolution. Subsequent 

passages of the φX-G4G chimera eventually yielded viable strains, with additional 

mutations affecting stages of late assembly. Overall, results indicate how gene exchange 

can drastically affect flux through the pathway. When the system is initially perturbed, 

the process of experimental evolution allows the pathway to return to a normalized state. 

The mutations isolated during this recovery stage indicates how the flux was initially 

altered, and how it can be restored. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Experimental evolution is a powerful tool for studying evolutionary processes in real 

time. This method characterizes changes that occur in an experimental population as a 

consequence of environmental conditions (Buckling et al. 2009; Kawecki et al. 2012). In 

pure experimental evolution, the experimenter does not directly select individuals, but 

instead lets individuals struggle within the population and measures the outcome. 

Alternatively, the experimenter can impose a direct selection or specifically screen for a 

desired phenotype before exposing selected individuals to new conditions or measuring 

fitness effects. Studies of both types are discussed here. These methods can be used to 

test both long-standing and newly-developed hypotheses of competition, predator-prey 

dynamics, epistasis, and adaptation to specific conditions.  

 

Both macro- and micro-organisms are used for experimental evolution. Studies using 

fish, flies, plants, and algae have been reviewed in Kawecki et al. (2012) and will not be 

described here. These organisms’ relatively long lifespans of weeks to months limit them 

as model systems; many evolutionary processes can only be examined after multiple 

generations. For this reason, microbes—especially bacteria and viruses, with lifespans of 

minutes to hours—are uniquely suited for experimental evolution (Elena and Lenski 

2003). Additional benefits include: 1) the ability to use much larger populations, making 

statistical analyses more powerful; 2) the tractability of most microbial genomes; and 3) 
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the ability to store a subset of the population at any desired stage during the course of an 

experiment. These stored populations can then be used to test whether adaptive events are 

reproducible, or to compete ancestral and evolved strains in a final environment (Elena 

and Lenski 2003). Bacteriophages (phages) have emerged as some of the most powerful 

experimental evolution systems. Given their long history in the laboratory, many are 

remarkably well characterized in terms of genetics, biochemistry, and structure. Of these, 

the phages φ6, T7, and microviruses have been used extensively to test hypotheses via 

experimental evolution. Key studies using each of these model organisms are discussed 

in brief below. 

 

Bacteriophage φ6 

Bacteriophage φ6 is a double-stranded (ds) RNA virus that infects and lyses 

Pseudomonas spp. (Vidaver et al. 1973). It is a member of the family Cystoviridae, with 

a segmented genome comprised of three RNAs that are packaged into an icosahedral 

(tail-less) particle. The particle acquires a lipid envelope during maturation (Elena and 

Lenski 2003; Laurinavicius et al. 2004; Poranen and Tuma 2004). By investigating φ6 

evolution and population dynamics, Burch and Chao (Burch and Chao 1999) validated 

Fisher’s geometric model, which predicts that evolution proceeds by a series of small 

steps. Likewise, multiple studies have examined intra-host competition or cooperation to 

determine both costs and benefits of co-infection (Turner et al. 1999; Froissart et al. 

2004; Montville et al. 2005). For example, based on previous estimates made by 

Olkkonen and Bamford (Olkkonen and Bamford 1989), Turner and colleagues (Turner et 
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al. 1999) confirmed the natural optimum for co-infections is 2-3 phage per cell, which 

facilitates genome reassortment without severe competition for cellular resources. 

Subsequently, Froissart, Montville and colleagues (Froissart et al. 2004; Montville et al. 

2005) investigated the costs and benefits of φ6 replication in high and low multiplicity of 

infection (MOI) environments. Phage evolved at low MOI had overall higher fitness as a 

population, since deleterious mutations were purged quickly in the absence of co-

infection. Conversely, phage evolved at high MOI had a wide range of fitness levels, but 

the overall population fitness was low. In the latter scenario, higher-fitness variants 

present in co-infections can “buffer” the low-fitness variant by supplying necessary 

proteins and other resources. This essentially weakens selection against deleterious 

mutations. These experiments are extremely useful for testing models on population 

dynamics. However, they do not address the specific evolutionary mechanisms or, in the 

latter case, the molecular details of mutational buffering. In part, this is due to the 

difficulty of manipulating lipid-containing viruses, the lack of genetic and biochemical 

tools, and the poorly characterized structure and assembly of φ6 particles. Thus, while 

this system has been very useful for examining evolutionary principles in general, it is 

difficult to elucidate specific processes on a finer scale. 

 

Bacteriophage T7 

Phage T7 is a dsDNA virus that infects and lyses Escherichia coli. A member of the 

Podoviridae, it displays T = 7 geometry and a short tail structure. Bull and Molineux 

have reviewed the early evolution experiments using this model system (Bull and 
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Molineux 2008). These studies primarily examined fitness recovery after gene transfer or 

loss; or tested optimality models of lysis time and resource foraging. More recent studies 

have investigated the effects of increased mutation rates (Springman et al. 2010), codon 

modification (Bull et al. 2012), gene exchange (Springman et al. 2012), and genome 

rearrangement (Cecchini et al. 2013). For all experiments, lists of mutations are reported 

with their hypothesized effects, but these are not investigated directly. Although T7 

structures have been characterized and many genetic tools exist, the system can be 

difficult to work with experimentally. Functions have not been determined for 20 of the 

59 genes in the 40kb genome (Molineux 2006), which can make interpretation of 

compensatory mutations difficult (Bull and Molineux 2008). For example, Bull and 

colleagues monitored T7’s adaptation to a homologous RNA polymerase (RNAP), with 

the expectation that most compensatory mutations would reside in promoter regions (Bull 

et al. 2007). However, these accounted for only 13 of the 31 total mutations recovered. 

Moreover, only 6 mutations resided in genes known to interact directly with RNAP. The 

remaining 12 mutations could not be easily interpreted. Thus, while results from T7 

studies can be explained to a more molecular level than those using φ6, attempts to 

determine the underlying mechanisms of evolutionary processes have still been limited.  

 

Microviruses 

Microviruses are single-stranded (ss) DNA bacteriophages that infect and lyse E. coli. 

These are members of the Microviridae with T = 1 icosahedral capsids. Wichman and 

Brown have reviewed experimental evolutionary studies using microviruses (Wichman 
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and Brown 2010). In general, these can be categorized into adaptation at elevated 

temperature (Bull et al. 2000; Crill et al. 2000; Holder and Bull 2001; Lee et al. 2011), 

host-parasite dynamics (Bull et al. 2006), host range adaptations (Bull et al. 1997; 

Wichman et al. 1999; Crill et al. 2000; Pepin et al. 2006), intra-host competition 

(Wichman et al. 2005; Pepin et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2011) and the effects of epistasis 

(Pepin and Wichman 2007; Rokyta et al. 2011; Pearson et al. 2012; Caudle et al. 2014).  

There are many benefits of using microviruses as a model system over other 

bacteriophages. First, they have very short life cycles, with progeny detectable at 5 min 

post infection (Chen et al. 2007). They have also been well-characterized genetically. 

Most of their 11 genes have been cloned and complement null mutants efficiently, and 

their easily isolated ssDNA genomes can be mutated in vitro (Fane and Hayashi 1991; 

Fane et al. 1993; Burch et al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2000b, a; Hafenstein and Fane 2002; 

Hafenstein et al. 2004; Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). The genetic 

elements regulating gene expression and DNA replication have been identified and 

characterized (Grohmann and Sinsheimer 1975; Axelrod 1976b, a; Baas and Jansz 1976; 

Smith and Sinsheimer 1976c, b, a; Hayashi and Hayashi 1985; Hayashi et al. 1989). In 

addition, the system has been biochemically defined both in vitro and in vivo. Many of 

the DNA replication and capsid assembly intermediates can be directly and easily 

detected in vivo (Tonegawa and Hayashi 1970; van der Ende et al. 1982; Uchiyama and 

Fane 2005; Cherwa et al. 2008). In vitro, capsids can be assembled, genomes can be 

packaged, and all three stages of DNA replication have been reconstituted (Kornberg 

1980; Aoyama et al. 1981; Kornberg 1982; Aoyama et al. 1983a; Aoyama and Hayashi 

1986; Cherwa et al. 2011). Finally, microviruses are likely the best-characterized system 
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on the structural level. Multiple x-ray structures have been determined to high resolution, 

including the virion, procapsid, assembly-naïve scaffolding protein, and the DNA 

translocating conduit (McKenna et al. 1992; McKenna et al. 1994; McKenna et al. 1996; 

Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et al. 1999; Bernal et al. 2003; Morais et al. 2004; Sun et 

al. 2014a; Sun et al. 2014b). 

 

Given the well-characterized structure and assembly pathway of microviruses, the effects 

of specific mutations can be hypothesized with greater confidence. The ability to interpret 

compensatory mutations within well-defined structural, genetic, and functional contexts 

is possible. However, a direct characterization of mutations is still lacking in some 

studies. Like the T7 phages, results from experimental evolution are typically listed as 

mutations, associated fitness benefits, and suspected effects. 

  

Criticisms of experimental evolution 

Several recent reviews have outlined the limitations of current experimental evolutionary 

studies and systems (Buckling et al. 2009; Collins 2011; Kawecki et al. 2012). Among 

the top noted weaknesses are: 1) many experiments lack more detailed follow-up, which 

has been mentioned here as well; 2) fitness measurement is limited to performance in a 

static, artificial environment; 3) only successful outcomes of adaptation are examined, 

rather than considering the chances of extinction; and similarly, 4) only the net result is 

described, rather than examining step-wise or instantaneous changes in fitness throughout 

the course of evolution. Collins (2011) in particular emphasizes the importance of a “non-
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standard scenario” in experimental evolution, which addresses how evolving populations 

must deal with the problem of arriving in the final environment (Collins 2011). By 

examining performance only once in the final environment, many adaptive processes may 

be overlooked. 

 

A final criticism is that many experimental evolutionary studies are not interpreted 

mechanistically. Results are left very general and hypothetical, as they do not specifically 

examine the outcomes aside from listing mutations and suspected effects. In the present 

work, we characterized the trajectory of evolutionary recovery in a non-standard 

scenario. Due to the aforementioned reasons, microviruses are an ideal system to study 

these processes. Homologous genes encoding a structural protein were transferred 

between microviruses, and the resulting strains were experimentally evolved. A series of 

targeted selections and the isolation of second-site suppressor mutants are described, with 

some mutations subsequently characterized in greater detail. By investigating these 

mutations, additional characteristics of microvirus biology were elucidated (see Chapter 

3). If the mutations had instead been simply listed, novel mechanisms of gene regulation 

would have been missed. To fully interpret the results of the studies described herein, a 

summary of the current knowledge of microviruses is discussed in detail below. 
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1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.2.1 PHYLOGENETICS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FAMILY 

The Microviridae consist of small, non-tailed bacteriophages with single-stranded (ss) 

DNA genomes. Like all icosahedral ssDNA viruses, their capsids display T = 1 symmetry 

(Tsao et al. 1992; Zhang et al. 2001; Crowther et al. 2003; Bennett 2008). Microviruses 

comprise a sub-family of the Microviridae and have been studied for nearly a century. 

The first microvirus discovered was φX174, which was isolated in the 1920s and is still 

widely used (Sertic and Bulgakov 1935). Additional microviruses were isolated in the 

1960s and 1970s: α3 (Kay and Bradley 1962), G4 (Godson et al. 1978), ST-1 (Bowes and 

Dowell 1974) and φK (Taketo 1976). The results of a later genomic analysis conducted 

with approximately 50 new isolates indicate that the microviruses are divided into three 

distinct clades: the φX174-, G4- and α3-like viruses (Rokyta et al. 2006) (Figure 1.1A). 

Extensive characterization of microvirus structures, genetics, and biochemistry, coupled 

with their short replication cycles, make them a useful system for studying multiple 

aspects of biology. 

 

More recently, microvirus-like phages were isolated from Spiroplasma, Chlamydia, and 

Bdellovibrio (Richmond 1982; Renaudin et al. 1987; Liu et al. 2000; Brentlinger et al. 

2002; Garner et al. 2004). Members of this new group, named Gokushovirinae (gokusho 

= Japanese for “very small”), are frequently found in metagenomic studies (Krupovic and 

Forterre 2011; Tucker et al. 2011; Roux et al. 2012; Labonte and Suttle 2013). Two 

additional sub-families have been proposed based on in silico methods: the Alpavirinae, 
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which are prophages of Bacteroidetes; and the Pichovirinae, from fresh and ocean water 

environments (Krupovic and Forterre 2011; Roux et al. 2012). Although particles from 

these newly proposed sub-families have yet to be isolated, their prevalence in 

environmental samples can provide a more comprehensive picture of the Microviridae as 

a whole. 

 

1.2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A POWERFUL MORPHOGENETIC SYSTEM  

As coliphages, the tools for manipulating microviruses were developed alongside those 

for manipulating their host, E. coli, which became the model bacterial system at the onset 

of molecular biology. The small (~5.4-6.1kb), single-stranded DNA genomes were an 

ideal template source for Frederick Sanger in developing chain-terminating DNA 

sequencing. φX174 ssDNA could easily be generated and purified in large quantities, and 

it did not require additional modification before it could be subjected to sequencing 

reactions. Thus, it was the first organism to have its genome sequenced (Sanger et al. 

1978). It was also the first organism described to have overlapping reading frames 

(Figure 1.1B). Moreover, ssDNA is easy to manipulate, so φX174 genomes were used to 

develop the initial theory and protocols for site-directed mutagenesis (Hutchison and 

Edgell 1971; Hayashi and Hayashi 1974). This made it possible to generate amber 

mutants, which encode premature stop codons in target genes. 

 

The combination of amber mutants and tRNA informational suppressors (Gorini 1970) 

was useful for determining the role of each gene product (Figure 1.1B and Table 1.1) and, 
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later, to determine the chemical requirements of specific sites within a protein. 

Informational suppressor strains encode mutant tRNA genes, with an anticodon that 

recognizes amber (TAG) codons and inserts an amino acid, allowing read-through of the 

stop codon during translation. Although attempts to use cloned versions of tRNA 

informational suppressors were made, for unknown reasons these hosts were 

physiologically unsuitable for microvirus propagation. Thus, the use of this approach has 

been somewhat limited to SupD, SupE, and SupF hosts, which insert serine, glutamine, 

and tyrosine, respectively, at amber sites (Gorini 1970). Using these hosts to produce 

defective missense proteins from amber genomes, second-site suppressor (compensatory) 

mutants could be quickly identified. These mutations suppress (or compensate for) a 

defect introduced by the missense protein. The locations of these mutations can 

determine which gene products interact during assembly. In addition, the ability to 

propagate amber mutants permissively and then infect wild-type cells without 

informational suppressors allowed the first temporal dissection of the assembly pathway. 

 

Microviruses were among the first whole-virus particles to be resolved by x-ray 

crystallography. High-resolution virion and/or procapsid structures have been determined 

for all representatives of the three microviruses clades (Figure 1.1C) (McKenna et al. 

1992; McKenna et al. 1994; Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et al. 1999; Bernal et al. 2003; 

Bernal et al. 2004). Mutations identified by second-site genetic analyses can be mapped 

onto these structures. While structures are static, suppressor mutations can fill in the 

details between resolved assembly intermediates and identify potential transient 

interactions.  
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The biochemistry of microviruses has been determined both in vivo and in vitro. In vitro 

systems for both DNA synthesis and packaging were characterized in the 1980s (Aoyama 

et al. 1981; Aoyama and Hayashi 1986) and the in vitro assembly of procapsids has been 

described (Cherwa et al. 2011). Most small viruses (T ≤ 3) do not require a scaffolding 

protein during assembly, while larger viruses utilize a single scaffolding protein at most 

(Fane and Prevelige 2003; Zlotnick and Fane 2010; Prevelige and Fane 2012). Despite 

their small sizes, microviruses are unique in utilizing two scaffolding proteins during 

assembly. These proteins effectively divide the assembly pathway into an early stage, 

mediated by internal scaffolding protein B; and a late stage, mediated by external 

scaffolding protein D (Cherwa et al. 2011; Gordon et al. 2012) (Figure 1.2). 

Intermediates throughout the assembly pathway can be isolated by rate-zonal 

sedimentation, facilitating the characterization of assembly defects. 

 

More recently, experimental evolution has been used to resolve protein-protein 

interactions on a system level. This can be done by making chimeric viruses: a gene from 

one virus is moved, in part or in whole, into the genome of a related virus, replacing the 

native gene (Burch and Fane 2003; Uchiyama et al. 2007; Rokyta and Wichman 2009). 

Gene exchange often results in an initial reduction of fitness. Through experimental 

evolution, higher-fitness variants are selected for many generations. The genomes of the 

resulting viruses often contain second-site suppressor (compensatory) mutations, which 

suppress the defect affecting fitness. The locations of these mutations are extremely 

useful in determining how proteins interact (Wichman and Brown 2010), and how 

defective interactions can be restored.  
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An experimental evolution approach involving chimeras is useful for studying 

macromolecular assemblies for multiple reasons: 1) instead of individual residues, entire 

interfaces between proteins are altered; 2) it is possible for the introduced gene to 

accumulate mutations, which could not occur in earlier cross-complementation studies 

using knockouts mutations and cloned genes (Burch et al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2000b, 

a; Uchiyama and Fane 2005); 3) the foreign gene is expressed at the same level as the 

native gene; and 4) and the transferred gene produces a functional protein, at least in its 

native system This last point is particularly important, because proteins with almost 

superimposable structures may not always operate efficiently when placed in another 

context (Rokyta and Wichman 2009). Thus, the evolutionary history of the complex as a 

whole is an important aspect of protein-protein interactions. Similarly, the relationship 

between sequence conservation and the ability to cross-function cannot always be 

assumed. Two cases illustrate this point particularly well. First, the internal scaffolding 

protein B is very diverged across microviruses, but in most cases it can function across 

species lines (Burch et al. 1999). Second, the external scaffolding protein D is very 

conserved across all three microviruses clades, but it is unable to function across species 

lines (Burch and Fane 2000a; Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). Thus, 

sequence analyses cannot always predict how interchanging proteins will affect the 

overall thermodynamics of assembly. These and other examples are addressed in more 

detail below. 
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1.2.3 MICROVIRIDAE STRUCTURES 

As mentioned, high-resolution structures have been determined for several microvirus 

procapsids and virions (McKenna et al. 1992; McKenna et al. 1994; Dokland et al. 1997; 

Dokland et al. 1999; Bernal et al. 2003; Bernal et al. 2004). In the virions, which are 250 

Å in diameter, 60 copies of coat protein F are icosahedrally arranged as twelve pentamers 

or vertices. Each vertex is decorated with a pentamer of major spike protein G, which is 

involved in host cell recognition and attachment. Both F and G proteins contain an eight-

stranded, antiparallel β-barrel. The F protein also contains two large insertion loops: the 

EF and the HI loops (Figure 1.3A). Conversely, the G protein has only small, 10 and 11 

residue extensions at the N- and C-termini, respectively (Figure 1.3B). Inside the capsid, 

there are 60 copies of DNA binding protein J, which is closely associated with the viral 

genome and with grooves in the capsid proteins. Although there are 10-12 copies of the 

DNA pilot protein H, their exact locations and structure(s) could not be fully determined 

within the electron density due to icosahedral averaging. It is possible to remove the 

spikes from virions via treatment with a high concentration of urea (Edgell et al. 1969). 

Along with major spike protein G, the DNA pilot protein H is also removed. This, 

combined with diffuse density at the 5-fold axes of symmetry, suggests the location of 

protein H in the virion (McKenna et al. 1992). Based on the stoichiometry of assembly 

intermediates, each pentameric, coat protein containing intermediate contains one H 

protein. However, in vitro, 10 H proteins form an α-helical barrel, a variation of the 

classical coiled-coil motif (Sun et al. 2014a; Sun et al. 2014b). This structure has been 

directly visualized by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) tomography spanning the cell 

wall of infected hosts. 
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The φX174 procapsid is approximately 360Å in diameter, and multiple structures have 

been determined at various morphogenetic stages (Ilag et al. 1995; Dokland et al. 1997; 

Dokland et al. 1999; Morais et al. 2004). Twelve pentamers containing proteins F, G, H, 

and B (12S* particles; see below) are held in close proximity by a lattice of 240 external 

scaffolding D proteins. Four external scaffolding proteins contact each of the 60 coat and 

spike proteins in an asymmetric arrangement, with individual positions denoted D1 

through D4. Sixty copies of the internal scaffolding B protein reside inside the structure 

and interact with the coat protein via highly-conserved aromatic amino acid residues in 

the C-terminus. The first procapsid structure was a 20 Å low-resolution model generated 

from “open” particles using cryo-EM fitted with x-ray crystallography structures from the 

virion. These procapsids contain 30 Å pores at the 3-fold axes of symmetry. A 

comparison between the cryoEM procapsid and the virion x-ray structure suggests that 

the coat protein pentamers in the open procapsid are separated from each other by ~10 Å 

(Ilag et al. 1995; Bernal et al. 2003). At this stage, the procapsid is held together 

primarily by the external scaffolding protein lattice. A second procapsid structure was 

generated from “closed” particles (Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et al. 1999). This 

structure was determined to 3.5 Å by x-ray crystallography. This closed procapsid 

represents an off-pathway assembly product: the coat protein pentamers had fallen 

radially inwards, resting in the virion positions. Consequently, some of the coat-external 

scaffolding protein contacts between were lost, particularly between the D4 subunit and 

~20 three-fold related coat protein residues. These are the residues that mediate formation 

of the 30 Å pores at the 3-fold axes of symmetry.  
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A structure of assembly-naïve external scaffolding proteins was also determined to 3.3 Å 

resolution (Morais et al. 2004). Rather than the D1 through D4 conformations seen in the 

closed procapsid x-ray model, only two conformations were seen. These are denoted DA 

and DB (Figure 1.3C). The DA subunit most closely resembles the D1 and D3 structures, 

and the DB subunit resembles the D2 and D4 structures. Thus, the assembly-naïve DADB 

asymmetric dimer is poised to become either the D1D2 or D3D4 asymmetric dimer found 

in the procapsid lattice (Figure 1.3D). This asymmetry is largely a function of a 30° kink 

that allows the subunits to form a non-quasi-equivalent icosahedral lattice. This kink 

occurs at glycine residue 61 in only the D1 and D3 subunits and is discussed in more 

detail below. 

 

Unlike the microviruses, other members of the Microviridae are poorly characterized in 

terms of structure. The only resolved structure of a gokushoviruses is SpV4, determined 

to 27Å resolution by cryoEM (Figure 1.4) (Chipman et al. 1998). A higher-resolution 

structure of a related gokushovirus, Chp2, is in progress (M. Abgandje-McKenna, 

personal communication). Based on these structures, it is obvious that there are major 

differences between microvirus and gokushovirus particles. Rather than spikes decorating 

the five-fold axes of symmetry, gokushoviruses employ a region of the coat protein to 

form “mushroom-like” protrusions at the three-fold axes of symmetry. These extend 

radially outwards from the capsid by about 54Å, exhibiting a globular head and a narrow 

stalk region. Gokushovirus coat proteins contain 71-residue insertion loops, which 

trimerize to form these protrusions (Chipman et al. 1998). Modeling of the amino acid 

residues that form the protrusions suggest that a hydrophobic depression may form at the 
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top. However, the resolution of the cryoEM reconstruction is far too low to determine 

whether the depression actually forms. It is assumed that this depression and the 

protrusions in general mediate host cell recognition and attachment: however, there is no 

experimental data to support this claim. As more gokushoviruses are characterized, 

additional structure and structure-function studies may follow. These will be helpful in 

deciphering the curious morphogenetic features of the gokushoviruses and how these 

particles assemble. 

  

1.2.4 ASSEMBLY 

The full assembly pathway is shown in Figure 1.2 and can be divided into early and late 

stages. Assembly begins with the pentamerization of coat F proteins into 9S particles, and 

of major spike G proteins into 6S particles. Five internal scaffolding B proteins, along 

with one DNA pilot protein H, bind to the underside of the 9S particle and induce a 

conformational change to produce the 9S* particle. The 6S particle binds atop the 9S* 

particle to produce the 12S* particle (Cherwa et al. 2008; Gordon et al. 2012). Late 

assembly is mediated by external scaffolding protein D, where 240 copies of the D 

protein organize twelve 12S* particles into procapsids (Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et 

al. 1999; Cherwa et al. 2011). In the procapsid, coat proteins do not interact directly but 

are held in close proximity by the D protein lattice (Ilag et al. 1995; Bernal et al. 2003). 

Four external scaffolding proteins are arranged in two asymmetric dimers per coat protein 

(D1D2 and D3D4). Each subunit is structurally distinct and forms a unique set of 

interactions with the underlying five-fold related and two-fold related coat proteins 
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(Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2003). Once procapsids have 

formed, genomic DNA can be synthesized and packaged. Packaging triggers the release 

of the scaffolding proteins and facilitates a radial, inward collapse of the 12S* pentamers. 

These packaged, sealed particles are the final product of assembly: mature virions. A 

more detailed review of these stages is addressed in the following sections. 

 

Early assembly: Morphogenesis begins with pentamerization of the coat protein F and the 

major spike protein G, which form the 9S and 6S particles, respectively. Based on 

primary sequence alone, neither protein is highly conserved across microvirus clades 

(~60-70% amino acid identity for F proteins and ~30-40% for G proteins). Structurally, 

however, these proteins are nearly superimposable (McKenna et al. 1996; Bernal et al. 

2003). In the coat protein, most of the divergence can be mapped to flexible loop 

structures, which contain small α-helices. Conversely, the amino acids residues forming 

the β-barrels cores are conserved across clades. The loop regions mediate most of the 

two, three, and five-fold related coat protein contacts as well as interactions with the 

substrate specificity domains in the external scaffolding proteins (Burch and Fane 2000b; 

Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). This may ensure that coat protein 

monomers and pentamers do not formed mixed complexes in cells co-infected with 

phages from different clades. Similarly, the major spike protein is least conserved at the 

five-fold contact sites. Again, these differences may confer some level of specificity, 

which would prevent the formation of mixed spike pentamers in co-infected cells.  
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To test the ability for coat proteins to function within a clade, Rokyta et al. exchanged F 

genes between the G4-like viruses ID2 and ID12 (Rokyta and Wichman 2009). Despite 

only an 8% difference on the amino acid level, both chimeras experienced severe fitness 

losses. These strains were experimentally evolved in liquid culture, with samples 

removed and sequenced throughout the experiment to document compensatory mutations. 

By the final passage, both chimeras had recovered ~80-90% of the parental fitness 

values. Most compensatory mutations mapped to the scaffolding proteins, or in the coat 

protein at coat-scaffolding protein contact sites. This suggested a defect in assembly and 

that, despite conservation of coat protein sequence and structure, minor differences can 

have large effects on assembly efficiency. Moreover, this emphasizes that assembly 

efficiency is a critical determinant of fitness. 

 

The present study examined the ability for proteins to function across clades. For this, the 

major spike protein G was chosen and exchanged between φX174 and G4. This study is 

described in further detail in Chapter 2. Briefly, the direction of transfer drastically 

affected the phenotype of the resulting chimeric strain. The assembly pathway of each 

microvirus consists of protein-protein interactions that optimize productive assembly and 

reduce the likelihood that off-pathway reactions will remove and sequester proteins and 

assembly intermediates. When a foreign protein is introduced into an assembly pathway, 

these interactions may no longer be optimal. If productive assembly is no longer efficient, 

a thermodynamic barrier is elevated. If this barrier is elevated too high, off-pathway 

reactions become favored. Both scenarios were observed in this study. 
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The internal scaffolding protein B facilitates early assembly by binding both an H protein 

monomer and the 9S particle. The binding of five B proteins to the underside of a coat 

protein pentamer induces a conformational change. This results in the 9S* particle, 

comprised of F, B, and H in a 5:5:1 ratio. The internal scaffolding protein B has 

significantly diverged between microvirus clades, with sequence identities as low as 30% 

(Burch et al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2000a). Burch and colleagues investigated the ability 

for internal scaffolding proteins to function across species lines. Because gene B resides 

almost entirely within gene A, it was necessary to use cloned B genes and assay for 

rescue of nullB mutants of each representative microvirus, φX174, G4, and α3. For the 

most part, results indicated that the internal scaffolding B proteins are indeed able to 

function across species lines, despite their low level of similarity. In fact, this flexibility 

regarding amino acid composition makes the B gene product ideal for an overlapping 

reading frame: the A gene is free to evolve with the host with minimal constraints from 

the B gene sequence. Protein A must physically associate with the host cell Rep helicase 

to package and synthesize ssDNA genomes. Single substitutions within the helicase can 

prevent this interaction from occurring (Tessman and Peterson 1976; Ekechukwu et al. 

1995). At least within the 3 clade, protein A has evolved more specific interactions with 

protein C, which may serve to physically isolate 3 ssDNA synthesis and packaging in 

co-infected cells. A more detailed description of this work has been published (Doore et 

al. 2014) and can be found in Chapter 3.  

 

Divergence is not uniform throughout the B protein sequences. The spacing of C-terminal 

aromatic amino acids, located at residues 100-120, is highly conserved across microvirus 
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clades. Conversely, the N-terminus has diverged significantly between clades. Novak and 

Fane investigated the functions of this highly diverged region (Novak and Fane 2004). In 

this study, a series of N-terminal deletions of the B protein were generated. It was 

determined that up to 53 residues of this protein could be deleted while maintaining its 

ability complement above 33°C. Although particles could form under these conditions, 

they did so with reduced efficiency and with fewer DNA pilot H proteins in the mature 

virions. Thus, this region may assist protein H incorporation and conformational 

switching of the coat protein pentamer, but it is not essential for B protein function. A 

viable nullB strain was later experimentally evolved by selecting for productive assembly 

in the presence of sequentially larger N-terminal deletions (Chen et al. 2007). These 

selections ultimately yielded a mutant that no longer required the internal scaffolding 

protein. However, this was achieved at a dramatic cost to fitness. This study is discussed 

in more detail below (see Evolution of a Two-Scaffolding System). 

 

Several conserved, aromatic C-terminal residues interact with the coat protein directly in 

the φX174 crystal structure and are conserved in all microviruses. Highly conserved 

aromatic residues can also be found in other internal scaffolding-like proteins throughout 

the Microviridae. In φX174, these aromatic residues—F106, Y107, F109, F117, Y119, 

and F120—all participate in ring-ring interactions with the coat protein (Figure 1.5). To 

test the chemical requirements of these sites, Gordon and colleagues generated amber 

mutations and screened for plaque formation on amber suppressor hosts that inserted 

serine, glutamine, or tyrosine during protein synthesis (Gordon et al. 2012; Gordon and 

Fane 2013). Non-aromatic residues at these sites conferred lethal and semi-lethal 
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phenotypes. Thus, these substitutions were not tolerated. To characterize the defects 

biochemically, lethal or semi-lethal mutations were engineered directly into the genome. 

When assembly was examined, three blocks were observed: the 9S → 9S*, 9S* → 12S*, 

and 12S* → procapsid transitions. Typically, 9S particles that cannot transition to 9S* 

intermediates aggregate and become insoluble. This was the case for the l(B)F120K 

mutant [lethal (B) F 120 → K: phenylalanine to lysine at residue 120] and am(B)F120 

infected cells. Both mutations would theoretically eliminate ring-ring interactions with 

three phenylalanine residues in the coat protein. Combined with the biochemical data, 

these results suggest that the B protein lost the ability to participate in extensive pi-

stacking interactions with the coat protein, and hence to bind to it. In l(B)Y107S-infected 

cells, however, 9S particles were soluble, suggesting that the mutant protein was able to 

interact with the coat proteins, albeit unstably, and induce a conformational change that 

prevented aggregation. However, the B protein dissociated before the 9S* → 12S* 

transition could occur. Conversely, cells infected with the l(B)Y119W mutant could form 

12S* particles, but these appeared to be kinetically trapped. Assembly was rescued by 

over-expression of the external scaffolding protein, suggesting that 12S*-external 

scaffolding protein interactions were inefficient. This was the only mutant to display this 

phenotype.  

 

A screen for second-site suppressors was conducted for all missense mutants, and the 

locations of suppressor mutations were mapped onto the procapsid structure. All 

mutations clustered in the middle of the coat protein and primarily affected proline, 

arginine, and glycine residues. Mutations that suppressed the 9S* → 12S* transition also 
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suppressed the 9S → 9S* and 12S* → procapsid transitions. This general mechanism of 

suppression also suggests that the internal scaffolding protein induces a single 

conformational switch, rather than a series of reactions mediated by individual amino 

acid residues. In this model, no specific function can be ascribed to a single residue, 

which emphasizes the importance of interacting interfaces. However, these suppressors 

could not restore binding of B-F120K mutant proteins. Thus, while the coat protein can 

compensate for incorrect or incomplete conformational switching, binding of the internal 

scaffolding protein must still occur in some form to induce the switch. 

 

In addition to these aromatic residues, two acidic residues—D111 and E113—form salt 

bridges with basic side chains in the coat protein. Salt bridges are known to be extremely 

important in mediating coat-scaffolding contacts in other systems (Parent et al. 2005; Fu 

et al. 2007; Zlotnick and Fane 2010; Cortines et al. 2011). However, this does not appear 

to be the case in microviruses. The substitution of amino acids with uncharged, but non-

aromatic, side chains for D111 and E113 do not confer dramatic restrictive phenotypes 

(Gordon and Fane 2013). However aromatic side chains at the D111 site were not 

tolerated. When the assembly of the l(B)D111Y mutant was examined, procapsid-like 

particles could form but lacked the internal scaffolding B protein. All other structural 

proteins, including the external scaffolding protein, were present. Further analysis 

suggested that the mutant protein bound the 9S particle, induced an incorrect 

conformational switch, and left the assembly pathway. The incorrect conformation 

allowed 12S*-like particles to form and associate with external scaffolding protein, but 
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these could not complete morphogenesis. This appears to be inducing an alternate 

conformational change that traps intermediates later in the assembly pathway.  

 

The D111 side chain is oriented towards the center of the B protein binding pocket, 

where F120 interacts with the aforementioned aromatic rings from the coat protein 

(Figure 1.5). Thus, when mutated to tyrosine, this residue could be competing with F120 

for coat protein interactions. Like the aromatic amino acid residues, D111 is strongly 

conserved in other microvirus clades and participates in similar salt bridges in procapsid 

structures. However, salt bridge formation may not necessarily have driven the chemical 

requirements at this site. An acidic side chain likely prevents improper coat-scaffolding 

interactions. The negative charge would likely be repulsed by the electron-rich 

environment of the aromatic rings at the center of the cleft. In this model, formation of a 

salt bridge may have simply optimized the use of the acidic residue at this site.  

 

Late assembly: As was done for the internal scaffolding protein, initial experiments 

investigated the ability for external scaffolding proteins to function across clades (Burch 

and Fane 2000b, 2003; Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). Despite ~70% 

amino acid sequence identity, D proteins could not cross-complement. In fact, the 

expression of the foreign gene mildly inhibited wild-type growth across the φX174 and 

α3 clades (Burch and Fane 2000b). However, when chimeric proteins were exchanged, 

inhibition became strong and species specific. This illustrates another case where 

conservation of amino acid sequence and structure is a poor predictor of cross-
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complementation. Multiple studies have investigated the role of the two highly variable 

regions of the protein, located at α-helix 1, loop 6, and α-helix 7 (Burch and Fane 2000b, 

2003; Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007).  

 

The first of these, α-helix 1, was exchanged between φX174 and α3, and chimeric D 

genes were cloned into plasmids (Burch and Fane 2000b). Each gene inhibited species-

specifically: the φXα3D gene inhibited wild-type φX174, and α3φXD inhibited wild-type 

α3. It was determined that the first α-helix confers substrate specificity vis-à-vis coat 

protein recognition, but productive assembly of wild-type phage was hindered by the 

presence of the foreign α-helix 7 (Burch and Fane 2000b, 2003). Biochemical and genetic 

results suggested that the chimeric protein prevented genome packaging into procapsids, 

likely due to an altered external scaffolding protein lattice. Second-site suppressor 

mutations resided in gene A, which encodes the largest component of the packaging 

complex and presumably interacts with the external scaffolding proteins. 

 

Another chimeric gene was cloned with the first α-helix of G4 to create G4φXD 

(Uchiyama and Fane 2005). In this case, no inhibition of wild-type was observed, but the 

clone was unable to rescue a nullD mutant. It was determined biochemically that 

procapsids did not form below 33°C. Furthermore, although some procapsids could form 

at higher temperatures, approximately half could not be packaged. When utilizers were 

isolated, mutations mapped to the coat protein near the 3-fold axis of symmetry. These 

suppressed the assembly defect, facilitating the formation of more procapsids. However, 
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packaging was still inefficient: approximately half could still not be packaged. The 

chimeric D gene was later engineered directly into the φX174 genome (Uchiyama et al. 

2007). Assembly kinetics were analyzed in lysis-resistant cells at low temperature, and 

the in-phage chimera exhibited delayed particle formation. In addition, a large number of 

particles were non-infectious. Second-site suppressor mutants could partially restore the 

kinetics of particle formation but did not appear to correct the packaging defect.  

 

Results from these studies indicate that the external scaffolding protein both nucleates 

procapsid assembly and maintains the open pores at the 3-fold axes of symmetry, through 

which DNA is packaged. The first α-helix of the protein, specifically in the D4 position, 

is critical for both functions. While the crystal structure of the closed procapsid identified 

many coat-external scaffolding protein contacts, the results of genetic analyses in these 

studies identified additional contacts. These interactions may form only transiently during 

assembly; alternatively, they may have been lost when the procapsid underwent limited 

maturation during crystallization. 

 

To arrange the 12 capsomeres into an icosahedron, the 120 asymmetric D protein dimers 

must also form an icosahedral lattice, though it does not display T = 4 quasi-equivalence 

(Caspar and Klug 1962). A single residue mediates the unique arrangement of D proteins, 

where one monomer in each dimer is bent by 30°. This kink is necessary to facilitate the 

arrangement of external scaffolding proteins in the lattice, where each monomer must 

occupy one of the positions D1 through D4 in slightly different environments. The critical 
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residue, glycine 61, is located in -helix 3. Only a glycine residue would permit a 30° 

kink, as longer or branched side chains would constrain the flexibility of this site. 

 

To examine the effects of substitutions for this residue, mutated external scaffolding 

genes were cloned and assayed for the ability to both complement nullD mutants and 

inhibit wild-type plaque formation (Cherwa et al. 2008). The conservative substitutions 

G61A, G61S, or G61T did not complement a nullD mutant but did not severely inhibit 

wild-type φX174 plaque formation. All other mutations (G61E, G61D, G61V, G61K, 

G61P) permitted neither nullD nor wild-type plaque formation, demonstrating an 

inhibitory effect. The results of biochemical analyses suggested that the heterodimers 

between wild-type and G61D proteins were the inhibitory species. This was determined 

by examining particle formation under three conditions: 1) nullD-infected cells 

expressing no external scaffolding protein; 2) nullD-infected cells expressing the 

inhibitory external scaffolding protein alone; and 3) wild-type infected cells expressing 

the inhibitory external scaffolding protein, meaning both wild-type and inhibitory 

proteins were present within an infected cell. In the complete absence of scaffolding 

proteins, an excess of 12S* particles accumulated, which is consistent with the current 

assembly model. The same result was obtained when only the inhibitory external 

scaffolding protein was present, suggesting that it is unable to participate in assembly. 

However, in the wild-type infected cells where both proteins are present, 12S* particles 

were removed from the assembly pathway into the insoluble fraction. This indicates that 

the inhibitory species is a heterodimer, as the inhibitory protein requires the presence of 

wild-type external scaffolding protein to enter the morphogenetic pathway. It also implies 
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that the inhibitory protein cannot dimerize with itself, which has since been verified in 

vitro (J. Cherwa, personal communication). 

 

A screen to isolate resistance mutants was conducted, and the mutations were mapped 

onto known procapsid structures (Cherwa et al. 2008). Most mutations conferring 

resistance to the inhibitory heterodimer resided at coat-D3 subunit contact sites. However, 

two mutations were in the internal scaffolding B protein, which could affect the 

conformation of the coat protein in late assembly (Gordon and Fane 2013). Both types of 

mutations conferred resistance to multiple inhibitory proteins, including G61P, which 

would have a very different structure from the other mutant proteins, locking the helix in 

a kinked position. Thus, these second-site suppressors likely exclude the inhibitory 

heterodimers from late assembly altogether.  

 

A screen for nullD utilizers of G61A, G61S, and G61T was also conducted (Cherwa and 

Fane 2009). Unlike the more inhibitory proteins, these proteins appear to form 

homodimers, which promote off-pathway reactions that remove 12S* from productive 

morphogenesis. Utilizers of G61A and G61S were isolated, and mutations again mapped 

to two regions: within the coat protein underneath D3 or D2-D3 subunits; or within the 

internal scaffolding protein. These likely alter the coat surface to facilitate interactions 

with the mutant D proteins. No utilizers could be isolated for G61T, suggesting that this 

is the threshold of side chain length, surface area, and volume at this site.  
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To characterize the long-term effect of inhibitory G61 proteins, wild-type φX174 was 

experimentally evolved in the presence of increasing amounts of the mutant G61D 

external scaffolding protein. After approximately 150 generations, one strain had 

acquired a total of four mutations and was highly resistant to the G61D protein. These 

mutations mapped to the coat and external scaffolding proteins (Cherwa et al. 2009). All 

coat protein mutations resided under the D3 subunit, indicating that this region may be 

altered to accommodate the mutant external scaffolding protein. The last mutation to 

arise, D-D34G, was characterized separately and did not actually contribute to the 

resistance phenotype; rather, it stimulated fitness in the presence of the inhibitory protein, 

albeit only when expressed in trans. (Cherwa and Fane 2011).When both mutations were 

present in cis, this gene was unable to complement a nullD mutant. Thus, this mutation 

may be increasing flexibility of a neighboring subunit to counteract the lost flexibility in 

the G61D protein, but on its own, it may lack sufficient rigidity. Essentially, it is the 

combination of D34G/G61D that exhibits the greatest fitness benefit. It is interesting to 

note that stimulation exhibited allele specificity, whereas resistance did not. Mutations 

conferring resistance excluded any inhibitory heterodimer from late assembly, therefore 

suppressing inhibition by any mutant protein. The D-D34G mutation, however, was only 

stimulatory in the presence of the D-G61D protein. It did not confer a significant fitness 

benefit in the presence of either a different D-G61 mutant or the wild-type D protein.  

 

By requiring two alleles of the external scaffolding gene, the evolved strain can be 

likened to a three-scaffolding protein system: it requires one internal and two external 

scaffolding proteins for optimal assembly kinetics. For this to occur in nature, the D gene 
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would have to be duplicated, and each copy of the gene would have to acquire separate 

mutations. This alone would not be unusual, as gene duplication is a common 

evolutionary mechanism (Zhang 2003). However, duplication of this gene would increase 

the size of the φX174 genome by approximately 8.5%, surpassing the ideal size for 

packaging (Russell and Muller 1984; Aoyama and Hayashi 1985). This would produce 

unstable particles, which would subsequently have to evolve mechanisms to contain a 

larger genome. Alternatively, a conditional three-scaffolding protein system could 

facilitate cooperation in a high MOI environment. In this scenario, all individuals of the 

population would have to be resistant to D-G61D, and individuals in sub-populations 

would have to harbor complementary alleles of the D gene. In a shared host cell, both D-

G61D and D-D34G versions of the protein would be present without affecting genome 

size. Procapsids could be assembled from this shared pool of proteins. Here, the inner 

volume of the capsid would not have to be adjusted. However, as maximum benefit 

would occur in cells co-infected at an optimal ratio, this situation may not succeed or 

persist long-term. 

 

This last study suggests how a three-scaffolding system may evolve, but a two-

scaffolding system is already novel for T = 1 viruses. Earlier studies reviewed above 

examined how scaffolding proteins work, which regions are important, and how 

mutations at certain residues or regions affect assembly. However, for the most part, they 

do not explicitly address why two scaffolding proteins may have evolved, or why the cost 

of encoding an additional scaffolding protein would be beneficial. This is discussed in 

more detail below. 
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1.2.5 THE EVOLUTION OF A TWO-SCAFFOLDING SYSTEM 

Within the Microviridae, sub-families differ in the number and nature of scaffolding 

proteins. Unlike micoviruses, the gokushoviruses have only the internal scaffolding 

protein, while alpavirus and pichovirus scaffolding proteins have not been identified 

(Brentlinger et al. 2002; Krupovic and Forterre 2011; Roux et al. 2012). It is possible that 

the previous characterizations of alpavirus and pichovirus genomes missed any signature 

of the internal scaffolding protein, as a majority of the protein sequence has diverged 

significantly even between microviruses. The primary signature for internal scaffolding 

proteins is a C-terminus containing multiple aromatic residues. This pattern may not 

necessarily be detectable by current models. The available data suggest that the internal 

scaffolding protein was the first, original scaffolding protein of microviruses. 

Phylogenetic studies also suggest that the external scaffolding protein arose later in the 

φX174-like clade, and was subsequently transferred to members of the G4-like and α3-

like clades (Rokyta et al. 2006). With its more ancient origin, it seems reasonable to 

assume that the internal scaffolding protein is more intrinsic to the assembly pathway. 

Conversely, the external scaffolding protein, with its newer origins, should be easy to 

experimentally evolve out of the system. 

 

In fact, the opposite was true: the internal scaffolding protein could be eliminated from 

the system, whereas the external scaffolding protein could not. For the former scenario, 

nullB mutants were selected for the ability to form plaques in cells expressing a B gene 

that lacked the N-terminal 53 amino acids (see above: Early assembly). Subsequent 
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selections were performed using shorter and shorter B clones. After only five selections, 

a viable “B-free” mutant was able to form plaques without complementation of any 

portion of the B gene (Chen et al. 2007). This mutant compensated for the loss of the 

internal scaffolding protein primarily by over-expressing the external scaffolding protein 

D. Point mutations also altered D protein-induced conformational switching and 

interactions with the coat protein. When assembly kinetics were investigated in lysis-

resistant cells, the B-free mutant exhibited severely delayed particle formation compared 

to wild-type. By 10 min post infection, wild-type progeny production (burst) had reached 

its maximum of approximately 100 phage/cell. Conversely, the B-free mutant did not 

produce its maximum bursts until 40 min post infection, and the burst size was an order 

of magnitude below wild-type. Although this mutant can form plaques in wild-type cells 

where lysis is not inhibited, it would likely be outcompeted in a natural setting.  

 

Another study made short deletions of the N-terminus to characterize assembly without 

the first α-helix of D, and to see how much could be deleted before assembly was 

completely compromised. The N-terminus of the protein forms a 20 amino acid -helix 

and mediates initial coat protein contacts. (Burch and Fane 2000b; Uchiyama and Fane 

2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). Two 5’deletions were built into the genome: φX174ΔD7 

and φX174ΔD9, which produced proteins lacking the first seven and nine amino acids, 

respectively (Uchiyama et al. 2009). The former was only able to form small plaques at 

33°C. The latter was absolutely lethal and required complementation with wild-type D. 

Similar to the B-free mutant, kinetics of φX174ΔD7 assembly was delayed compared to 

wild-type; and again, burst sizes were very low, about two orders of magnitude below 
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wild-type. Two classes of mutants were isolated and able to grow at temperatures above 

or below 33°C. One class affected the ribosome binding site of the external scaffolding 

protein, which presumably increased translational efficiency and protein concentration. 

This would make assembly more thermodynamically favorable, as an increase in 

components can force unfavorable reactions forward. The second class of mutations 

affected coat-external scaffolding protein interactions, which could compensate for 

altered binding or conformations induced by the deletion. While these mutations 

decreased the lag phase somewhat, progeny production was still an order of magnitude 

below wild-type levels. 

 

Since all these mutations either increased translational efficiency of the external 

scaffolding protein or altered coat-external scaffolding protein interactions, recovering 

compensatory mutations that would allow evolution of a nullD strain seem unlikely. 

Since the 12S* pentamers do not interact with each other in the procapsid (Ilag et al. 

1995; Bernal et al. 2003; Cherwa et al. 2011) an attempt to “de-evolve” this aspect of the 

system may prove too difficult. Moreover, the packaging complex associates with the 

procapsid via protein D. An elimination of the external scaffolding protein would 

therefore require not only an alteration of pentamer-pentamer interactions, but of 

procapsid-packaging interactions. 

 

The benefit of a two-scaffolding system is primarily kinetic. With two scaffolding 

proteins, microviruses are able to form progeny by 5 min post infection (Chen et al. 
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2007). This could explain why the external scaffolding gene spread throughout the 

microviruses (Rokyta et al. 2006). In a mixed environment with larger, dsDNA 

bacteriophages, microvirus virions would form before their competitors even started the 

assembly process. This ensures that at least some microviruses are produced from every 

infected cell. The external scaffolding protein also appears to confer some specificity 

during both procapsid assembly and genome packaging. Whether this was inherent to the 

protein’s original function or was subsequently optimized has not been determined. 

 

1.2.6 GENOME PACKAGING AND SPECIFICITY 

During late assembly, the packaging complex associates with the procapsid to synthesize 

and package the viral genome (Fujisawa and Hayashi 1976; Aoyama et al. 1981; 

Ekechukwu et al. 1995). This complex contains the host Rep protein and viral proteins A 

and C (Mukai et al. 1979; Aoyama et al. 1981, 1983a; Aoyama et al. 1983b; Ekechukwu 

et al. 1995). It likely binds at the two-fold axis of symmetry of the procapsid by 

interacting with the external scaffolding protein lattice (Ekechukwu et al. 1995). The A 

protein is responsible for nicking double-stranded replicative form (RF) DNA and 

initiating DNA synthesis at the origin of replication (Eisenberg et al. 1976; Eisenberg et 

al. 1977; Eisenberg and Kornberg 1979; van Mansfeld et al. 1979; Baas et al. 1981). This 

sequence is conserved across all microviruses and is both necessary and sufficient for 

initiation of DNA synthesis in vitro and in vivo (Aoyama and Hayashi 1985; Hafenstein 

and Fane 2002). This ensures that only microvirus genomes are packaged into procapsids. 

Moreover, the A protein is cis-acting: it preferentially binds to the DNA molecule from 
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which it was produced (Francke and Ray 1972). Thus, it inherently favors replicating and 

packaging its encoding genome.  

 

Both in vitro and in vivo, protein C is responsible for the switch from dsDNA to ssDNA 

synthesis in the packaging complex (Aoyama and Hayashi 1986; Doore et al. 2014). 

Using cloned C genes and nullC mutants, it was determined that this protein likely binds 

semi-specifically to protein A. Although φX174 and G4 C genes are able to cross-

complement, α3 is isolated in this regard: α3nullC requires complementation with its own 

C gene (Doore et al. 2014). This study is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Although 

the primary aim of this dissertation was to examine the effects of a horizontal gene 

exchange on assembly using a substituted virion structural protein, a mutation in gene C 

appeared highly critical to the experimental evolution of one of the generated chimeras. 

The mechanism by which protein C mediates the switch between dsDNA and ssDNA had 

not been determined in vivo. How C protein mutations may affect gene expression had 

therefore never been examined.  

Once single-stranded DNA synthesis commences, the DNA binding protein J associates 

with  nascent ssDNA and enters the procapsid via pores at the three-fold axes of 

symmetry (Fujisawa and Hayashi 1976; Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et al. 1999; 

Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). The J protein is divided into two 

regions: an N-terminal DNA-binding domain (domain 1); and a C-terminal hydrophobic 

domain (domain 2). The N-terminal region binds DNA non-specifically (Jennings and 

Fane 1997). The C-terminal region is hydrophobic and binds a cleft in the coat protein 
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that is occupied by the internal scaffolding B protein during early assembly (McKenna et 

al. 1992; McKenna et al. 1994; Dokland et al. 1997; Dokland et al. 1999). During 

packaging, protein J displaces protein B, which undergoes autoproteolysis and exits the 

capsid. The DNA binding protein J of φX174 is much longer than the G4 or α3 J 

proteins, with an extended, more positively charged N-terminus known as domain 0. This 

domain is separated from domain 1 by a proline-rich region. A φXnullJ mutant 

absolutely requires complementation with its own J protein, whereas G4 and α3 can 

utilize any DNA binding protein non-specifically (Bernal et al. 2004).  

 

Jennings and colleagues characterized the first two domains of the φX174 DNA binding 

protein (Jennings and Fane 1997). In the basic regions, lysines and arginines were 

mutated to leucines. The charges of the resulting proteins ranged from +4 to +9, with the 

wild-type protein having a charge of +12. Although procapsids could be packaged with 

+9 mutant J proteins, the resulting particles were not infectious. A second-site genetic 

analysis was conducted, and suppressor mutations were of two types: intragenic 

mutations, which always restored basic charges; or extragenic mutations, which mapped 

to the first amino acid in the coat protein .This residue, a serine in wild-type, had mutated 

to either phenylalanine (F-S1F) or proline (F-S1P). This serine participates in several F-F 

contact sites, and altering this residue could modify the size, strength, or flexibility of the 

capsid. 
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Subsequent biophysical characterization was conducted using particles assembled with 

charge-altered +9 mutant DNA binding proteins that did not eliminate viability but 

greatly reduced plaque size (Hafenstein and Fane 2002). The resulting particles were 

characterized in terms of density, charge, and attachment efficiency. In all assays, the 

mutant particles behaved significantly different from wild-type: they exhibited altered 

densities (which could not be explained by the effect of heavy Cs
+
 counter ions used for 

particle purification), surface charges, and host cell attachment efficiencies. These 

properties could be partially restored to wild-type levels by the F-S1F mutation. Similar 

experiments were conducted with mutants that retained a +12 charge, albeit with an 

altered arrangement of the basic amino acids (Hafenstein et al. 2004); with particles 

packaged with foreign DNA of similar size (Hafenstein and Fane 2002); and 3 particles 

packaged with the φX174 J protein (Bernal et al. 2004). In all cases, the solution 

properties of the particles were dramatically altered. This suggests that modified DNA 

binding proteins and/or modified DNA can affect the external surface of the mature 

virion’s inner volume. However, when particles were examined crystallographically, no 

differences observed on the outer surfaces or capsid dimensions (Bernal et al. 2004). This 

phenomenon has only been rigorously examined in Flock house virus. Again, altering the 

structure of the packaged genome produces dramatically different solution properties 

despite identical x-ray structures (Bothner et al. 1999). Thus, high-resolution x-ray 

structures, while extremely useful for examining protein-protein interactions, cannot 

serve as the only paradigm in which to interpret evolutionary phenomena. 
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1.2.7 SUMMARY 

With an extensive body of knowledge regarding microvirus structure and morphogenesis, 

these viruses are uniquely suited for investigating specific molecular mechanisms during 

evolutionary processes. Mutational steps during evolution can be interpreted in well-

defined structural, genetic, and biochemical contexts. In addition, with the use of cloned 

genes, non-viable (“extinct”) variants in the population can be evolved to viability. This 

addresses both the evolutionary trajectory and the likelihood of such a trajectory 

occurring in a natural environment. Moreover, once these aspects have been 

characterized, it is possible to investigate specific mutations and determine exactly how 

and why these mutations are advantageous during the course of evolution. 

 

1.3 DISSERTATION FORMAT 

Chapter 1, the Introduction, defines the current status and problems of bacteriophage 

experimental evolution, followed by a review of microvirus structure and assembly. 

These two contexts—experimental evolution and microvirus molecular biology—can be 

used to interpret the following studies. 

 

Chapter 2 has been accepted with minor revisions to the journal Molecular Biology and 

Evolution. It is therefore in the format for this journal, as is Chapter 3. This represents the 

largest portion of the present research, from which all subsequent chapters have stemmed. 

Briefly, the major spike gene G was exchanged between the related microviruses G4 and 
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φX174. The direction of transfer drastically affected the outcome of the exchange. This 

can be explained thermodynamically, and the trajectory of recovery for each chimera is 

characterized in detail. 

 

Chapter 3 exists as a publication in the journal Molecular Biology and Evolution and is 

included as a reprint in Appendix A. Although this work was published before Chapter 2, 

a mutation that arose while data collection for Chapter 2 was still in progress: 

φXoch(C)79. This necessitated a more detailed analysis of protein C and subsequently 

contributed to our knowledge of gene regulation in microviruses. 

 

Chapter 4 is a work in progress. Similar to Chapter 3, this represents a more detailed 

examination of a mutation that arose from data collected in Chapter 2: φXG4G/χ
2
. This 

mutation was essential for the evolutionary progression of the φXG4G chimera. The G4 

major spike G protein’s C-terminus was engineered directly into the wild-type φX174 

background to characterize the defect conferred by this region. Although the approach is 

limited, results may partially explain why this mutation was so critical during the 

experimental evolution described in Chapter 2. Proposed future studies are described. 
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TABLE 1.1 Microvirus genes, proteins, and protein functions 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Gene Protein Encoded  Function 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

A            Replication initiation Stage II and III DNA replication; major component  

        of the packaging complex 

 

A*          Short version of A         Unessential for laboratory propagation. May inhibit  

   host DNA replication 

 

B            Internal scaffold          Mediates early assembly (60 copies in procapsid) 

 

C            Genome synthesis         Switch from Stage II to Stage III (ds to ss) DNA  

        replication; component of the packaging complex 

 

D            External scaffold  Mediates late assembly (240 copies in procapsid) 

 

E             Lysis   Causes lysis during host cell division 

 

F             Capsid   Major structural protein; host recognition (60 copies  

   in virion and procapsid) 

 

G            Major spike           Major structural protein; host recognition (60 copies  

   in virion and procapsid) 

 

H            Minor spike (DNA pilot)  Structural protein; host recognition; translocation of  

the viral genome into the host cell (10-12 copies   

in virion and procapsid) 

 

J             DNA binding  Tethers genome to the inside of the procapsid  

   during morphogenesis; important for particle 

   maturation (60 copies in virion and procapsid) 

 

K            Leucine-rich protein  Unessential for laboratory propagation. May affect  

   burst size. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

FIGURE 1.1: A) Phylogenetic tree of microviruses based on whole genome sequences, 

adapted from Rokyta et al. 2006. B) Genetic map of microvirus genomes. Gene products 

and functions are described in Table 1. Promoters (PX) and terminators (TY) are indicated 

beneath the linear map. Transcript quantity, encoding products, and stability are indicated 

as shaded boxes beneath the linear map adapted from Fane et al. 2006. C) Structures of 

the φX174 virion (left) and procapsid (right), adapted from Cherwa and Fane 2011. 

 

FIGURE 1.2: The complete assembly pathway of microviruses. Assembly begins with 

the pentamerization of coat protein F to form the 9S particle; and the major spike protein 

G to form the 6S particle. Five copies of internal scaffolding protein B, along with one 

DNA pilot protein H, bind to the underside of the 9S particle, inducing a conformational 

change and producing the 9S* particle. This intermediate can bind to the 6S pentamer, 

producing the 12S* particle. 240 copies of external scaffolding protein D organize twelve 

12S* particles into a procapsid. The DNA packaging complex associates with procapsids 

to initiate the synthesis of single-stranded genomic DNA. The genome, along with 60 

copies of DNA binding protein J, enter the procapsid through one of the pores at the 

three-fold axes of symmetry. Protein J displaces the internal scaffolding protein B, which 

undergoes autoproteolysis and exits the capsid. Once packaging is complete, the 

pentamers undergo a radial collapse, dissociating from the external scaffolding protein D. 

This produces the mature, infectious virion. 
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FIGURE 1.3: Atomic structures of microvirus virion and procapsid components. A) 

Monomer of the coat protein F. B) Monomer of the major spike protein G. C) A dimer of 

the assembly-naïve external scaffolding proteins, DADB. D) A tetramer of D proteins as 

they would be arranged in the external scaffolding protein lattice of the procapsid, 

occupying the quasi-equivalent positions D1 through D4. Panels A and B adapted from 

McKenna et. al., 1992. Panels C and D adapted from Morais et al., 2004.  

 

FIGURE 1.4: Cryo-electron microscopy structure of the SpV4 gokushovirus determined 

to 27Å resolution, adapted from Chipman et. al. 1998.  

 

FIGURE 1.5: Atomic structure of coat-internal scaffolding protein interactions. The 

internal scaffolding protein (red) forms multiple interactions with the coat protein (gray), 

specifically at coat protein aromatic residues (blue). Adapted from Gordon and Fane 

2013.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

THE THERMODYNAMIC AFTERMATH OF HORIZONTAL GENE 

TRANSFER DETERMINES THE TRAJECTORY OF EVOLUTIONARY 

RECOVERY 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Shared host cells can serve as melting pots for viral genomes, giving many phylogenies a 

web-like appearance due to horizontal gene transfer. However, not all virus families 

exhibit web-like phylogenies.  Microviruses form three distinct clades, represented by 

φX174, G4, and α3. Here, we investigate protein-based barriers to horizontal gene 

transfer between clades. We transferred gene G, which encodes a structural protein, 

between φX174 and G4, and monitored the evolutionary recovery of the resulting 

chimeras. In both cases, particle assembly was the major barrier after gene transfer. The 

G4φXG chimera displayed a temperature-sensitive assembly defect that could easily be 

corrected via single mutations that promote productive assembly. Gene transfer in the 

other direction was more problematic. The initial φXG4G chimera required an exogenous 

supply of both the φX174 major spike G and DNA pilot H proteins. With the introduction 

of the foreign protein, elevated DNA pilot protein levels were required to compensate for 

off-pathway reactions that became more thermodynamically favorable than productive 

assembly. After three targeted genetic selections, the foreign spike protein was 
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productively integrated into the φX174 background. The first adaption involved a global 

decrease in gene expression. This was followed by modifications affecting key protein-

protein interactions that govern assembly. Finally, gene expression was re-elevated. 

While the first selection suppresses non-productive reactions, subsequent selections 

promote productive assembly and ultimately viability. However, viable chimeric strains 

exhibited reduced fitness compared to wild-type. This chimera’s path to recovery may 

partially explain how unusual recombinant viruses could persist long enough to naturally 

emerge. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) can lead to drastic phenotypic changes, such as metabolic 

reprogramming, antibiotic resistance, and virulence (Frost et al. 2005). In viruses, the 

nature of these transfer events can be dramatic: RNA viruses have recombined with DNA 

viruses (Diemer and Stedman 2012); plant viruses have recombined with animal viruses 

(Gibbs and Weiller 1999); and complete viral genomes can be contained within other 

viral genomes (Swanson et al. 2012). Due to the parasitic nature of viruses, shared hosts 

can act as melting pots for viral genes, resulting in genomes produced by multiple gene 

transfer events. The mosaicism of double-stranded (ds) DNA bacteriophage genomes has 

been particularly well documented and can result in web-like phylogenies (Hendrix et al. 

1999; Juhala et al. 2000; Lefeuvre et al. 2009; Casjens and Thuman-Commike 2011). The 
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mechanism of recombination seems to be irrelevant as long as the mosaic genome can 

produce functional proteins (Hendrix et al. 2000). 

 

Microviruses are small, single-stranded (ss) DNA, icosahedral bacteriophages that infect 

and lyse Enterobacteriaceae. Unlike the dsDNA bacteriophages, the ~50 known 

microviruses do not exhibit a web-like phylogeny. Instead, the individual phages fall into 

three distinct clades, represented by φX174, G4, and α3 (Rokyta et al. 2006). Although 

this implies a low incidence of HGT, two possible transfer events have been previously 

documented (Rokyta et al. 2006). The most notable involves the gene encoding the 

external scaffolding protein, which appears to have originated in the φX174 clade before 

spreading to the G4- and α3-like viruses. The second transfer event may involve gene G, 

which encodes the major spike protein. Bacteriophage ID2, a member of the G4 clade, 

may have acquired a φX174-like major spike G gene (Figure 2.1A). Alternatively, the 

ID2 G gene may have originated outside the three known clades. Aside from these 

events, there is little documented gene flow between the clades. Recombination between 

microviruses should be possible: sequences are similar enough to facilitate homologous 

recombination but dissimilar enough that a gene transfer event would be detectable. Thus, 

the HGT dearth may indicate that proteins fail to efficiently function after transfer. In this 

scenario, natural recombinants would not survive to be sampled. This is the most widely 

accepted hypothesis explaining HGT barriers in bacteriophages (Hendrix et al. 1999; 

Juhala et al. 2000).  
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In order to investigate protein-based barriers to HGT, transfer events have been 

engineered. The resulting viruses were subsequently characterized and experimentally 

evolved (Rokyta and Wichman 2009; Springman et al. 2012). For example, Rokyta and 

colleagues exchanged coat F genes between two G4-like phages. Although the chimeras 

were less fit than the parental strains, they could still form plaques. Higher-fitness 

variants were experimentally evolved. The initial mutations primarily affected at least 

one of the two scaffolding proteins. This strongly suggests that reduced fitness was due to 

inefficient particle assembly: the newly introduced protein elevates the thermodynamic 

barrier of productive reactions. While inefficient, these reactions are still more favorable 

than competing non-productive reactions, which exist in every system. If the newly 

introduced protein raises morphogenetic barriers too high, off pathway reactions are now 

energetically favored. If this occurs, assembly intermediates are siphoned into off-

pathway kinetics traps. To overcome this type of barrier, non-productive interactions 

must be suppressed before productive interactions can be optimized. To our knowledge, 

this type of barrier to horizontal gene transfer has not been explored.  

 

All microviruses share similar structures and assembly pathways. Morphogenesis 

requires two types of scaffolding proteins, which divide the pathway into two phases 

(Figure 2.1B). The early phase is mediated by the internal scaffolding protein B. Five 

copies of B protein, along with one copy of DNA pilot protein H, bind to the underside of 

the 9S coat protein pentamer, producing the 9S* particle. B protein induces a 

conformational change that facilitates interactions between the coat and the 6S G protein 

pentamer (Gordon et al. 2012). Joining the 6S pentamer atop the 9S* intermediate 
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produces the 12S* particle (Cherwa et al. 2008). During the second phase of assembly, 

240 copies of external scaffolding protein D organize twelve 12S* particles into a 

procapsid (Cherwa et al. 2011a). Afterwards, genome packaging occurs with the 

concurrent loss of the internal scaffolding protein. With the release of the external 

scaffolding protein, the capsomeres undergo a radial collapse to produce the mature 

virion (McKenna et al. 1994; Dokland et al. 1997; Hafenstein and Fane 2002). 

 

Major spike G and DNA pilot H proteins mediate host cell attachment and penetration 

(Inagaki et al. 2000; Inagaki et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2014; Young et al. 2014). Protein G 

sequences have diverged significantly between clades. The diverged residues primarily 

affect the five-fold related G-G protein contacts in the 6S pentamer. Despite this 

divergence, the protein structures are nearly superimposable, and coat-spike protein 

interactions are highly conserved (McKenna et al. 1992; McKenna et al. 1996; Bernal et 

al. 2003). Due to this conservation, diverse G proteins can likely interact with other 

phage proteins across species lines. Whether these interactions facilitate productive 

assembly or non-productive reactions cannot be predicted. In this study, the major spike 

G genes were exchanged between φX174 and G4. Our results indicate that the nature of 

the thermodynamic aftermath was determined by the direction of transfer and 

corresponded to clade diversity. However, assembly was always the critical determinant 

of viability and fitness. The φX174 G protein elevated a thermodynamic barrier when 

introduced into the G4 system. Since the elevation was not severe, only inefficient 

interactions had to be optimized. This was easily accomplished in one mutational step. 

By contrast, when the G4 G protein was introduced into the φX174 morphogenetic 
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pathway, non-productive reactions were most favored. In this case, viability was 

ultimately achieved via a series of targeted genetic selections. Inhibitory reactions had to 

be suppressed before productive reactions could be promoted. The results of this study 

may partially explain how a complex series of adaptations can produce a new viral 

species.  

 

 

RESULTS 

 

The G4-φXG chimera displayed a temperature-sensitive (ts) assembly defect: The 

G4-φXG chimera contained the φX174 major spike G gene within the G4 background. 

This chimera displayed a severe temperature sensitive (ts) phenotype, only forming 

plaques below 33°C. Even at lower temperatures (28°C), its fitness was greatly reduced 

compared to wild-type G4 (Table 2.1). Expression of the cloned G4 G gene was both 

necessary and sufficient to restore plaque formation at higher temperatures (Table 2.1). 

To determine whether the ts phenotype reflected a functional, post-assembly defect, 

attachment and eclipse assays were performed. Particles assembled at the permissive 

temperature were assayed at the restrictive temperature. No significant differences in 

either attachment or eclipse kinetics were observed between the chimeric and wild-type 

virions (Figure 2.2A). This indicated that protein function within the context of the 

mature virion was not responsible for the ts phenotype: thus, a possible defect in particle 

assembly was investigated. 
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To characterize the morphogenetic defect, lysis-resistant cells were infected with either 

wild-type or chimeric G4 at a restrictive temperature (35°C). Infected cell extracts were 

analyzed by rate-zonal sedimentation in 5-30% sucrose gradients. After fractionation, 

assembled particles and morphogenetic intermediates were detected by UV spectroscopy 

and/or SDS-PAGE. The sedimentation profile of wild-type G4 infected cell extracts 

exhibited a large peak at 114S, indicating the presence of virions (114S). Virions were 

also detected, albeit minimally, in chimera-infected cell extracts (Figure 2.2B). Thus, the 

foreign spike protein does not completely abrogate assembly at the restrictive 

temperature. Moreover, the specific infectivity of these particles did not significantly 

differ from wild-type (4.0 x10
12

 plaque forming units (pfu)/OD280 vs. 1.0 x10
12

 

pfu/OD280). These data indicate that, once assembled, chimeric particles exhibit wild-type 

properties. G4-φXG infected cell extracts were also examined for early assembly 

intermediates (Figure 2.1B). All three early intermediates, 6S, 9S* and 12S* particles, 

were detected (Figure 2.2C). However, no particle accumulated to gross excess. 

Typically, a complete block in the 12S* → procapsid transition results in a significant 

excess of 12S* particles over the 9S* and 6S particles (Cherwa et al. 2008; Cherwa and 

Fane 2009; Cherwa et al. 2011a). This indicates that the foreign spike protein raised at 

least two thermodynamic barriers in the assembly pathway: the 6S + 9S* → 12S* and the 

12S* → procapsid transition.  

 

Altered coat-scaffolding protein interactions rescued chimeric virion assembly: To 

further investigate the nature of the assembly defect, a second-site genetic analysis was 

performed. Eight independently grown stocks were used, from which three suppressors 
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were independently isolated multiple times (Table 2.1). Thus, the selection likely 

approached saturation (Luria and Delbruck 1943). All suppressors were located in the 

coat protein (Figure 2.2D) and restored plaque formation at the restrictive temperature. 

However, they did not confer a fitness benefit at the permissive temperature (Table 2.1). 

The atomic structure of the viral procapsid (McKenna et al. 1996; Dokland et al. 1997; 

Dokland et al. 1999) and the results from previous studies (Burch et al. 1999; Holder and 

Bull 2001; Rokyta et al. 2009; Rokyta and Wichman 2009; Caudle et al. 2014; Miller et 

al. 2014) suggest that these mutations affect early morphogenesis (See Discussion). After 

altering these coat-scaffolding protein interactions, a second class of coat protein 

mutations appeared twice independently in the P355S background. These mutations, 

R55→P and R56→P, were always co-isolated. In the φX174 x-ray structure, the side 

chain eta-nitrogens of these conserved arginine residues (source) interact with C-terminal 

amino acids in the spike protein (target). The target residues have diverged between 

φX174 and G4 (McKenna et al. 1994). These R→P substitutions would eliminate 

multiple coat-spike protein interactions. Thus, after overcoming the morphogenetic 

barrier, these mutations may restructure the coat-spike interface. Alterations within the 

spike protein C-terminus were also crucial to the evolution of the φX174-G4G chimera 

(see below).  

 

The φX-G4G chimera initially required the exogenous expression of two φX174 

genes: Unlike the G4-φXG chimera, the isolation of the φX-G4G chimera was much 

more problematic. This chimera contained the G4 major spike gene in the φX174 

background. All attempts to isolate it in cells expressing the φX174 G gene resulted in 
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large G gene deletions, suggesting that the foreign major spike protein was inhibitory. 

The major spike protein interacts with both the coat and the DNA pilot proteins 

(McKenna et al. 1992). If the newly introduced G4 spike protein interacts non-

productively with either of these φX174 proteins, it could siphon them off the productive 

assembly pathway. In this case, it would be possible to recover the φX-G4G chimera if 

the depleted protein’s intracellular level were elevated. In wild-type infected cells, coat 

protein levels are very high and likely in excess vis-à-vis protein H (Uchiyama et al. 

2009; Cherwa et al. 2011b). Thus, the limiting agent would likely be protein H and/or an 

H protein-containing intermediate. To test this hypothesis, we attempted to isolate the 

φX-G4G chimera in cells expressing both the φX174 spike G and DNA pilot H genes, 

where it was easily recovered. The strain could only form plaques on cells expressing 

both genes. To ensure that this phenotype was not an artifact of the construction scheme, 

a second chimera was produced using an alternate restriction site at the 3’ end of gene G. 

This strain also required the co-expression of both φX174 genes for plaque formation.  

 

The assembly pathway was analyzed in chimeric phage-infected cells in the absence of 

exogenous gene expression. Unlike the extracts generated from wild-type infected cells, 

no assembled large particles were detected (data not shown). Extracts were also 

examined for the presence of soluble early assembly intermediates. Early assembly 

intermediates were readily detected in the extracts of wild-type infected cells (Figure 

2.3A) but were below detection levels in the mutant extracts (Figure 2.3B). However, 

viral proteins were readily found in the insoluble fraction that could not be analyzed by 

rate-zonal sedimentation (Figure 2.3C). These observations suggested that the assembly 
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intermediates were aggregating. Thus, with the introduction of the new protein, a 

competing off-pathway reaction has become energetically more favored than productive 

assembly. A similar molecular phenotype has been observed with a previously 

characterized H protein mutant that is not efficiently assembled into early assembly 

intermediates (Cherwa et al. 2011b). 

  

Isolation of φX174-G4G mutants rescued by the exogenous expression of only one 

φX174 gene: To select for mutants that can suppress the off-pathway reaction involving 

protein H, we selected for strains that no longer required exogenous H gene expression.  

Approximately 10
9
 pfu were plated in 10

8
 aliquots on cells expressing only the φX174 G 

gene. Approximately 3,000 plaques were examined for non-wild-type plaque 

morphologies. Of these, 55 were selected for additional screening. Plaques were picked 

and stabbed into indicator lawns to characterize growth with or without complementation. 

From this screen, only three phages maintained a complementation-dependent phenotype: 

thus, these variants arose at a frequency between 10
-9

 to 10
-10

 (Table 2.2). Genomes were 

sequenced to confirm the presence of the foreign major spike G gene. One mutant deleted 

the foreign gene, which was previously observed (see above). Two phages retained the 

foreign major spike gene but had undergone identical recombination events near the 3’ 

end. These mutants represent two independent isolations, as they were derived from 

independently produced stocks. 94% of the resulting recombinant protein is derived from 

G4 (Figure 2.4). Ten out of 15 C-terminal residues are conserved between G4 and 

φX174: thus, only five amino acids differ between the recombinant and the wild-type G4 
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proteins. The recombinant gene and protein are denoted as “
2
” (chi-squared): a chimeric 

gene in an already-chimeric genome. Both phages displayed a ts phenotype.  

 

In addition to the recombinant G gene, both independently isolated 
2
 strains contained a 

single base change at the end of gene C. This mutation results in a premature stop codon 

for glutamine codon 79 (CAA→TAA: och(C)Q79). The full-length C protein is 86 amino 

acids in length. As the mutation was not present in the parental strains, this strongly 

suggests that the recombinant gene and premature stop codon were co-selected. 

Moreover, the premature stop codon was also found in the deleted G gene strain, which 

arose from yet a third independently grown stock. Thus, the och(C)Q79 mutation likely 

arose before alterations to the major spike gene. Considering the frequency at which this 

mutation independently appeared, it likely affects a critical step required to pass through 

a very narrow bottleneck. A similar selection was performed using cells expressing only 

the φX174 H gene, which is the other gene product required by the parental strain. 

However, only wild-type recombinants were recovered. If a strain maintaining the 

foreign gene could arise via this pathway, it exists below a frequency of 10
-11

 (Table 2.2).  

 

The premature stop codon in protein C leads to a decrease in overall gene 

expression: To determine the adaptive role of the premature stop codon, the och(C)Q79 

mutation was placed in a wild-type background. Previous studies demonstrate that 

smaller naturally occurring C proteins are stronger inhibitors of double-stranded 

replicative form (RF) DNA synthesis (Doore et al. 2014). A decrease in RF DNA, the 
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template for transcription, could lead to decreased viral mRNA levels and, ultimately, in 

decreased production of the inhibitory protein. To investigate this hypothesis, levels of 

RF DNA and viral transcripts were examined in wild-type and och(C)Q79-infected cells. 

Cells harbored an empty plasmid, which was used as an internal control. RF DNA was 

characterized by two methods. In the first method, lysis-resistant cells were infected and 

incubated for 90 min, giving sufficient time for RF DNA to reach readily detectable 

levels. Plasmid and RF DNA were extracted and analyzed by gel electrophoresis. Unlike 

the wild-type control, RF DNA was undetectable in och(C)79 infected cells (Figure 

2.5A). To quantify this phenomenon on a more physiologically relevant time scale, a 

second method was employed. Cells were infected and harvested 4 and 8 min post 

infection. DNA was extracted and analyzed by quantitative PCR (qPCR), with primer 

pairs annealing to either the viral genome or the host cell plasmid, which served as an 

internal control. Viral genomes were quantified relative to plasmid DNA. At 4 min post 

infection, wild-type- and och(C)Q79-infected cells displayed similar viral:plasmid DNA 

ratios, indicating a similar input of phage genomes. This ratio remained relatively 

constant in wild-type-infected cells, demonstrating that viral and plasmid DNA were 

synthesized at comparable rates. However, in och(C)Q79 infections, the viral:plasmid 

DNA ratio dropped 7-fold (Figure 2.5B). This suggests a much lower rate of viral DNA 

synthesis.  

 

To quantify the effect on transcription, total RNA was extracted and analyzed by qRT-

PCR. In these experiments, viral mRNA was quantified relative to a plasmid-encoded 

transcript. The och(C)Q79-infected cells contained much lower quantities of viral mRNA 
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compared to the wild-type control (Figure 2.5C). This reduction was present at both time 

points even though RF DNA levels at min 4 were comparable to those observed in the 

wild-type infection. Moreover, the 7-fold reduction in RF DNA synthesis produced a 10
-2

 

-10
-3

 decrease in gene expression. This disparity may partially reflect the relative 

transcription-template efficiencies of different RF molecules (Hayashi and Hayashi 1971; 

Puga and Tessman 1973; Fujisawa and Hayashi 1977). In both in vitro and in vivo studies 

(Hayashi and Hayashi 1971; Puga and Tessman 1973), the most efficient template for 

transcription is the covalently-closed, super-coiled RF DNA. This species of RF would be 

greatly reduced in the presence of a more active C protein, which inhibits both double-

stranded DNA replication and the requisite strand closure to produce a covalently closed 

circle (Fujisawa and Hayashi 1977). To determine whether this mutation ultimately 

affected protein levels, coat protein concentrations were examined 90 min post infection. 

The coat protein could be detected in och(C)Q79-infected cells, albeit at reduced levels 

(Figure 2.5D). These results indicate that the premature stop codon leads to a global 

decrease in gene expression via the inhibition of RF DNA synthesis, which ultimately 

reduces the concentration of viral proteins in the infected cell.  

 

Exogenous expression of the 
2 

G gene does not rescue och(C)Q79/2 
G on the level 

of plaque formation: Although the och(C)Q79/2 
G no longer required the exogenous 

expression of gene H, it retained a complementation dependent phenotype vis-à-vis gene 

G. Thus, the 
2 

major spike protein may not be efficiently incorporated into particles 

and/or its intracellular concentration may be too low as a consequence of the och(C)Q79 

mutation. To determine whether elevated intracellular protein concentrations rescued 
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plaque formation, the 2 
G gene was cloned and assayed for the ability to rescue 

och(C)Q79/2 
G. As can be seen in Table 2.3, no rescue was observed. These data 

indicate that further adaptations via changes in structural and/or scaffolding proteins were 

required.  

 

Isolation of φX174-G4G mutants that form plaques in cells expressing the G4 major 

spike gene: Due to the complexity of the assembly pathway, a foreign major spike 

protein could affect multiple morphogenetic stages. A series of genetic selections were 

taken to address these possibilities. For these experiments, the two original och(C)Q79/2 

G  isolates served as the parental strains and were propagated independently. One isolate 

ultimately produced lineages B and D, whereas the other isolate produced lineage T (see 

below). In propagating these strains to high enough titers to conduct selections, rapid 

adaptation was evident. Plaque size became very heterogeneous. For example, in three 

independently grown populations of lineage D, large plaque variants represented at least 

50% of the population. Sequencing results indicated that this variant was caused by an 

R→C substitution at amino acid 161 in the coat protein. Thus, the phage populations used 

in the following selections were already mixed, making it difficult to precisely ascertain 

which mutation(s) arose first.  

 

Six different selections were performed as described above. They included: 1) selections 

on wild-type cells (C122) expressing no exogenous viral genes; 2 and 3) selections on 

cells expressing either the internal scaffolding B or external scaffolding D gene, 
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respectively, as mutations affecting scaffolding-structural protein interactions have 

predominated in other studies; 4) selections on cells expressing gene H, as 

aforementioned results indicate that protein H was limiting; 5 and 6) selections on cells 

expressing a cloned 2 
G or the G4 G gene, respectively. Approximately 1.3 x 10

4
 

plaques obtained from selections 1-5 were examined for altered plaque morphologies. 

700 were subjected to further screens involving weak growth, ts or complementation-

dependent phenotypes. When no genes were exogenously expressed in the selection, 

plaques were tooth-picked into indicator lawns incubated at 28°, 37°, and 42°C. When a 

gene was exogenously expressed, plaques were assayed for a complementation-

dependent phenotype. By these assays, all phages examined had a wild-type phenotype, 

suggesting that the foreign gene was lost. Before the selections, phage had to be 

propagated in cell expressing a cloned φX174 G gene, which is where the recombination 

event would have occurred. Nonetheless, 18 were sequenced and found to contain the 

wild-type φX174 G gene. If these selections could yield a virus that retained the 2 
G 

gene, we estimate that it occurs below a frequency of 10
-11

.  

 

The sixth selection, which of course was the last one tried, readily yielded mutants 

(frequency ~10
-8

) that were rescued by the exogenous expression of the G4 G gene 

(G4Gut:utilizer). These mutants were not rescued by cloned 2 
G gene expression (Table 

2.3). However, the cloned φX174 G gene could still complement them. Therefore, the 

substrate specificity for productive assembly was expanded. Based on whole genome 

sequences, these strains had acquired multiple mutations (Table 2.4). Only two strains—
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one each from lineages D and T—were chosen for more detailed analyses and subsequent 

selections.  

 

Most mutations affected two regions of the genome. The first was the coat gene, which 

acquired mutations at sites involved in coat-external scaffolding protein interactions 

(Fane et al. 1993; Dokland et al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2003; Cherwa et al. 2008). The 

second was the intercistronic region between genes J and F. This region encodes a 

transcription terminator (TJ; Figure 1.1). Both base substitutions and a large deletion were 

recovered. These mutations would theoretically disrupt the secondary structure of the 

resulting mRNA, which can affect intracellular mRNA populations (Hayashi et al. 1983; 

Hayashi et al. 1989). TJ deletions have frequently arisen in other experimentally evolved 

strains (Bull et al. 1997; Wichman et al. 1999; Wichman et al. 2005). Thus, alterations in 

this region appear to be a common step in many adaptations. A deletion of the terminator 

could lead to more messages for downstream genes. To investigate this possibility, qPCR 

was performed with a TJ deletion in an otherwise wild-type background. Ratios were 

determined for a downstream gene (G) relative to a gene upstream from the terminator 

(B). No statistically significant difference in G:B ratios were detected, suggesting the 

effect on transcript levels may be subtle (data not shown).  

 

The deletion could also create a translational coupling arrangement: the stop codon of 

gene J now overlaps with the gene F ribosome binding site. To investigate an effect on 

translation, coat protein synthesis was investigated 40 to 80 min post infection and 
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normalized to a host cell protein. In wild-type-infected cells, coat protein approximately 

doubled every 20 minutes, whereas protein levels in the ΔJ-F infected cells nearly tripled 

between time points (Figure 2.6). Thus, the deletion may mitigate the effect of the 

och(C)Q79 mutation by increasing the translation of specific structural genes. G protein 

levels were too low and obscured by host bands to accurately follow the kinetics of its 

accumulation in whole cell lysates. As can be seen in Table 2.4, several lineages 

eventually lost the ochre mutation, suggesting that it was primarily beneficial 

immediately after transfer.  

 

Mutants that no longer required exogenous expression of any major spike gene 

could be isolated and were of two types: From the previous selection, two mutants (one 

each from lineages D and T) were screened for the ability to assemble without the 

exogenous expression of any spike gene. In both lineages, they arose at a frequency of 

~10
-3

. Lineage D produced two types of viable chimeras, whereas lineage T produced 

only one. The variant common to both lineages underwent an additional recombination 

event, in which the entirety of the major spike gene was now of G4 origin. These are 

denoted Lineage D and Lineage T φX-G4GV (V:viable or Victory). The entire genomes 

were sequenced and no other mutations were detected. Lineage D also yielded a strain 

that retained the chimeric major spike gene (χ
2
). This variant is denoted Lineage D φX-

G4G/χ
2
V. This strain acquired four additional mutations: one at the very end of gene F 

and three in the F-G intercistronic region, which contains the TF transcription terminator 

and the gene G RBS. 
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The ultimate goal of this study was to characterize the requisite adaptations to 

productively integrate a foreign structural protein into the φX174 system. As single 

plaques were selected throughout the course of these studies, the characterized mutants 

may neither represent the fittest possibilities nor equally fit alternatives. As can be seen in 

Table 2.5, all viable chimeras exhibited reduced fitness compared to wild-type. It is likely 

that additional mutations are required before fitness losses are completely recovered. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

The thermodynamic aftermath of horizontal gene transfer: Viruses assemble via 

well-honed pathways, with proteins co-evolving within the system to maintain efficient 

interactions (Fane and Prevelige 2003; Zlotnick and Fane 2010; Prevelige and Fane 

2012). To accomplish this, productive reactions must be favored over the non-productive 

reactions that siphon intermediates off-pathway. In microviruses, scaffolding proteins 

suppress off-pathway reactions by preventing the formation of protein aggregates and 

kinetic traps (Gordon et al. 2012; Gordon and Fane 2013). When interacting components 

share evolutionary histories, the introduction of a foreign protein can alter the 

thermodynamics of assembly. In a simple case, the newly introduced protein interacts 

inefficiently, raising morphogenetic thermodynamic barriers. As long as the inefficient 

interactions remain more favorable than the off-pathway reactions, single mutations 

lower these barriers and restore efficient assembly. Several examples of this have been 
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described in microviruses and other systems (Rokyta et al. 2009; Rokyta and Wichman 

2009; Springman et al. 2012). Conversely, if the introduced protein elevates the 

activation energy of a productive reaction over those governing off-pathways reactions, 

adaptations will likely be more complex. To restore morphogenesis, and hence fitness, 

off-pathway reactions may have to be suppressed before or while productive reactions are 

made more favorable, which was observed in this study.  

 

The number of proteins with which the newly introduced component must interact is 

related to the number of steps in an ordered pathway. This may accurately predicts the 

number of nodes that can be perturbed by horizontal gene transfer. This has insightfully 

been used to predict the success of transfer events (Jain et al. 1999; Cohen et al. 2011) 

but cannot completely explain post-transfer phenotypes. Levels of gene expression have 

also successfully predicted HGT outcomes but not in all cases (Park and Zhang; Yang et 

al.). In this study, homologous proteins were interchanged between homologous virus 

assembly pathways. Thus, the number of productive morphogenetic reactions and 

potentially susceptible nodes likely remained constant, as did the expression of the 

transferred gene. As evinced by the initial phenotypes of the chimeras described herein, 

the thermodynamic aftermath was not predicted. It is clearly apparent that the G4 clade 

exhibits much more diversity than the φX174-like viruses (Rokyta et al. 2006). If the 

suppression off-pathway reactions facilitated greater diversification within the G4 clade, 

preexisting diversity may predict the extent off-pathway reactions influence post transfer 

events. In addition to the two other criteria described above (Jain et al. 1999; Cohen et al. 
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2011; Park and Zhang; Yang et al.), preexisting diversity may provide a third predictive 

measure when HGT affects virus assembly.  

 

The φX174 G protein elevated the activation energy of G4 morphogenesis: After 

movement of the φX174 major spike gene into G4, the resulting chimera displayed a ts 

assembly defect. Second-site suppressors were easily isolated and mapped to the coat 

protein. One of these (S141F) is a known suppressor of defective internal scaffolding 

protein function (Burch et al. 1999) and is located at the coat-internal scaffolding protein 

interface (McKenna et al. 1996; Burch et al. 1999). Substitutions involving proline 

residues commonly suppress early assembly defects (Gordon et al. 2012), and are often 

recovered in selections for increased fitness at higher temperatures (Holder and Bull 

2001; Rokyta et al. 2009; Rokyta and Wichman 2009; Caudle et al. 2014; Miller et al. 

2014). They predominated here as well. Located in the insertion loops that cover the 

upper surface of the coat protein, they could alter coat-external scaffolding protein 

interactions and facilitate the 12S* → procapsid transition. These data suggest that coat-

scaffolding protein interactions lowered the newly elevated thermodynamic barrier (Fane 

and Prevelige 2003; Prevelige and Fane 2012). Thus, inefficient protein interactions 

conferred the assembly defect.  

 

The G4 G protein made non-productive interactions more favorable in the φX174 

system: Unlike the G4-φXG chimera, the φX-G4G chimera was unable to form plaques 

on cells expressing only the native φX174 major spike gene. This suggests a greater 
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thermodynamic barrier arose after horizontal gene transfer: productive assembly was no 

longer more favorable than at least one competing off-pathway interactions. Thus, non-

productive reactions predominated. These interactions ultimately led to a shortage of the 

DNA pilot protein, which was siphoned off the assembly pathway. Therefore, plaque 

formation required complementation by both the φX174 G and H genes.  

 

Suppressing off-pathways reactions introduced after horizontal gene transfer: To 

elucidate possible mechanisms that could suppress off-pathway reactions involving the H 

protein, mutants that no longer required elevated intracellular H protein levels were 

selected. These mutants could form plaques in cells expressing only the φX174 G gene. 

Two genotypes were recovered. The first type (φXΔG) deleted the foreign gene: a 

dramatic yet highly effective way to suppress off-pathway reactions. However, unless a 

supply of φX174 major spike G protein is guaranteed, the mutant is an evolutionary dead-

end. Under high MOI conditions, it could persist as a defective interfering particle. 

Defective interfering particles can rise to appreciable levels in high MOI φX174 cultures 

(Wichman et al. 2005). 

 

The second genotype (φX-G4G/χ
2
) retained the foreign gene, albeit not in its entirety. 

The viral genome recombined with the cloned φX174 G gene, exchanging the 3’ region 

of the foreign gene for φX174 sequence. This directly affects the coat-spike protein 

interface (McKenna et al. 1992; McKenna et al. 1994; McKenna et al. 1996). Mutations 

in this region also occurred in the G4-φXG chimera, albeit after the initial suppression of 
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the ts phenotype. In the φX-G4G chimera, restructuring this interface may be more 

critical early in its recovery, especially if this region governs the relative likelihood 

between two competing reactions: suppressing an off-pathway reaction versus promoting 

a productive one. However, the recombinant protein likely does not completely assuage 

inhibitory events. Thus, lowering its expression would still be beneficial. Both 

independent φX-G4G/χ
2 

isolates also contained a premature stop codon in gene C. The C 

protein inhibits dsDNA synthesis (Fujisawa and Hayashi 1977; Doore et al. 2014), and 

this truncation greatly increased its activity. A similar phenomenon has been documented 

for naturally occurring C proteins lacking C-terminal amino acids. These two mutations 

allowed the chimera to pass through the first critical bottleneck in its evolution: 

suppressing the off-pathway reactions.  

 

The role of the truncated C and the recombinant χ
2 

G proteins in suppressing off-

pathway reactions: The molecular mechanism behind the och(C)Q79 mutation was 

determined by analyzing levels of RF DNA and viral transcripts. Compared to wild-type 

φX174, the truncated C protein led to an approximate 7-fold reduction of RF DNA levels 

and dramatic decreases in viral transcripts. With only 15-20 RF DNA molecules per wild-

type infected cell (Puga and Tessman 1973; Fujisawa and Hayashi 1976, 1977), this is an 

extremely effective way to reduce gene expression.  

 

Genes expressed at low levels are more likely to be successfully incorporated into foreign 

backgrounds (Park and Zhang 2012; Yang et al. 2012). In this instance, it may have 
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been more advantageous to decrease the expression of the entire genome, not just the 

transferred gene. Preserving the balance of interacting components is a well-documented 

adaptation. Mutations that lower the concentration of one protein are often suppressed by 

lowering the concentration of its interacting partners (Floor 1970; Sternberg 1976; 

Cherwa et al. 2011b). Moreover, weak transcription terminators, translational coupling, 

and spatially competing ribosome binding sites make it difficult to alter the expression of 

one gene without altering the expression of others (Hayashi 1988; Burch and Fane 2000; 

Brown et al. 2010; Brown et al. 2013; Doore et al. 2014). Polar effects on gene H 

translation, via the upstream G gene, are particularly pronounced (Tessman et al. 1967; 

Burgess and Denhardt 1969). Since the H protein is already the limiting assembly 

component, decreased expression of gene G, and by proxy gene H, would dramatically 

reduce particle morphogenesis. 

 

After the suppression of off-pathway reactions, assembly can be optimized: To move 

forward, och(C)Q79/2 
G phage were used in five different selections designed to 

individually elevate proteins involved in assembly: the internal scaffolding, external 

scaffolding, DNA pilot, G4 major spike or 2 
major spike proteins. Due to the lack of a 

cloned complementing coat gene, this condition could not be examined. Only the 

selection that elevated the level of the G4 G protein was effective, and mutants were 

obtained at a frequency of 10
-8

. These variants could be complemented by either the 

foreign or the native spike gene. Therefore, the substrate specificity for productive 

assembly was expanded. Multiple mutations had accumulated, most of which affected 

coat-scaffolding interactions, spike-scaffolding interactions and increased intracellular 
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viral protein concentrations. All three of these phenomena would directly promote 

efficient assembly: this now appeared to be the primary adaptive mechanism, rather than 

directly suppressing off-pathway reactions. Altered contacts may lower a thermodynamic 

barrier, whereas increasing substrate concentrations in any reaction makes a barrier easier 

to surmount. The latter may be particularly critical due to the effects of the och(C)Q79 

mutation, as multiple types of compensatory mutations were observed. The deletion of 

the J-F intercistronic region elevated coat protein levels, and multiple strains lost the 

och(C)Q79 mutation (Table 2.4).  

 

Complementation-independent phenotypes required very few additional mutations: 

Once φX-G4G/χ
2 

was able to utilize the foreign major spike G protein, two events led to 

a complementation-independent (viable) phenotype. In the first, a recombination event 

occurred between the viral genome and the plasmid containing the G4 major spike gene. 

This re-introduced the entirety of the foreign gene into the genome and removed the χ
2
 

gene from the system. Identical recombinants were observed in two independent lineages. 

Plaque formation did not require any additional mutations even though the total level of 

intracellular G protein would be lower than in the preceding evolutionary stage. In the 

preceding stage, G protein was produced from the genome and the plasmid. However, 

two species of G protein were present: G4 and χ
2
, which could lead to the production of 

suboptimal spike protein pentamers. The second event involved the acquisition of 

mutations in the F-G intercistronic region, which likely allowed the χ
2
 gene to be 

retained. Throughout these studies, the χ
2
 protein appeared to be a less-fit hybrid.  Even 

after gaining the ability to be complemented by the cloned G4 spike gene, these strains 
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failed to form plaques when the χ
2
 gene was similarly expressed. Thus, even higher 

concentrations of the χ
2
 protein are likely needed to drive reactions forward. Presumably, 

the mutations in the intercistronic region accomplished this function. 

 

The emergence of new viruses: With up to 10 phage particles per host cell in some 

environments (Suttle 2005; Clokie et al. 2011), viruses often operate under high MOI 

conditions. While this could facilitate recombination between species, the outcome is 

likely deleterious. The evolutionary success of a recombinant could be partially 

determined by the nature of the thermodynamic aftermath. In this study two aftermaths 

were observed, which necessitated two different sets of adaptations. When the φX174 G 

protein was introduced into the G4 system, productive interactions were still favored over 

competing reactions. If moved to a low MOI environment, adaptive mutations could 

allow the chimera to recover lost fitness and become a prominent genotype in the 

population.  

 

The φX-G4G chimera initially faced inhibitory conditions: competing off-pathway 

reactions were favored over productive assembly. For this chimera to persist, a high MOI 

environment would need to be maintained. Its subsequent recovery would be influenced 

by which parent, φX174 or G4, predominated. If φX174 predominated, it could supply 

the wild-type G protein. In our study, the cloned gene served this purpose. The chimera 

could lose the foreign gene via subsequent recombination with the parental genome, 

restoring its fitness to wild-type levels. Alternatively, it could down regulate the synthesis 
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of the inhibitory protein, which was seen in these studies. Since the chimera would retain 

the origin of DNA replication and packaging, its genome could hijack procapsids. In this 

scenario, the chimera becomes a parasite, akin to a defective interfering particle. With an 

exogenous supply of assembly intermediates and procapsids, the selective pressure for 

independence would be low, and a broad range of compensatory mutations can be tested 

with minimal or no cost to fitness. After enough co-infections and subsequent selections, 

the new chimera may no longer require the parental genome to produce the wild-type 

protein. Although the virus may not be “fit” as measured by progeny production, it 

survives to infect another cell. If competing off-pathway reactions have been sufficiently 

suppressed, the trajectory of recovery may resemble that of the G4-φXG chimera: limited 

to promoting efficient assembly. At this stage, low MOI conditions become more 

evolutionarily favorable. 

 

Conversely, if the dominant wild-type species were G4, the chimera would be forced in 

the direction seen in these studies, as returning to wild-type via a recombination event 

would be unlikely. The G4 and φX174 origins of replication are highly conserved and 

functionally interchangeable (van Mansfeld et al. 1979). Thus, the chimera would still be 

able to hijack procapsids. Down regulating gene expression may not be necessary in this 

environment. This would depend on whether other φX174 proteins make competing off-

pathway reactions more favorable than assembly. With wild-type levels of DNA 

synthesis and a mutation rate of 1.0 x 10
-6

 substitutions per base per round of copying 

(Cuevas et al. 2009), this would facilitate a swifter exploration of the fitness landscape. 
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Although independence is not guaranteed in either case, it may be simpler in this second 

scenario. 

 

New viruses frequently arise via recombination events (Koonin et al. 2006; Holmes and 

Drummond 2007; Diemer and Stedman 2012) (Martin et al. 2011; Krupovic 2012; Roux 

et al. 2013). Only those that survive to be sampled can be appreciated.  Occasionally a 

very unusual recombinant emerges. For example, a plant virus and a vertebrate virus 

recombined to produce a circovirus (Gibbs and Weiller 1999). Recombination events 

between DNA and RNA viruses have been documented in extremophiles (Diemer and 

Stedman 2012). The results of this study may partially answer how these unusual 

recombinants persisted long enough to emerge. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Phage plating, media, buffers, and stock preparation: Media, buffers, plating and 

stock preparation have been previously described (Fane and Hayashi 1991). 

 

Bacterial strains and plasmids: The Escherichia coli C strains BTCC 122 (Su
-
), BAF5 

(SupE) and BAF8 (SupF) have been previously described (Fane and Hayashi 1991). 

BAF30 is a recA derivative of C122 (Fane et al. 1992). The RY7211 cell line contains a 

mutation in the mraY gene rendering it resistant to E protein-mediated lysis (Bernhardt et 

al. 2000; Bernhardt et al. 2001). Clones of the viral genes φX174 B (Novak and Fane 
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2004), D (Cherwa and Fane 2009), and H (Cherwa et al. 2011b) have been previously 

described. 

 

The φX174 and G4 G genes were cloned by PCR amplification with primers that 

introduced an NcoI site before the gene’s ribosome binding site and a downstream 

HindIII site (φX174) or a BglII site (G4) after the stop codon. The amplified fragments 

were digested with NcoI and HindIII or BglII, then ligated into pSE420 (Invitrogen) 

DNA digested with the same enzymes. Gene expression is under lac promoter control. 

The co-cloning of the φX174 G and H genes was performed in two steps. After gene G 

was cloned into pSE420, gene H was cloned into the same plasmid. The gene was 

amplified with primers that spanned a naturally-occuring SacII site near the 3’ end of 

gene G and a downstream primer that introduced a HindIII site after the gene H stop 

codon. The amplified fragment was digested with SacII and HindIII, then ligated into the 

φX174 G plasmid digested with the same enzymes. 

 

Generation of single-stranded (ss) DNA, replicative form (RF) DNA, DNA isolation, 

rate zonal sedimentation, and protein electrophoresis: The protocols for ssDNA (Fane 

and Hayashi 1991) and dsDNA RF DNA (Burch et al. 1999) isolation and purification, 

rate zonal sedimentation and protein electrophoresis protocols (Uchiyama and Fane 2005) 

have been previously described.   

 

Construction of G4-φXG and φX-G4G strains: Oligonucleotide-mediated mutagenesis 

was conducted as previously described (Fane et al. 1993), but in multiple rounds. In the 
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first round of mutagenesis, a PciI restriction site was designed to span the gene G start 

codon. An amber mutation at codon three was also inserted for screening purposes. 

Mutagenized DNA was transfected into the amber-suppressing host BAF5 (SupE). 

Progeny were screened for amber phenotypes by stabbing phage into Su
-
 and BAF5 

(SupE) lawns. The amber mutation was subsequently eliminated by selecting for am
+
 

revertants. All genotypes were verified by direct DNA sequence analyses. After 

purification, ss DNA was purified for the second round of mutagenesis. These mutagenic 

primers were designed to place a NheI restriction site in G4 (G4-φXG) or an NcoI 

restriction site in φX174 (φX-G4G) at the 5’ end of gene H along with an amber mutation 

in either codon eleven or codon three, respectively. Protocols, selections, and reversions 

were performed as described above, but with transfection and screening on BAF8 (SupF) 

or BAF30 pφXH. Corresponding restriction sites were introduced to the foreign gene G 

via oligonucleotides used in the PCR reactions. RF DNA and PCR products were cut 

with PciI and either NheI or NcoI. Following ligation, DNA was transfected into BAF30 

pG4G for G4-φXG or BAF30 pφXGH for φX-G4G (see Results). An alternate cloning 

scheme was also used for generating the φX-G4G strain. An AleI site naturally occurs at 

the 3’ end of gene G in φX174. RF DNA from φX174(G)Pci was digested with PciI and 

AleI. Corresponding sites were introduced into the G4 G gene via PCR primers. After 

ligation, DNA was transfected into BAF30 pφXGH. 

 

Isolation of second-site suppressors and viable chimeric strains: To isolate second-

site suppressors of the temperature-sensitive (ts) phenotype, approximately 10
6
 pfu 

(plaque forming units) of G4-φXG were plated at a restrictive temperature, 35°C. 
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Second-site suppressors were identified by comparing mutant and parental genome 

sequences. To isolate φX-G4G mutants that were viable on restrictive cell lines, 

approximately 10
7
-10

8 
pfu of the various φX-G4G strains were plated on pφXG, pG4G, 

or C122 at 28, 33, and 37°C.  

 

Attachment, eclipse and fitness assays: Fitness assays (Bull et al. 1997), attachment 

assays (Hafenstein et al. 2004), and eclipse assays(Cherwa et al. 2009) were performed as 

previously described. Eclipse and attachment assays were performed in lysis resistant 

hosts (Bernhardt et al. 2000; Bernhardt et al. 2001).   

 

In vivo characterization of assembly intermediates and whole cell lysates: Protocols 

for generating infected cell extracts, ultracentrifugation parameters, particle detection, 

and in vivo kinetics have been previously described (Uchiyama and Fane 2005; 

Uchiyama et al. 2007).  

 

Isolation of RNA, cDNA synthesis, and qPCR: For each infection, 100 ml of BAF30 

cells harboring an empty pSE420 vector were grown to 1x10
8
 cells/ml. Cells were 

centrifuged and washed twice with chilled HFB buffer (Fane and Hayashi 1991), then 

resuspended in 1:100 volume of chilled HFB buffer with 10 mM MgCl2 and 5.0 mM 

CaCl2. Phage were added at an MOI of 0.1 and allowed to attach for 30 min at 16°C. 

Samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 min to remove unattached phage, and 

pellets were resuspended in ice-cold TK media (Fane and Hayashi 1991) with 10 mM 

MgCl2 and 5.0 mM CaCl2. This resuspension was then added to 9.0 ml pre-warmed 
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(33°C) TK media with 10 mM MgCl2 and 5.0 mM CaCl2. At 4 and 8 min post-infection, 

0.5 ml of sample was removed and added to 1.0 ml RNAProtect Bacterial Reagent 

(Qiagen) per manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA was extracted using NucleoSpin 

RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel) per manufacturer’s instructions, but with the DNase 

incubation extended to 1 hour. RNA was quantified, and quality was determined by 

260/280 and 260/230 ratios. cDNA synthesis was performed using the High-Capacity 

cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). Negative controls included 

reactions without RNA template or without reverse transcriptase.  

 

qPCR was performed on an ABI 7300 Real-Time PCR Sequence Detection System, 

using Brilliant II SYBR Green with High Rox (Agilent) as a detector dye. Thermal 

cycling conditions started with a 50°C hold for 2 min and a 95°C hold for 3 min to 

activate the DNA polymerase, followed by forty cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 1 

min. Dissociation curves were also performed for each sample to ensure no mis-priming 

occurred. Relative quantification was performed using the ΔCT method, with the amp
R
 

gene from pSE420 used as the reference gene. 
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TABLE 2.1. Phenotypes and plating efficiencies
a
 of wild-type and G4-φXG chimera strains. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

          Expressed plasmid:   

       –––––––––––––––––   

              None   G4 G   

       ––––––––––– ––––––                

Genotype   Fitness
b
   28°C 35°C    28°C                

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––            

G4 wild-type   19.5 ± 0.7  1.0 1.0    1.0 

φX174 wild-type   14.4 ± 1.1  1.0 1.0    1.0 

G4-φXG    12.4 ± 1.6  1.0 <10
-7

    0.5 

G4-φXG/(F)S141F/(F)P153S 13.9 ± 0.9  1.0 1.0    1.0 

G4-φXG/(F)P355S  13.2 ± 1.5  1.0 0.8    1.0 

G4-φXG/(F)S141F  14.9 ± 0.5  1.0 1.0    1.0                

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

a
 Plating efficiency is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer. For wild-type strains the most permissive 

titer was determined on E. coli C122 at 33°C. 

b
 Fitness values are given as the average doublings per hour for three assays performed at 28°C, plus or 

minus the standard error. 
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TABLE 2.2. Plating efficiencies
a
 for φX174 wild-type, chimeras, and the deletion mutant. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

         Expressed plasmid:    

    ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––      

Strain    None  φXG  φXH  φXGH               

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––      

φX174 wild-type   1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0 

φX-G4G    <10
-10

  ~10
-9-10

  <10
-11

  1.0 

φXΔG    ND  1.0  ND  1.0 

φX-G4G/χ
2
   <10

-11
  1.0  <10

-11
  1.0               

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

a
 Plating efficiency is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer.  
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TABLE 2.3. Plating efficiencies for φX174 wild-type and chimera derivatives. 

_______________________________________________________________________________  

         Expressed plasmid:    

    ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––      

Strain    None  φXG  G4G  χ
2
G               

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––          

φX174 wild-type   1.0  1.0  1.0  1.0 

och(C)Q79/χ
2
G              <10

-10
  1.0  10

-8
             <10

-11
 

och(C)Q79/χ
2
G/G4Gut  10

-3
  1.0  1.0  10

-3
                

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
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TABLE 2.4. List of mutations recovered in φX-G4G/χ
2
 mutant lineages. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Selections and Strains  nt change aa change
a
 Description    

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Complemented by φX G   

Parental strain  C367T  (C)Q79och Decreases expression of all viral  

genes
c
 

Lineage T  C367T  (C)Q79och No changes from parental strain 

  

 Lineage B  C367T  (C)Q79och  

T790C  (D)V134A D1-G contact site
d
  

  

    A2276G  (F)T425A Suppresses defective D protein  

interactions
eh 

 

 Lineage D  C367T  (C)Q79och  

C1484T  (F)R161C F-D1 contact site
d
   

  

Complemented by G4 G           

 Lineage D  All mutations from the previous selection, plus… 

     Isolate D1  C1602T  (F)A200V F-D4 contact site
d
   

  

   G2084T  (F)V361F
b
 Loop structure between α4 and α5

g
  

C4053A  (G)P11T  in G4 G   

     Isolate D2  G972A   ──  Potential disruptor of TJ
f
  

  

    A1464G  (F)D154G F-D1 contact site
d
   

  

    C2280T  (F)S426L Suppresses defective D protein  

interactions
h
  

      Isolate D3  C2280T  (F)S426L Suppresses defective D protein  

interactions
h
  

    C4053A  (G)P11T  in G4 G    

 

Lineage T  All mutations from previous selection, plus… 

      Isolate T2-2  T367A  (C)och79K Likely restores gene expression 

G1473A  (F)R157H F-D1 contact site
d
    

A1637G  (F)M212V Suppresses defective D protein  

    interactions
eh

 

      Isolate T2-3  T367A  (C)och79K Likely restores gene expression  

    C1602T  (F)A200V F-D4 contact site
d
   

    C2162T  (F)H387Y F-D4 contact site
d
   

      Isolate T3-2  C367T  (C)Q79och Decreases expression of all viral  

genes  

    A1637G  (F)M212V Suppresses defective D protein  

        interactions
eh
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TABLE 2.4. List of mutations recovered in φX-G4G/χ
2
 mutant lineages – continued. 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Selections and Strains  nt change aa change
a
 Description   

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

      Isolate T4-1  T367A  (C)och79K Likely restores gene expression  

    G1266T  (F)G88V F-D4 contact site
d
   

  

      Isolate T4-8  C367T  (C)Q79och Decreases expression of all viral  

        genes 

    G1080A  (F)R26H Start of β C in coat protein
 g
  

    C1602T  (F)A200V F-D4 contact site
d
  

      Isolate T4-10  C367T  (C)Q79och Decreases expression of all viral  

genes 

Δ964-991  ──  Increases expression of structural  

   genes
c
  

    G1266A  (F)G88D F-D4 contact site
d
   

  

    G2910A  (G)Q171Q in χ
2
G  

    C2162T  (F)H387Y F-D4 contact site
d
   

   

No complementation           

 D-χ
2
V   All mutations from Isolate D2, plus… 

    G2371C   ──  F-G intercistronic region  

  

    G2379A   ──  F-G intercistronic region 

G2387T   ──  Ribosome binding site for χ
2
G               

 D-G4GV  All mutations from Isolate D2, plus the recombination of G4 G into the  

genome 

T-G4GV  All mutations from Isolate T4-10, plus the recombination of G4 G into  

the genome   

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
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a
 The letter in parenthesis represents the protein affected by the given nucleotide change. Functions of each 

protein are: C, switch from dsDNA to ssDNA synthesis; D, internal scaffolding protein; F, coat protein; G, 

major spike protein. ── represents an intercistronic region. 

b
 The nucleotide sequence for this codon differs in the φX174 strain used in these studies (Fane and 

Hayashi 1991) from the sequence published by Sanger and colleagues (Sanger et al. 1978) and has been 

described in Fane and Hayashi (1991).
 
 

c 
This study. 

d
 Dokland et al., 1997 and Dokland et al., 1999 

e Uchiyama et al., 2007 

f
 Hayashi et al.,1989 

g
 McKenna et al., 1992 and 1994  

h
 Cherwa et al., 2008 and 2009  
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TABLE 2.5. Fitness values of wild-type and viable chimeras at 33°C.  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  

Strain    Fitness
a
    

 –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

φX174 wild-type   14.5 ± 0.8   

G4 wild-type   15.3 ± 0.5   

D-χ2V      6.7 ± 0.6   

D-G4GV     6.9 ± 0.5   

T-G4GV     6.2  ± 0.9   

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

a 
Values are reported as doublings/hour with standard error, n = 3. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

FIGURE 2.1: A) Microvirus gene G phylogeny, adapted from Rokyta et al., 2006 and B) 

the assembly pathway.  

 

FIGURE 2.2: Functional kinetics and assembly of wild-type G4 and the G4-φXG 

chimera at 35°C. A) Attachment and eclipse kinetic profiles of wild-type (blue) and G4-

φXG (red). B) Sedimentation profile of large particles from extracts of wild-type (blue) 

and G4-φXG (red) infected cells. C) SDS-PAGE of small particle fractions from G4-

φXG infected cells. Viral coat (F), DNA pilot protein (H), major spike (G), and internal 

scaffolding (B) proteins are indicated in the figure. The locations of the 12S*, 9S* and 6S 

particles are given. D) Location of second-site suppressors in the coat F protein (gray) 

and their relation to the internal scaffolding B protein (pink) and major spike G protein 

(gold). 

 

FIGURE 2.3: Assembly of the φX-G4G chimera. A and B) SDS-PAGE of small particle 

fractions from extracts of wild-type-infected cells (A) and (B) chimera-infected cells. The 

location of the 12S*, 9S* and 6S particles are given in the figure. M represents a marker 

of viral structural proteins: coat (F), DNA pilot (H), major spike (G), internal scaffolding 

(B) and external scaffolding (D) proteins, as indicated. C) Whole cell lysate of chimera-

infected cells. M represents a marker of viral structural proteins as indicated. “Uninf” is a 

whole cell lysate of uninfected cells; WCL represents the lysate of chimera-infected cells. 
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FIGURE 2.4: Alignment of the C-terminal regions of the G4, φX174, and recombinant 

(χ
2
) G proteins. Recombination to produce χ

2
 occurred at the indicated site.  

 

FIGURE 2.5: Characterization of the och(C)Q79 mutation. A) Agarose gel of RF DNA 

extracted from wild-type and och(C)Q79-infected cells at 90 min post infection. 

Representative of n = 2 experiments. B) Quantification of WT and och(C)Q79 RF DNA 

at 4 and 8 min post infection. Bars represent standard error; n = 3. C) Quantification of 

viral transcripts at 4 and 8 min post infection. Bars represent standard error; n = 5. D) 

SDS-PAGE illustrating viral coat protein levels at 90 min post infection. For 

densitometry, coat protein bands were normalized to the indicated host cell band. 

 

FIGURE 2.6: Protein gel illustrating the accumulation of viral coat protein in wild-type 

or ΔF-J infected cells from 40 min to 80 min post infection. For densitometry, coat 

protein bands were normalized to the indicated host cell band.
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FIGURE 2.3 
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FIGURE 2.4 
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FIGURE 2.6 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THE EVOLUTION OF GENES WITHIN GENES AND THE CONTROL OF DNA 

REPLICATION IN MICROVIRUSES 

 

ABSTRACT 

Single-stranded DNA viral life cycles must balance double-stranded and single-stranded 

DNA biosynthesis. Previously published in vitro results suggest that microvirus C and 

host cell SSB proteins play antagonistic roles to achieve this balance.  This was 

investigated in vivo by examining microvirus DNA replication in cells expressing cloned 

C or ssb genes, which would presumably alter the ratio of antagonists. φX174, G4 and 

3, which represent each of the microvirus clades, were used in these studies. The 

regulatory system of 3 replication appeared to be the most complex. Results suggested 

that the recognized 3C gene (CS: small) is one of two C genes. A larger 5’ extended 

gene appeared to be translated from an upstream GTG start codon (CB: big). Wild-type 

3 acquired resistance to elevated SSB levels by mutations that exclusively frameshift 

the CB reading frame, whereas mutations in the origin of replication conferred resistance 

to elevated C protein levels. Expression of either the cloned CB or CS gene complemented 

am(C) mutants, demonstrating functional redundancy. When the CS start codon was 

eliminated, strains were only viable if an additional amber mutation was placed in gene C 

and propagated in an informational suppressing host. Thus, CB protein likely reaches 

toxic levels in the absence of CS translation. Formation of the CS gene within the CB gene 

may have arisen as a unique mechanism of regulation.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Complex overlapping genes characterize microvirus genomes. Genes within larger genes 

can share the same reading frame or employ an alternate one. The former arrangement 

produces N-terminally truncated proteins, whereas the latter situation results in a protein 

of unique primary structure. The products of some internal genes appear to be unessential 

for lab propagation: proteins A* and K. These genes are strongly conserved in all 

microviruses, indicating that they may confer elevated fitness in natural settings. By 

contrast, other nested genes are essential: the internal scaffolding B and lysis E proteins. 

These proteins are ideally suited for placement in overlapping reading frames. For 

example, lysis defects have no bearing on intracellular progeny production. The B protein 

has a flexible structure: 40% of the protein is unordered in the procapsid crystal structure 

(Dokland et al. 1997) and the protein is highly tolerant of amino acid substitutions (Burch 

et al. 1999). Moreover, its morphogenetic role is auxiliary: it lowers the critical 

concentration of external scaffolding protein D required to nucleate capsid assembly 

(Chen et al. 2007). Nucleation requires high D protein concentrations both in vivo and in 

vitro (Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007; Uchiyama et al. 2009; Cherwa et 

al. 2011a).  

 

Computational studies have addressed how overlapping reading frames may have arisen 

during microvirus evolution (Pavesi 2006). However, when one of the encoded proteins 

does not dramatically affect fitness in a controlled environment, it is difficult to address 

why they evolved. This is particularly relevant when the internal gene shares a common 
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reading frame, as in the case of the A and A* genes. This can produce functionally 

redundant or functionally similar proteins. Although the impetus of this study was an 

examination of viral DNA synthesis, the results identified a previously unrecognized 

gene. It encodes a larger version of protein C, unique to the 3-like phages. Unlike 

computational studies, results do not address how these overlapping genes evolved. 

However, the genetic and biochemical data may address why the arrangement was 

required.  

 

Overview of microvirus DNA replication: Most (+) single-stranded DNA replication 

strategies are complex, generally occurring in three separate stages (Figure 3.1A). The 

three stages of bacteriophage φX174 DNA replication have been extensively studied in 

vitro (Kornberg 1980; Hayashi 1988). Immediately after penetration, the single-stranded 

genome is converted into a covalently closed, double-stranded, circular molecule: 

replicative form (RF) DNA. The entire reaction, known as stage I DNA replication, has 

been reconstituted in vitro and requires 13 host proteins (Shlomai and Kornberg 1980; 

Shlomai et al. 1981). During Stage II DNA synthesis, RF I DNA is amplified. Stage II 

replication further requires the viral A protein and the host cell rep helicase (Eisenberg et 

al. 1976). Protein A binds to the origin of replication, a 30 nucleotide sequence, and nicks 

it to initiate synthesis (Eisenberg et al. 1976; Eisenberg et al. 1977; Eisenberg and 

Kornberg 1979; van Mansfeld et al. 1979; Baas et al. 1981). The origin has been shown 

to be both necessary and sufficient in vitro and in vivo (Aoyama and Hayashi 1985; 

Hafenstein and Fane 2002).  
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The final reaction, stage III DNA synthesis, involves the concurrent synthesis and 

packaging of the single-stranded genome. Viral procapsids and protein C are required for 

this process (Mukai et al. 1979; Aoyama et al. 1981, 1983a; Aoyama and Hayashi 1986). 

Based on the effects of SSB and protein C on stage III DNA synthesis in vitro, Aoyama 

and Hayashi proposed a model in which these proteins directly compete for binding the 

origin of replication (Aoyama and Hayashi 1986). If bound by SSB, another round of 

stage II DNA synthesis occurs. If bound by protein C, stage II DNA replication is 

inhibited, allowing for single-stranded genome biosynthesis. 

 

Phylogenetic arrangement of the Microviridae: The microviruses fall into three distinct 

evolutionary clades, represented by φX174, G4 and 3 (Rokyta et al. 2006). Compared to 

the phylogeny derived from whole genome sequences, the phylogenies based on A and C 

genes alone are highly unusual. It appears that C genes in the 3 clade have diverged 

significantly from G4- and φX174-like C genes (Figure 3.1B). A similar phylogenetic 

pattern is observed for the A genes (Rokyta et al. 2006), suggesting that DNA 

metabolism may be a significant point of divergence between clades. The G4- and 

φX174-like C proteins are very similar in length and amino acid content, whereas the 

recognized 3-like proteins are considerably smaller, lacking C- and N-terminal amino 

acids (Figure 3.1C). To investigate the above stated roles of SSB and protein C in vivo, 

the replication of these three canonical microviruses were examined in cells expressing 

cloned versions of their respective C genes or the host ssb gene. To determine the extent 
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to which diverging C proteins functionally contribute to the evolution of the distinctive 

clades, C gene cross-complementation studies were performed.  

 

A note on nomenclature: Presented results indicate the unique existence of two C genes 

in the 3-like viruses. Thus, when specifically discussing the previously recognized 3 C 

gene and protein, the symbol  “CS” will be used.  The symbol “CB” will be employed for 

the larger gene and protein. As this arrangement appears to be unique to the 3-like 

viruses, the symbol “C” will be used to refer to the φX174 and G4 genes and proteins. 

For general discussion of C protein function, only the letter “C” will be used.  

 

RESULTS 

Expression of the cloned 3 CS gene inhibited plaque formation in a species-specific 

manner: Cloned φX174, G4 and 3 C genes were assayed for the ability to complement 

am(C) mutants. The φX174 and G4 am(C) mutants were complemented by both φX174 

and G4 genes. Only the cloned 3 gene could complement the 3 am(C) mutant. 

Furthermore, expression of this gene significantly inhibited wild-type α3 plaque 

formation, suggesting a dosage dependent phenomenon. In wild-type 3 infected cells, 

two translated CS transcripts exist, one plasmid and one viral in origin. In am(C) infected 

cells, only the cloned gene would produce a functional protein. Like complementation, 

inhibition was species specific. Cloned φX174 and G4 C gene expression produced only 

a modest reduction in φX174 and G4 plaque size. These data are presented in Table 3.1. 
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Inhibition of wild-type 3 plaque formation appeared to have a temporal component. 

After a 4 hr incubation, at which 3 forms well-pronounced plaques in the absence of 

cloned gene expression (~ 0.3 cm), pin-prick plaques appeared at a 10
-3 

frequency. After 

a 16 hr incubation, efficiencies rose to 0.1, but plaques remained small. Cloned 3 CS 

gene expression had no effect on φX174 or G4 plaque formation, which argued against 

artifacts caused by general disturbances to host cell physiology. The results of further 

genetic analyses confirmed this supposition (see below: Mutations conferring resistance 

to exogenous 3 CS gene expression).  

 

Past studies did not define whether protein C gained access to the origin directly or 

indirectly via interactions with another protein of the replication machinery.  Additional 

observations support the latter scenario. First, the 30-nucleotide origin is highly 

conserved between all three phages. In addition, purified protein C does not bind ssDNA 

in a sequence specific manner (Aoyama et al. 1983b). Protein A would be the only 

component differing between φX174, G4 and 3 replication complexes. Thus, protein C 

most likely gains access to the origin via interactions with protein A. 

 

Correlating plaque formation and liquid culture propagation; multiplicity of 

infection (MOI) was critical to inhibition: Cloned gene induction did not dramatically 

affect liquid culture burst sizes conducted at an MOI of 5.0. When there is a strong 
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inhibitory effect, there is generally a correlation between liquid culture burst size and 

plating phenotype (Burch and Fane 2000; Cherwa et al. 2008). However, plaque 

formation is a complex phenomenon, in which cells transition between growth phases. 

Furthermore, it begins with one phage infecting one bacterium. With each subsequent 

round of infection, MOIs increase within the developing plaque. In an effort to mimic 

initial plating conditions in liquid culture, progeny production in lysis resistant cells was 

assayed at an MOI of 10
-4

, as described in Material and Methods. The results of these 

experiments are presented in Table 3.2. For wild-type 3, progeny production fell 

approximately two orders of magnitude as a function of cloned gene induction. High 

MOIs may circumvent the requirement for stage II DNA replication, in which RF dsDNA 

is amplified (see Discussion). Progeny production in cultures infected with the resistance 

mutants (see below) was unaffected.  

 

Expression of the cloned 3 CS gene alters the DNA forms isolated from infected 

cells: In vitro, protein C inhibits stage II DNA synthesis: the amplification of RF dsDNA 

(Aoyama et al. 1983a; Aoyama et al. 1983b; Aoyama and Hayashi 1986). To determine 

the effects of exogenous CS protein production in vivo, lysis resistant cells harboring 

p3CS were infected at an MOI of 5.0 with and without cloned gene induction (see 

Material and Methods). The large contribution of plasmid DNA from uninfected cells 

created too high a background for low MOI experiments. As can be seen in Figure 3.2A, 

distinctive differences were apparent in plasmid and viral DNA isolated from infected 

cells. Most notable was an intense band isolated from the uninduced culture, which was 
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greatly diminished in the induced culture. This band appeared to correspond to a double-

stranded viral DNA form seen in purified RF DNA samples.  

 

RF and plasmid DNA are circular and exist in various super-coiled and/or multimeric 

states (Kornberg 1980; Hayashi 1988). To better identify the nature of these forms, DNA 

was digested with Nco I. In the samples extracted from both cultures, this produced two 

linear ds DNA forms: plasmid DNA at 4473 bp and viral DNA at 6067 bp as well as a 

circular ssDNA band (Figure 3.2B). The latter band was considerably more pronounced 

in the sample extracted from the induced culture, which is consistent with C protein 

function, stimulating ssDNA biosynthesis (Aoyama and Hayashi 1986). A higher 

molecular weight band was exclusively observed in the uninduced sample. As there is 

only one restriction site in the target DNA, this could arise if two circular molecules, 

which would be produced during stage II DNA replication, have not completely 

separated. When digested with a restriction enzyme that cuts at multiple sites, this band 

was not detected (data not shown). Thus, stage II DNA replication was not as robust in 

the presence of excess C protein.  

 

Mutations conferring resistance to cloned 3 CS gene expression reside in protein A, 

a DNA replication protein, and the origin of stage II/III DNA replication: Mutants 

resistant to exogenous 3 CS gene expression (CS
R
) were isolated via a direct genetic 

selection as described in Material and Methods. Unlike wild-type 3, plaque size, plating 
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efficiency (Table 3.1), the rate of plaque formation, and liquid culture burst sizes were 

not affected by cloned gene expression (Table 3.2).  

 

The resistance mutations conferred nucleotide changes in the origin of replication and/or 

genes A and A*. The 30 base origin of stage II/III DNA replication (nucleotides 1003-

1032) is contained within gene A (Baas et al. 1981), spanning nucleotides 1002-1031. 

The A* gene is in frame with gene A, and translation commences from an internal start 

codon (Linney and Hayashi 1973). While the φX174- and G4-like phages contain only 

one A* reading frame, the 3-like viruses contain at least two (Rokyta et al. 2006). Thus, 

the nucleotide changes could conceivably alter several proteins as well as the origin. 

However, φX174 protein A* is not required for plaque formation. Although mutants have 

no discernible laboratory phenotype (Colasanti and Denhardt 1987), the short- and long-

term fitness contribution of this highly conserved gene has yet to be determined. 

Furthermore, one of the base changes within the origin is silent on the protein level. The 

results of a more detailed genetic analysis confirmed that this mutation is both necessary 

and sufficient to confer the resistant phenotype (see below).  

 

Over expression of the cloned ssb gene inhibits wild-type plaque formation: Based on 

the effects of protein C and SSB on stage III DNA synthesis in vitro, Aoyama and 

Hayashi hypothesized antagonistic roles for these proteins (Aoyama et al. 1981, 1983a; 

Aoyama et al. 1983b). The host ssb gene was cloned, expressed in vivo, and assayed for 

the ability to inhibit wild-type plaque formation. As can be seen in Table 1, induction had 
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a modest effect on plating efficiencies. However, plaque sizes were reduced. As with the 

expression of the cloned CS gene, lengthier incubation times produced higher plating 

efficiencies.  

 

As was done with the cloned CS gene, an effort was made to correlate plating and liquid 

culture phenotypes. In burst experiments conducted with cells in exponential phase, no 

differences were observed as a function of MOI. Considering the abundance of SSB and 

its role in DNA replication, this result is not surprising (Kornberg 1980; Bobst et al. 

1985). However, during plaque assays cells transition from exponential to stationary 

phase. Thus, burst size was examined in cells in late exponential phase at an MOI of 10
-4

 

as described in Material and Methods. Burst sizes in wild-type and CS
R
 strains may be 

modestly reduced as a function of cloned gene expression. By contrast, gene induction 

appeared to increase bursts in cells infected with SSB
R
 strains, which are resistant to 

cloned ssb gene induction (see below). 

 

In the in vitro derived model, SSB favors the amplification of ds replicative-form DNA 

(stage II), whereas protein C inhibits this reaction. The effects of cloned ssb gene 

expression were examined in vivo. The protocol for this experiment was identical to the 

one conducted with the cloned CS gene. The overall yield of both plasmid and RF DNA 

were considerably increased from cells in which the cloned gene was induced. This most 

likely reflects increased concentrations of SSB. Despite this increase in overall dsDNA 

yields, no ssDNA was detected in the induced sample. By contrast, ssDNA was readily 

detected when the cloned ssb gene was not induced (Figure 3.2C).  
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Genetic data support antagonistic roles for SSB and protein C: Compared to wild-

type (Table 3.2), 3 CS
R
 plating efficiencies were considerably more sensitive to the 

expression of the cloned ssb gene.  This observation is consistent with the proposed 

antagonistic roles for these two proteins. To explore this further, the 3 CS
R
22 and CS

R
33 

strains were used to select for plaque-forming variants on cells expressing the cloned ssb 

gene. These variants exhibited a phenotype indistinguishable from wild-type 3 under all 

plating conditions. In all instances, the CS
R
 mutations reverted to the wild-type DNA 

sequence.  

 

Mutations conferring resistance to cloned ssb gene map upstream of the recognized 

C gene: As cloned ssb gene expression does not result in a tight restrictive phenotype, an 

enrichment was performed to isolate resistance mutants (Materials and Methods).  

 

Nine putative mutants were recovered from three different enriched populations. All 

mutants contained nucleotide alterations upstream of the recognized CS gene. Only two 

mutants contained a single base substitution; the rest contained either single base 

deletions or a 16 base insertion. Although the possible effects on downstream CS gene 

translation cannot be ruled out, the mutations were not easily interpreted within this 

paradigm. Only one substitution directly affected the gene CS RBS. The deletions and 

insertions produced frameshift mutations in gene K, which encodes an unessential gene 

product in φX174. To determine whether a nullK genotype conferred the SSB
R
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phenotype, an ochre K mutation was generated. As with φX174, the och(K) mutant did 

not display the classical nonsense phenotype, nor was it resistant to exogenous ssb gene 

expression (Table 3.1). To the contrary, it appeared to be more sensitive, which most 

likely reflects the modest burst size reductions previously observed with φX174 am(K) 

mutants (Gillam et al. 1985). 

 

The genetic location of the SSB
R
 mutations suggest the existence of two C genes: The 

published sequences of the 3-like viruses (Kodaira et al. 1992; Rokyta et al. 2006) were 

reexamined. In φX174- and G4-like genomes, the gene A stop codon overlaps with the 

ATG start codon of gene C. A similar arrangement exists in the 3-like genomes but with 

an alternate GTG start codon (Figure 3.3A), which is downstream from a relatively 

strong GGCGG ribosome-binding site. Translation from the alternate start codon would 

produce proteins similar to the N-terminal sequences found in the G4- and φX174-like 

phages. However, the recognized 3 C gene begins with a downstream ATG start codon, 

which is similarly preceded by a RBS. Again, this is seen in the other 3-like viruses 

(Figure 3.3B). Thus, it is possible that the SSB
R 

mutations affect a larger, more φX174-

like C gene (CB: big) without affecting the shorter version (CS: small).  

 

The longer CB gene complements am(C) mutants: To determine whether the larger 

more φX174-like CB protein was functional, the gene was cloned and assayed for the 

ability to complement an am(C) mutant. The am(C) mutation was in a codon common to 

both genes. The cloned gene contained an AGG codon in place of the CS ATG start 

codon and an ATG start codon at the start of the longer CB reading frame. Neither the CB 
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nor CS genes were cloned with their indigenous RBS. Both genes were under the 

translational control of identical plasmid-encoded, cis-acting elements. As can be seen in 

Table 3.1, the cloned CB gene efficiently complemented the am(C) mutant. These data 

indicate that the larger protein is functional, but do not indicate whether the genomic CB 

gene is translated in vivo (addressed below). Although cloned CB gene expression did not 

appear to inhibit wild-type plaque formation, its expression was considerably more toxic 

to the host cell than the smaller gene. To ensure cell viability, all assays with the cloned 

CB gene were conducted at significantly reduced inducer (IPTG) concentrations, 0.25 

mM as opposed to 1.0 mM. At this lower concentration, the effects of cloned CS gene 

expression on wild-type plaque formation were minimal.  

 

Genetic evidence that the CB gene is translated in vivo: The C protein is very difficult 

to detect in infected cell lysates. Therefore, a biological assay was employed to determine 

whether the CB gene was active during infection. An ATGAGG mutation at the start 

codon presumably eliminated CS gene translation. As both cloned genes complement in 

the absence of each other, the mutagenic primer was designed to insert an additional 

amber mutation to facilitate mutant identification. The amber mutation is in codons 7 and 

17 in the respective CS and CB reading frames. The resulting mutant 3 CS
 
start

-
/am(C)Y7 

was recovered in cells expressing the cloned CS gene.   

 

Reversion of the amber phenotype should presumably produce a strain that only 

expresses the CB gene. Amber revertants were independently isolated in five reversion 
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analyses. In all five cases, the selection for amber reversion co-selected for the reversion 

of the inactivated CS start codon. This may suggest the putative CB gene is not active on 

the translational level, which would result in a lethal phenotype. Alternatively, the 

production of the CB protein may reach toxic levels in the absence of the CS protein or CS 

translation. To investigate this further, the genetic behavior of the 3 CS
 
start

-
/am(C)Y7 

and 3 am(C)Y7 strains was examined in greater detail.  

 

The primary difference between the 3 CS
 
start

-
/am(C)Y7 and am(C)Y7 was the 

elimination of the CS gene start codon. The amber mutation was placed at a tyrosine 

codon. The supF informational suppressor inserts tyrosine during protein synthesis (Fane 

and Hayashi 1991). Thus, the CB and CS proteins generated in supF infected cells are 

chemically wild-type.  The am(C)Y7 strain was viable in the supF host, whereas this host 

was non-permissive for 3 CS
 
start

-
/am(C)Y7.  This result is consistent with both 

aforementioned models: an inactive GTG start codon or CB protein-related toxicity.  

However, 3 CS
 
start

-
/am(C)Y7 was viable in the supD host, which inserts serine during 

protein synthesis (Fane and Hayashi 1991). This indicates that translation can begin at the 

CB GTG start codon. Moreover, the supD informational suppressor is translationally less 

active than the supF tRNA (Cherwa et al. 2011b). Informational suppression reduces 

protein levels (Floor 1970; Sternberg 1976; Cherwa et al. 2011b). In the supD host, the 

CB protein would be mutant and produced at a lower level. These data argue in favor of 

the CB protein-related toxicity model (see Discussion). There is another key difference 

between these strains: 3 CS
 
start

-
/am(C)Y7 was viable in the supD host, whereas 
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am(C)Y7 exhibited reduced viability (Table 3.3). These differences most likely reflect the 

complexity of the system, which may include competing ribosome binding sites and C 

protein dimer formation (Aoyama et al. 1983b). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Verification of the Stage II Stage III DNA replication model established in vitro: 

Microvirus DNA replication has been intensively studied in vitro (Kornberg 1980, 1982; 

Aoyama et al. 1983a; Aoyama and Hayashi 1985, 1986). From this work, a model 

emerged in which protein C and SSB compete for binding the origin of replication 

(Figure 3.1A). If SSB binds first, a round of stage II (dsDNA) replication ensues, whereas 

binding by protein C results in stage III (ss genomic DNA) biosynthesis (Aoyama and 

Hayashi 1986). This model was investigated in vivo by examining replication in cells 

exogenously expressing clones of either the ssb or C genes. Physiologically, altering the 

natural protein C:SSB ratio impaired fitness as measured by plating efficiency. 

Biochemically, induction of the cloned C or ssb genes altered DNA replication 

intermediates as predicted by the aforementioned model. Genetically, mutations elevating 

fitness in cells with altered protein C:SSB levels map to the genes A/A*, C and the origin 

of DNA replication. These are the key components involved in the switch from stage II 

 stage III DNA replication.  
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Expansion of the Stage II  Stage III DNA replication model and relationship to 

previous evolutionary studies: Inhibition by exogenous 3 CS gene expression was only 

observed at low MOIs. Although progeny production was not affected at high MOIs, it 

appeared that Stage II DNA was bypassed or repressed. Immediately after infection, the 

penetrating (+) ss genome is converted to a dsDNA molecule. Due to genome polarity, 

this occurs before viral protein synthesis and involves thirteen host cell proteins (Shlomai 

and Kornberg 1980; Shlomai et al. 1981). During stage II DNA synthesis, which requires 

viral protein A, dsDNA molecules are amplified (Hayashi 1988). High MOIs may 

circumvent the need to amplify dsDNA intermediates and/or may dilute the inhibitory 

effects of excess C protein. Brown and colleagues demonstrated that high viral 

populations select for mutations in genes A/A* and C, as well as the stage II/III origin of 

replication (Brown et al. 2013). If high MOIs circumvent the need for stage II DNA 

replication, those mutations may act by favoring stage III DNA replication. This could be 

done by increasing the origin’s affinity for protein C relative to SSB or by promoting 

interactions between proteins A and C.  

 

Evolutionary implications of more specific A-C protein interactions: The in vitro 

studies did not define whether protein C gained access to the origin directly or indirectly 

via interactions with another protein of the replication machinery. As described in 

Results, the lack of cross-species complementation and inhibition between the φX174/G4 

and 3 C proteins strongly suggest that protein C gains access to the origin of DNA 

replication via interactions with protein A. In addition to this biochemical and genetic 

evidence, the similarity between A and C gene phylogenies imply shared evolutionary 
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history (Rokyta et al. 2006). Compared to other gene products, the α3-like A and C 

proteins have diverged significantly more from the φX174- and G4-like proteins. This 

may provide α3-like viruses with a mechanism for competitive exclusion. In a co-infected 

cell, two types of stage II replicating complexes would form. Protein A is cis-acting 

(Francke and Ray 1972). Thus, the genome and A protein in each would be of the same 

origin. The addition of protein C yields the stage III packaging complex, which only 

becomes active when it interacts with a viral procapsid. The external scaffolding protein 

lattice forms the outer surface of the procapsid.  X174 and 3 procapsids containing 

foreign and chimeric external scaffolding proteins do not package DNA (Burch and Fane 

2000, 2003). By contrast, similar studies conducted with G4 and X174 indicate that 

DNA packaging can occur, albeit at reduced efficiencies (Uchiyama and Fane 2005; 

Uchiyama et al. 2007). By evolving more specific A-C protein interactions, or more 

exclusive ones, the 3-like viruses may have optimized a mechanism to elevate their 

fitness in cells co-infected with other microviruses. Thus, ssDNA biosynthesis, which is 

intimately associated with genome packaging, may be an active node of divergence that 

separates the α3 clade.  

 

Identification of an additional C gene in the 3-like viruses: The SSB
R
 mutations 

mapped upstream of the recognized C gene (CS). Most of these mutations were deletions 

and insertions with two possible effects: 1) altering translation of the recognized C gene, 

and/or 2) frameshifting gene K, which encodes an unessential protein of unknown 

function. Alternatively, the mutations could disrupt a large version of the C gene, denoted 
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CB. As protein C is small and produced at low copy numbers, it was not possible to 

identify the protein(s) in infected cell lysates. Thus, a biological approach was taken to 

determine whether the CB gene existed. Genetic results indicated that it was translated 

from the alternate GTG start codon.  However, the strain was only viable as an 

informationally suppressed amber mutant. Informational suppression reduces protein 

levels (Floor 1970; Sternberg 1976; Cherwa et al. 2011b). This suggests that in the 

absence of CS translation, intracellular CB levels become toxic, perhaps killing the cell 

before progeny are produced. This may have driven the evolution of the small CS gene 

(see below).  

 

 The effects of viral protein toxicity on host cell physiology may, in some instances, 

drive the evolution of in frame genes within genes: The ultimate outcome of a lytic 

viral infection is cell death, but the host must maintain a suitable physiological state for 

virus production before this occurs. For example, the microvirus H protein forms a DNA 

delivery channel that spans the cell wall. The channel dissipates after genome delivery, 

presumably to maintain the host cell’s membrane potential (Sun et al. 2013). A similar 

phenomenon has been documented with the T7 tail tube extension (Hu et al. 2013). 

Furthermore, lysis is mediated by E protein and depends on host cell division (Bernhardt 

et al. 2001; Young 2006). Although gene E is contained on the most abundant viral 

transcript (Hayashi and Fujimura 1976; Zhao et al. 2012), protein synthesis is regulated 

on the translational level via a very weak RBS (Blasi et al. 1990). By contrast, the 3-like 

viruses appear to have taken a different evolutionary course for regulating the toxic CB 

protein.  
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Gene arrangement is entirely conserved between the three microvirus clades, which are 

represented by φX174, G4, and 3 (Rokyta et al. 2006); however the locations and 

lengths of intercistronic regions vary. For example, in φX174 and G4 there is no A-C 

intercistronic region: the gene A stop and gene C start codons overlap. A similar 

arrangement is found in the 3-like phages but with a GTG start codon in the newly 

identified CB gene. The alternate GTG start codon could lower CB protein levels, as 

translational efficiency of GTG start codons is one-third that of ATG (Reddy et al. 1985). 

Further regulation could be achieved by translational and post-translational mechanisms 

(Steitz 1969). The CB and CS RBSs are separated by 21 nucleotides, whereas a ribosome 

footprint is approximately 30 nucleotides (Steitz 1969). This arrangement may prevent 

concurrent ribosome assembly at both sites. Post translation, protein C forms dimers in 

solution (Aoyama et al. 1983b). Thus, in an 3 infection, heterodimers could exist, each 

with a different level of activity. Genetic results indicate that the disruption of the CB 

gene confers resistance to higher SSB concentrations. In SSB
R
 strains, only CSCS dimers 

would be present. In a simple model, this implies that they are more active inhibitors of 

stage II DNA replication.  

 

The use of competing RBSs may be a general mechanism for fine-tuning gene regulation 

in viral infections. In microvirus infections, the energy required to produce a burst of 100 

progeny is considerably smaller than the energy required for cell division, an essential 

event for cell lysis. Thus, energy is unlikely to be a limiting factor. Although the 

competing RBS need not be in frame with the larger gene or encode a functional protein, 
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oligomeric gene products may select for in frame arrangements. The smaller gene 

products retain some level of function but appear to be less toxic to the host cell during 

the course of the infection.  

 

This mode of regulation may be more common than realized. Downstream from the 

recognized H gene start codon in φX174, a potential ribosome binding site (GGTGG) 

precedes a potential ATG start codon located in position 18 in the larger gene. This 

arrangement is seen in all φX174-like microviruses and in some of the G4-like phages 

(Figure 3.3C). The first 18 codons of the full-length gene encode a strongly predicted 

transmembrane helix (Tusnady and Simon 2001). As seen with the expression of the 

cloned CB and CS genes, the 5’ deleted H gene (H*) can be expressed to substantially 

higher levels than the full-length gene (Young et al. 2013). Using a φX174 deletion 

strain, the H* protein has been synthesized without full-length H gene expression (Young 

et al. 2013). The truncated protein is incorporated into non-infectious, yet DNA-filled 

virus-like particles. Wild-type specific infectivity is restored if particles are synthesized 

in cells expressing a clone of the full-length gene. Thus, a full complement of the larger 

H protein is not required to produce infectious particles. The C-terminus is both 

necessary and sufficient to drive H protein oligomerization and DNA delivery tube 

formation (Sun et al. 2013). Like the production 3 CS protein, the φX174-like H* 

proteins may have evolved to lessen the effects of a toxic viral protein without impairing 

viral protein levels for efficient assembly.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Phylogenetic methods: Alignments for phylogenetic analyses were generated by 

ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994) as provided in the MEGA 5.2 package (Tamura et al. 

2011). Phylogenies were estimated by using the maximum likelihood method 

implemented in MEGA 5.2. 

 

Phage plating, media, buffers, and stock preparation: Media, buffers, plating and 

liquid culture stock preparations have been previously described (Fane and Hayashi 

1991).   

 

Bacterial strains and plasmids: The Escherichia coli C strains C122, BAF7 (supD), 

BAF8 (supF), and BAF30 (recA) have been described (Fane and Hayashi 1991; Fane et 

al. 1992).  The RY7211 cell line contains a mutation in the mraY gene rendering it 

resistant to E protein mediated lysis (Bernhardt et al. 2000; Bernhardt et al. 2001).   

 

All cloned genes were generated by amplifying the DNA with a 5’ primer that introduced 

an Nco I site and a 3’ primer that introduced a Hind III site. The amplified fragments 

were digested with Nco I and Hind III and ligated into pSE420 (Invitrogen) digested with 

the same enzymes.  
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Phage mutants: The phage mutants φX174 am(C)S7, G4 am(C)Y15, 3 am(C)Y7, and 

3 CS
-
start/am(C)Y7 were generated by site-directed mutagenesis (Fane et al. 1993). 

Mutagenized DNA was transfected into BAF8 (supF). To recover 3 CS
-
start/am(C)Y7, 

BAF30 p3CS cells were used. Progeny were screened for amber phenotypes by stabbing 

phage into C122 (Su
-
) and BAF8 (supF) lawns. All genotypes were verified by a direct 

DNA sequence analysis.  

 

As previously isolated microvirus am(K) mutants exhibited wild-type phenotypes in 

plaque assays(Gillam et al. 1985), the 3 och(K)L7 mutant was generated in a two step 

protocol. The mutagenic primer was designed to introduce an amber mutation in gene A 

along with an ochre mutation in gene K. The amber mutant am(A)Y472/och(K)L7 was 

identified as described above. Amber revertants were selected by plating 

am(A)Y472/och(K)L7 on the Su
-
 host C122. The resulting mutant contained only the 

och(K)L7 mutation. All genotypes were verified by a direct DNA sequence analysis.  

 

Isolation of viral and plasmid DNA from infected cells: To determine the effects of 

exogenous CS and SSB protein production in vivo, lysis resistant cells harboring p3CS 

or pSSB were infected at an MOI of 5.0. To minimize variables, one culture was infected. 

Immediately after infection, it was split and the gene was induced in only one culture.  

After a 90 min incubation, plasmid, viral RF and ss genomic DNA were isolated from 

infected cells. After cell concentration, DNA was extracted as previously described 

(Hayashi and Hayashi 1985) but an alkaline protease solution (Promega) was added as 
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per the manufacturer’s instructions. To generate samples enriched with replicative form 

DNA or ssDNA, which served as control markers, protocols were identical to those 

described in Burch et al., 1999 (Burch et al. 1999) and Fane et al., 1991 (Fane and 

Hayashi 1991), respectively. 

 

Low MOI burst experiments in lysis resistant cells: Lysis resistant cells were used to 

eliminate multiple rounds of replication. Cells were grown to 2.0 x 10
8
 cells/ml and 

infected at an MOI of 10
-4

. Cultures were then divided, and the cloned gene was induced 

in only one culture. After 40 min, cells were chemically lysed and titered for infectious 

progeny.  

 

Isolation of mutants resistant to exogenous expression of 3Cs and ssb genes: Three 

independently grown stocks were used to isolate 3 CS
R
 mutants, allowing broad 

identification of resistant genotypes (Luria and Delbruck 1943). Each mutant reported in 

Table 2 was independently isolated at least twice. Putative resistance mutants were 

identified as large plaque formers 4 hr post incubation. All genotypes were verified by a 

direct DNA sequence analysis. To isolate SSB
R
 mutants, an enrichment was necessary, 

since cloned ssb gene expression does not result in a tight restrictive phenotype. For the 

enrichment, approximately 10
5
 pfu (plaque forming units) were plated on cells in which 

the cloned gene was induced. Five independently grown stocks were used for the 

analysis. Plates were incubated until confluent pin-prick plaques formed, then washed 

with buffer.  These solutions were plated on cells expressing the cloned gene. Large 
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plaques appearing after a 3 hr incubation were identified as putative resistant mutants. 

Each mutant was re-plated to determine whether the phenotype bred true.  
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TABLE 3.1. Phenotypes of wild-type and amber strains in cells expressing cloned C and ssB genes. 

            

  

   Efficiency of plating (eop) 
a
: 

   –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

   amber   

   suppression Cloned gene expression 
b
:    

   ––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

Strain   Su
-
 Su

+
 φXC G4C 3CS ssB 3CB  Genotype   

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––– 

φX174 WT  1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 wild-type 

G4 WT   1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.0 wild-type 

3WT   1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ~10
-3 c

 ~10
-1 c

 1.0 wild-type 

φX174 am(C)S7  10
-5

 1.0 1.0 1.0 10
-5

 ND 10
-5

 amber mutation 

in gene C 

G4 am(C)Y15  10
-6

 1.0 1.0 1.0 10
-6

 ND 10
-6

 amber mutation 

in gene C 

3 am(C)Y7  10
-5

 1.0 10
-5

 10
-5

 0.5 ND 1.0 amber mutation 

in genes  

          CS and CB 

3 och(K)  1.0 1.0 ND ND 10
-3 c

 10
-3 c

 1.0 ochre mutation in  

unessential gene 

K 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

a
 Efficiency plating is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer. For wild-type strains the most permissive 

titer was determined on wild-type host E. coli C122. For amber mutants, the most permissive titer was 

determined on the cell line expressing the cloned gene of the same species. This was also determined on an 

informational amber suppressing host (supF). No significant differences in plating frequencies were 

observed. 

b
 The 3CS denotes the recognized C gene. The 3CB denotes the second C gene identified in these studies.  

c
 Inhibition was leaky, plaques had pin-prick phenotypes See text for details.  
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TABLE 3.2. Phenotypes of wild-type, CS
R
, and ssb

R
 strains in cells expressing cloned CS and ssb genes.     

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  

    Liquid culture bursts with and 

  Plating  without cloned gene expression 
b
    

  Efficiency
a
 p3CS  pSSB 

  –––––––––– –––––––––– –––––––––– 

Strain  p3CS pssb  N I N I Genotype 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

3 CS
R
11 1.2 10

-4 
11 9.6  ND ND G1237C, R160P, proteins A/A* 

3 CS
R
35 0.8 ~10

-1 d
  21 17  ND ND G1015C in origin, S87T in  

          protein A/A*  

3 CS
R
22 0.9 10

-4 
14 23 3.2 1.3  C1019T in origin, silent on the  

          protein level 

3 CS
R
33 1.1 10

-4 
35 27 3.0 0.3  G1226C, Q156H, protein A/A* 

3 WT  10
-3 d

 ~10
-1 d

 11 0.1 8.2 3.6  Wild-type 

3 ssb
R
32 10

-3
 1.0 35 0.1 25 25 -1 base at 2254, intercistronic  

  region; frameshifts gene CB 

3 ssb
R
12 10

-3
 1.0 40 0.4 5.0 48 +16 bases at 2278, intercistronic  

          region; frameshifts gene CB 

3 ssb
R
33 10

-3
 0.9 67 0.6 7.2 39 -1 base at 2246, intercistronic  

          region; frameshifts gene CB 

3 ssb
R
54 10

-3
 1.1 53 0.8 10 53  T2268A, intercistronic region;  

          F10I in CB 

3 ssb
R
51 10

-4
 0.9 52 0.5 11 33  A2261G, intercistronic region;  

          R8G in CB 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

a
 Efficiency plating is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer. For wild-type strains the most permissive 

titer was determined on wild-type host E. coli C122. 

b
 In these experiments, cells were infected, cultures split, and the cloned gene was induced in only one 

infection. N: not induced; I: induced.  

c
 Nucleotide numbers are given for mutations that reside in the origin of replication (CS

R
 mutants), which is 

contained in gene A. The A* genes are inframe 5’ truncated genes within gene A. If the mutations 

conferred an amino acid change, the position with protein A is given. The ssb
R
 mutations are located in the 

intercistronic region between genes A and C, which also contains the newly identified CB gene (see text for 

details). Nucleotide numbers or amino acid numbers are given for the mutations that cause frameshifts and 

amino acid changes in the protein CB, respectively.  

d
 Inhibition was leaky, plaques had pin-prick phenotypes See text for details.
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TABLE 3.3. Characterization of the 3 CS
-
start/ am(C)Y7 mutant. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

        Cloned C 

     amber suppression
b
  gene expression  

    –––––––––––––––––  –––––––––––––– 

    Su
-
 supF supD  p3CS p3CB  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

3 am(C)Y7   10
-5

 1.0 10
-4

  0.5 1.0 

3 CS
-
start/ am(C)Y7  10

-3
 10

-3
 0.5  1.0 0.5 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

a
 Plating efficiency is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer, which was determined in cells expressing 

either the CS or CB genes.  

b 
SupF inserts tyrosine at amber codons during translation, whereas supD inserts serine. The amber 

mutation is in a tyrosine codon. See text for details.  

.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

FIGURE 3.1: Microvirus DNA replication and the evolutionary relationship of 

microvirus C genes and proteins. A) DNA replication. B) Genome and gene C 

phylogenies of microviruses, based on Rokyta et al 2006. C) ClustalW alignment of the 

3, G4 and φX174 C proteins. 

 

FIGURE 3.2: Plasmid and viral DNA isolated from wild-type 3 infected cells. A) DNA 

isolated from cells with and without cloned 3 CS gene induction. Symbols: ss, single-

stranded DNA; Pcut, plasmid DNA cut with Nco I; +cut and ––cut, DNA isolated with and 

without cloned gene induction and digested with Nco I, respectively; + and ––, 

undigested DNA with and without cloned gene induction, respectively. The ssDNA 

marker is enriched for ssDNA, which is the lowest and thickest band. The two higher 

bands are RF forms. B) Undigested DNA isolated from infected cells with and without 

cloned 3 CS gene induction. Additional symbols, RF, purified 3 replicative form DNA. 

C) DNA isolated from cells with and without cloned ssb gene induction. The top image 

depicts the gel without subsequent digital enhancement, the bottom image with digital 

enhancement to highlight the ssDNA band.  

 

FIGURE 3.3: Organization of C and H genes and proteins across microvirus clades. A) 

Gene arrangement of the φX174 and 3 C genes. The stop codons of the upstream A 
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genes are highlighted in red. Start codons and ribosome binding sites for the various C 

genes are respectively depicted in green and blue. B) In frame translations of the region 

upstream of the recognized CS gene in the other 3-like viruses. In all instances 

translation begins with a GTG start codon overlapping with the A gene stop codon as 

depicted in panel A. The CS reading frames are also conserved. C) Alignment of H genes 

in φX174-like, G4-like with internal ribosome binding sites and start codons are indicated 

in blue and green, respectively. D) Virion particles produced from φX174 wild-type, 

am(H)G7, and am(H)G25 infections. 
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FIGURE 3.1 
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FIGURE 3.2 
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FIGURE 3.3 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE G4 MAJOR SPIKE PROTEIN C-TERMINUS 

IN THE WILD-TYPE φX174 BACKGROUND: A WORK IN PROGRESS 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Viruses assemble via a series of reactions that must be more energetically favorable than 

competing off-pathway reactions. Microviruses utilize a complex pathway that is 

mediated by two scaffolding proteins. The three microvirus clades are represented by the 

species φX174, G4, and α3; and inter-clade gene transfer is rare. In some cases, 

morphogenesis may hinder gene transfer: the introduction of a foreign protein makes 

productive assembly less favorable than competing off-pathway reactions. This was 

illustrated in a previous study, in which the major spike gene G was exchanged between 

φX174 and G4 (Chapter 2). The G4 major spike protein raised a thermodynamic barrier 

to φX174 productive assembly, which was partially lowered by replacing the C-terminal 

encoding end of the G4 gene with φX174 sequence. Despite conservation of spike protein 

structure and primary sequence in this region, these few changes may confer an assembly 

defect. In the present study, the consequences of exchanging only this region are 

examined in greater detail. A chimeric major spike gene with the G4 C-terminal encoding 

region was constructed in the wild-type φX174 background. Preliminary results indicate 

that this chimeric protein produces assembly intermediates that can complete 

morphogenesis, albeit very inefficiently, as multiple blocks are present throughout the 
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pathway. Viability, defined as the ability to form plaques, is restored by the over-

expression of cloned genes encoding the chimeric protein or the external scaffolding 

protein. It can also be restored by single mutations within the genome-encoded chimeric 

G or coat F genes. These mutations may target only one reaction during assembly; 

alternatively, they may have multiple effects. Regardless of the model, this likely leads to 

an overall increase in procapsid production. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A mature virion is the product of multiple protein-protein interactions that occur in a 

defined temporal order. Specific regions of each interacting partner govern these 

reactions. Microviruses are small, single-stranded (ss) DNA viruses that infect and lyse 

Escherichia coli. During early morphogenesis of the T = 1 icosahedral capsid, the coat F 

and major spike G proteins pentamerize to form the 9S and the 6S particles, respectively 

(Figure 4.1A). The internal scaffolding protein B, along with the DNA pilot protein H, 

bind to the underside of the 9S particle to induce a conformational change, producing the 

9S* particle. This conformational change is critical for subsequent association with the 

6S particle. Binding of the 9S* particle to the 6S particle produces the 12S* particle, 

twelve of which are organized into a procapsid by the external scaffolding protein . The 

interface between the 9S* and 6S particles is governed by the upper surface of the coat 

protein F, as well as the N- and C-termini of the major spike protein G (McKenna et al. 

1992; McKenna et al. 1994). In a previous study, the major spike genes were exchanged 

between the two microvirus species φX174 and G4. Despite the conservation of structure, 
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this resulted in either a lack of coat-spike protein interactions (G4-φXG chimera) or a 

total inhibition of morphogenesis (φX-G4G chimera). During the evolutionary recovery 

of φX-G4G, a recombination event produced a chimeric major spike gene in the φX-G4G 

genome. The chimeric protein was 94% G4, with the C-terminal 6% being φX174 in 

origin. This recombination event affected five non-conserved amino acids and appeared 

to be critical  during the chimera’s evolutionary recovery. 

 

In the present study, we engineered the C-terminal 6% of the G4 major spike protein into 

the φX174 background to characterize its effect in an otherwise wild-type background. 

This chimera, φXG4GC-term, was constructed by site-directed mutagenesis (Figure 

4.1B). This allowed a preliminary examination of the defect conferred by the non-

conserved C-terminal residues and may provide an explanation for why this region of the 

major spike protein prevented evolutionary recovery of the φX-G4G chimera. Unlike 

biochemical analyses designed to investigate the mechanistic consequences of a single 

mutation, it is not always possible to characterize each mutation that arises during the 

course of an experimental evolution study. By constructing single mutations into a wild-

type background, the effect(s) of individual mutations can be defined. For example, 

characterization of the och(C)79 mutation, which was isolated early in the recovery of 

φX-G4G, was relatively straightforward. However, for mutations that do not have clearly 

defined effects, such as the C-terminus of the major spike protein described herein, a 

different approach needs to be taken. During the evolution of the φX-G4G chimera, the 

3’ end of the φX174 gene replaced the 3’ end of the G4 gene. Thus, the C-terminus of the 

G4 protein may have prevented evolutionary recovery. Placing the 3’ end of the G4 G 
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gene into a wild-type background may only serve as an approximation, as the initial 

genetic environment in which it arose was very different. In addition, by isolating single 

mutations, potential epistatic effects are lost. The methodology also contains a critical 

assumption: the observed defects conferred by placing the 3’ end of the G4 G gene in an 

otherwise wild-type background reflects the barriers encountered by the initial chimeric 

strain. Thus, the experiments presented in this chapter may determine the feasibility of 

the approach.  

 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The φXG4GC-term mutant displayed a cold-sensitive (cs) phenotype, able to form 

plaques above 28°C but exhibiting a plating efficiency of 10
-5

 at 24°C (Table 4.1). 

Previous results suggested this region may confer an defect in assembly. To characterize 

morphogenesis biochemically, lysis-resistant cells were infected with either wild-type or 

φXG4GC-term virus at 24°C. Assembly intermediates were allowed to accumulate for 

five hours. Cells were chemically lysed, and infected cell extracts were subjected to rate-

zonal sedimentation and analyzed by optical density (for large particles >50S) or SDS-

PAGE (for small particles <50S) as previously described (Cherwa et al. 2008; Gordon et 

al. 2012; Gordon and Fane 2013). In a wild-type infection, the amount of infectious 

virion, which sediments at 114S, is much greater than the level of degraded procapsid, 

which sediments at 70S. Preliminary results indicate that for φXG4GC-term, this ratio is 

reversed: a majority of the large particles from chimera-infected cells sediment at 70S, 

indicating a larger proportion of degraded procapsids (Figure 4.2). These particles are 

typically found when packaging is blocked or defective (Ekechukwu et al. 1995). 
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However, overall yields are still low, suggesting that the phenotype cannot be explained 

by defective packaging alone.  

 

In these experiments, virions produced in small quantities are not always detected by UV 

spectroscopy. Thus, fractions corresponding to the 114S region were also titered to 

quantify infectious progeny. At room temperature, wild-type produced approximately 35 

infectious progeny per cell. Although the φXG4GC-term fractions did contain infectious 

progeny, the amount was much lower, corresponding to approximately 3 progeny 

produced per cell. To examine early assembly intermediates, small particles were 

examined. As is typical, no excess of intermediates were detected in wild-type infected 

cell extracts (data not shown): all had assembled into large particles. Conversely, 6S and 

9S* particles were detected within the φXG4GC-term mutant-infected cell extracts, with 

some accumulation of 12S* particles (Figure 4.3). However, levels of these intermediates 

were still low, and neither the 9S* or 12S* particle accumulated to gross excess, which is 

typically observed when a mutation affects only one morphogenetic step (Cherwa et al. 

2008; Gordon et al. 2012; Gordon and Fane 2013). Results from these analyses suggest 

that multiple blocks in the assembly pathway contribute to the cs phenotype. In terms of 

the previous study (Chapter 2), this could explain why the C-terminal region prevented 

evolutionary recovery of the φX-G4G chimera, necessitating its removal. 

 

To test preliminary hypotheses regarding multiple morphogenetic defects, rescue 

experiments were performed. The φXG4GC-term phage were plated on cells over-

expressing a cloned viral gene and assayed for plaque formation. Rescue was defined as 
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the ability for plaques to form above 10
-5

: the previously determined 24°C plating 

efficiency. As shown in Table 4.1, rescue by two of the three assayed cloned genes was 

observed for the φXG4GC-term mutant. Rescue via elevated levels of external 

scaffolding protein is consistent with previously described defects in nucleation 

(Uchiyama et al. 2007; Gordon et al. 2012). This results in greater yields during the 12S* 

→ procapsid transition. Over-expression of the chimeric major spike gene also rescued 

plaque formation. By increasing the concentration of 6S particles, this could elevate 12S* 

yields from the 9S* + 6S → 12S* transition. Conversely, over-expression of the internal 

scaffolding protein did not rescue plaque formation. Since 9S* particles are comprised of 

three proteins, over-expression of only the internal scaffolding protein would not be 

expected to rescue plaque formation. These data suggest that the alteration of the major 

spike protein C-terminus raises at least two thermodynamic barriers of productive 

assembly: the 9S* + 6S → 12S* and the 12S* → procapsid transitions, both of which 

become inefficient. Yields can be elevated by increasing the intracellular concentrations 

of the 6S particles or the external scaffolding protein D.  

 

These data suggest that particles are able to interact, albeit inefficiently: higher critical 

concentrations are required to advance through the pathway. In this scenario, particles are 

able to form but exhibit altered assembly kinetics. To test this hypothesis, the kinetics of 

particle formation were determined for wild-type and mutant φX174 at room temperature 

in lysis-resistant cells. Wild-type titers show a steep increase between 100 and 120 

minutes, corresponding to the approximate doubling time of E. coli at this temperature. 

The φXG4GC-term mutant, however, only begins to show a modest increase between 
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140 and 160 minutes (Figure 4.4). This delay is consistent with a defect in either the 9S* 

+ 6S → 12S* or the 12S*→ procapsid transition. In typical infections, lysis occurs 

during cell division. At room temperature, this occurs at around 110 minutes, which 

appears to be near the kinetic limit for wild-type virion production. For the φXG4GC-

term mutant, a 160 minute assembly pathway suggests no virions would be produced by 

the time lysis occurs. 

 

To test the model genetically, a second-site suppressor genetic analysis was conducted. 

Approximately 10
6
 plaque forming units (PFU) of the φXG4GC-term chimera were 

plated at the restrictive temperature (24°C). The resulting plaques were picked and re-

plated at permissive (33°C) and restrictive (24°C) temperatures to ensure the phenotype 

bred true. Second-site suppressors were identified by growth under both permissive and 

restrictive conditions. Genomes of these suppressors were isolated and sequenced: 

mutations are listed in Table 4.2 and mapped onto the protein structures in Figure 4.5. 

The locations of these mutations were consistent with a defect in late assembly, as a 

majority of the mutations affect spike- or coat-external scaffolding protein interactions 

(Dokland et al. 1999; Burch and Fane 2003; Uchiyama et al. 2007). These mutations 

presumably suppress the 12S* → procapsid defect, by making the reaction more 

efficient. Multiple mutations were identical to those isolated during the recovery of the 

φX-G4G chimera (see Chapter 2). Some were also identical to those isolated as utilizers 

of chimeric D proteins (Uchiyama et al. 2007). The latter study constructed mutant 

phages that encode chimeric D proteins. These D gene chimeras were unable to form 

plaques at low temperature. Results indicated that the cs phenotype was due to 
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significantly delayed assembly kinetics, likely caused by inefficient organization of 12S* 

particles into procapsids. During this stage of assembly, the D protein forms multiple 

hydrogen bonds with both the coat F and the spike G proteins (Dokland et al. 1999). In 

Uchiyama et al. (2007), the chimeric D protein likely formed altered interactions with its 

partners, making the 12S* → procapsid transition inefficient. In the present study, the 

chimeric G protein could be responsible for similarly altered interactions. Additional 

mutations appear to affect the procapsid → virion transition, though this was not 

predicted by the original model. These mutations could be compensating for an altered 

external scaffolding protein lattice by a different mechanism, as the packaging complex 

must bind to this lattice in the final stages of assembly. 

 

Potential suppressor mutations of the 9S* + 6S → 12S* transition were notably absent 

from this analysis. No mutation clearly affects this stage of assembly, though some 

mutations could be pleiotropic. This could be explained by at least two phenomena. First, 

it is possible that this early transition is more difficult to correct than the 12S* → 

procapsid defect, requiring multiple mutations. Alternatively, the later defect may be 

more critical, with a greater number of suppressor mutations arising due to greater 

selective pressure. To address these possibilities, the assembly of suppressor strains will 

be characterized in future studies. 

 

FUTURE EXPERIMENTS AND PREDICTED RESULTS 

The second-site suppressors isolated in this study can be categorized into three classes of 

mutations, which likely affect: 1) the 12S* → procapsid transition; 2)  the procapsid → 
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virion transition; or 3) multiple stages of assembly, including the earlier 9S* + 6S → 

12S* transition. These categories are summarized in Table 4.3, along with the mutations 

suspected to fall into these categories.  

 

Two types of experiments are currently being planned: assembly kinetics and 

biochemical analyses of the assembly pathway. Examining kinetics of the second-site 

suppressor strains will be relatively straightforward. The suppressor strains F-G88V, F-

Y210H, F-D388Y, G-A106V, and G-P136S will be tested as representatives from each 

category, with additional mutants included as necessary. Assembly kinetics will be 

assayed along with wild-type and the parental φX-G4G chimera. In Uchiyama et al. 

(2007), suppressor mutants had modestly restored assembly kinetics, with particle 

formation occurring shortly after wild-type. The kinetics of two suppressors, F-D333H 

and D-D47N, were tested; however, neither were recovered here, and a similar effect 

cannot be assumed.  

 

Biochemical characterization will be more complicated. First, assembly of the parental 

φXG4GC-term chimera will be characterized in cells expressing either the external 

scaffolding D or the chimeric (φXG4GC-term) major spike G gene. As mentioned, a 

majority of large particles produced from φXG4GC-term-infected cells sediment at 70S, 

corresponding to degraded procapsids. Large and small particles will be analyzed, with 

predicted results described in Table 4.4. Second-site suppressor strains will be analyzed 

next. The sedimentation profile of these strains could be altered depending on the 

mechanism of suppression. For these experiments, large particles will be characterized 
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initially. Predicted results are also described in Table 4.4. As an example, suppressors 

located at coat-external scaffolding protein contact sites may make the 12S* → procapsid 

transition more favorable. In this scenario, the ratio of degraded procapsid:virion particles 

may not change, but both levels would be elevated compared to the original φXG4GC-

term mutant. This was the type of profile observed by Uchiyama and colleagues 

(Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). Small particles will be analyzed where 

mutations appear to be pleiotropic, or where large particle analysis is insufficient to 

determine the mechanism of suppression. These biochemical analyses are very broad in 

scope: thus, if data do not support the current model, results will suggest a more accurate 

one.  
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TABLE 4.1. Efficiency of plating
a
 of wild-type and φXG4GC-term mutants on cells expressing  

cloned viral genes. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

     Expressed plasmid: 

     ________________ 

         None     φXB  φXD      φXG4GC-term 

   __________     __________     __________     _____________ 

Genotype  24°C  33°C     24°C   33°C     24°C   33°C       24°C   33°C 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Wild-type φX174  1.0 1.0 1.0      1.0         1.0     1.0        1.0     1.0 

φXG4GC-term  10
-5

 1.0 10
-5

     1.0         0.3     1.0         0.1     1.0 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

a
 Plating efficiency is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer.  
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TABLE 4.2. Efficiency of plating of wild-type and φXG4GC-term mutants at various temperatures. 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Genotype   24°C 33°C 42°C   

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wild-type   1.0 1.0 1.0  

φXG4GC-term   10
-5

 1.0 1.0 Original chimera 

φXG4GC-term /F-S1F  1.0 1.0 0.6  

φXG4GC-term /F-G88V  1.0 1.0 0.1 Similar mutations isolated in  

  the φXG4G chimera  

  (F-G88V and F-G88D) 

φXG4GC-term /F-D154N 0.5 1.0 1.0 Similar mutation isolated in 

         the φXG4G chimera (F-D156G) 

φXG4GC-term /F-Y210H 0.6 1.0 0.6   

φXG4GC-term /F-V318F 1.0 0.6 0.5 Similar mutation isolated in  

  Uchiyama 2007 (V to P) 

φXG4GC-term /F-L319F 0.4 1.0 0.2   

φXG4GC-term /F-H388R 0.6 1.0 0.9   

φXG4GC-term /F-T425I 1.0 0.8 0.6 Similar mutations isolated in  

  Uchiyama 2007 and the φXG4G  

  chimera (F-T425A) 

φXG4GC-term /G-A106V 1.0 0.2 1.0 Also isolated in Uchiyama 2007 

φXG4GC-term /G-P136S 0.5 1.0 0.5   

φXG4GC-term /G-P136T 1.0 1.0 0.4   

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TABLE 4.3. Hypothesized categories of second-site suppressor mutations and possible results 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Category (expected result)  Mutation Rationale 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

12S* → procapsid transition F-D154N F-D1 contact
a
 

    F-V318F F-D4 contact
a
 

    F-L319F  F-D4 contact
a
 

    F-H388R F-D1 contact
a
 

    G-A106V G-D1 contact
b
 

Procapsid → virion transition F-S1F  Suppressor of defective packaging
d
  

    F-G88V  Suppressor of defective packaging
e
  

Unclear, possibly pleiotropic F-Y210H 1. Near suppressor of defective B  

   proteins (F-H203Y)
f 

2. Five-fold related coat protein  

   contact (via side-chain O
η
)

c
 

3. F-J contact site (via backbone O)
c 

4. Near F-D4 contact (F-D205) 
g
 

F-T425I  1. Five-fold related coat protein 

   contact
a
 

2. Near 3-fold axes of symmetry
c
: 

   altering the DNA packaging pore? 

    G-P136S/T 1. Near F-G interface
c
 

2. G-D1 contact
a
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

a
 (Dokland et al. 1999) 

b
 (Uchiyama et al. 2007) 

c
 (McKenna et al. 1994) 

d
 (Hafenstein and Fane 2002) 

e
 (Ekechukwu et al. 1995) 

f
. (Gordon and Fane 2013) 

g
. (Burch and Fane 2003)  
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TABLE 4.4. List of experiments for biochemical analysis, along with expected results. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Experiment      Expected Result   

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

φXG4GC-term in cells over-expressing  Increased procapsid (70S) yields, not necessarily 

the external scaffolding gene D   increased virion (114S) yields 

 

φXG4GC-term in cells over-expressing  Increased ratio of 12S* to 9S*; increased procapsid 

the φXG4GC-term major spike gene G  yields, no change in procapsid:virion ratio 

 

Suppressors hypothesized to increase  Increased procapsid yields, no change in procapsid: 

12S* → procapsid efficiency   virion ratio. No detectable 12S*; detectable 9S*. 

 

Suppressors hypothesized to increase  Increased virion:procapsid ratio. No changes in  

procapsid → virion efficiency   accumulation of small particle intermediates. 

 

Suppressors with multiple hypothesized  ??? 

or unclear effects 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

FIGURE 4.1: A) The microvirus morphogenetic pathway. B) An alignment of major 

spike G proteins from φX174, φXG4GC-term, and G4. 

 

FIGURE 4.2: Sedimentation profiles of wild-type (diamond) and φXG4GC-term 

(triangle) large particles, which were allowed to accumulate over the course of five hours 

in lysis-resistant cells. 

 

FIGURE 4.3: SDS-PAGE of φXG4GC-term small particles. Viral proteins and assembly 

intermediates are indicated. 

 

FIGURE 4.4: Kinetics of wild-type (diamond) and φXG4GC-term (triangle) infectious 

particle assembly at room temperature. 

 

FIGURE 4.5: The locations of second-site suppressor mutations isolated from φXG4GC-

term at room temperature (24°C). Mutations are indicated in blue on either the coat 

protein (gray) or major spike protein (gold). 
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Abstract

Single-stranded DNA(ssDNA) viral life cycles must balance double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and ssDNA biosynthesis.
Previously published in vitro results suggest that microvirus C and host cell SSB proteins play antagonistic roles to
achieve this balance. To investigate this in vivo, microvirus DNA replication was characterized in cells expressing cloned C
or ssb genes, which would presumably alter the C:SSB protein ratios. Representatives of each microvirus clade (’X174, G4,
and a3) were used in these studies. a3 DNA replication was significantly more complex. Results suggested that the
recognized a3 C gene (CS: small) is one of two C genes. A larger 50 extended gene could be translated from an upstream
GTG start codon (CB: big). Wild-type a3 acquired resistance to elevated SSB levels by mutations that exclusively frame-
shifted the CB reading frame, whereas mutations in the origin of replication conferred resistance to elevated C protein
levels. Expression of either the cloned CB or CS gene complemented am(C) mutants, demonstrating functional redun-
dancy. When the CS start codon was eliminated, strains were only viable if an additional amber mutation was placed in
gene C and propagated in an informational suppressing host. Thus, CB protein likely reaches toxic levels in the absence of
CS translation. This phenomenon may have driven the evolution of the CS gene within the larger CB gene and could
constitute a unique mechanism of regulation. Furthermore, cross-complementation data suggested that interactions
between the a3 C and other viral proteins have evolved enough specificity to biochemically isolate its DNA replication
from G4 and ’X174.

Key words: microvirus, phiX174, DNA replication, overlapping reading frames.

Introduction
Complex overlapping genes characterize microvirus genomes.
Genes within larger genes can share the same reading frame
or use an alternate one. The former arrangement produces
N-terminally truncated proteins, whereas the latter situation
results in a protein of unique primary structure. The products
of some internal genes appear to be unessential for lab prop-
agation: proteins A* and K. These genes are strongly con-
served in all microviruses, indicating that they may confer
elevated fitness in natural settings. In contrast, other nested
genes are essential: the internal scaffolding B and lysis E pro-
teins. These proteins are ideally suited for placement in over-
lapping reading frames. For example, lysis defects have no
bearing on intracellular progeny production. The B protein
has a flexible structure: 40% of the protein is unordered in the
procapsid crystal structure (Dokland et al. 1997) and the pro-
tein is highly tolerant of amino acid substitutions (Burch et al.
1999). Moreover, its morphogenetic role is auxiliary: It lowers
the critical concentration of external scaffolding protein D
required to nucleate capsid assembly (Chen et al. 2007).
Nucleation requires high D protein concentrations both in
vivo and in vitro (Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al.
2007, 2009; Cherwa, Organtini, et al. 2011).

Computational studies have addressed how overlapping
reading frames may have arisen during microvirus evolution
(Pavesi 2006). However, when one of the encoded proteins

does not dramatically affect fitness in a controlled environ-
ment, it is difficult to address why they evolved. This is parti-
cularly relevant when the internal gene shares a common
reading frame, as in the case of the A and A* genes. This
can produce functionally redundant or functionally similar
proteins. Although the impetus of this study was an exami-
nation of viral DNA synthesis, the results identified a previ-
ously unrecognized gene. It encodes a larger version of protein
C, unique to the a3-like phages. Unlike computational stud-
ies, results do not address how these overlapping genes
evolved. However, the genetic and biochemical data may
address why the arrangement was required.

Overview of Microvirus DNA Replication

Most ( + ) single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) replication strate-
gies are complex, generally occurring in three separate stages
(fig. 1A). The three stages of bacteriophage ’X174 DNA rep-
lication have been extensively studied in vitro (Kornberg 1980;
Hayashi et al. 1988). Immediately after penetration, the single-
stranded genome is converted into a covalently closed,
double-stranded, circular molecule: replicative form (RF)
DNA. The entire reaction, known as stage I DNA replication,
has been reconstituted in vitro and requires 13 host proteins
(Shlomai and Kornberg 1980; Shlomai et al. 1981). During
Stage II DNA synthesis, RF I DNA is amplified. Stage II repli-
cation further requires the viral A protein and the host cell rep
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helicase (Eisenberg et al. 1976). Protein A binds to the origin of
replication, a 30 nt sequence, and nicks it to initiate synthesis
(Eisenberg et al. 1976, 1977; Eisenberg and Kornberg 1979; van
Mansfeld et al. 1979; Baas et al. 1981). The origin has been
shown to be both necessary and sufficient in vitro and in vivo
(Aoyama and Hayashi 1985; Hafenstein and Fane 2002).

The final reaction, stage III DNA synthesis, involves the
concurrent synthesis and packaging of the single-stranded
genome. Viral procapsids and protein C are required for this
process (Mukai et al. 1979; Aoyama et al. 1981, Aoyama,
Hamatake, Hayashi 1983; Aoyama and Hayashi 1986).

Based on the effects of SSB and protein C on stage III
DNA synthesis in vitro, Aoyama and Hayashi (1986) pro-
posed a model in which these proteins directly compete
for binding the origin of replication. If bound by SSB, another
round of stage II DNA synthesis occurs. If bound by protein
C, stage II DNA replication is inhibited, allowing for single-
stranded genome biosynthesis.

Phylogenetic Arrangement of the Microviridae

The microviruses fall into three distinct evolutionary clades,
represented by ’X174, G4, and a3 (Rokyta et al. 2006).

FIG. 1. Microvirus DNA replication and the evolutionary relationship of microvirus C genes and proteins. (A) DNA replication. (B) Genome and gene C
phylogenies of microviruses, based on Rokyta et al. (2006). (C) ClustalW alignment of the a3, G4, and ’X174 C proteins.
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Compared with the phylogeny derived from whole genome
sequences, the phylogenies based on A and C genes alone are
highly unusual. It appears that C genes in thea3 clade have di-
verged significantly from G4- and ’X174-like C genes (fig. 1B).
A similar phylogenetic pattern is observed for the A genes
(Rokyta et al. 2006), suggesting that DNA metabolism may be
a significant point of divergence between clades. The G4- and
’X174-like C proteins are very similar in length and amino
acid content (Godson et al. 1978; Sanger et al. 1978), whereas
the recognized a3-like proteins are considerably smaller, lack-
ing C- and N-terminal amino acids (fig. 1C). To investigate the
above stated roles of SSB and protein C in vivo, the replication
of these three canonical microviruses were examined in cells
expressing cloned versions of their respective C genes or the
host ssb gene. To determine the extent to which diverging C
proteins functionally contribute to the evolution of the dis-
tinctive clades, C gene cross-complementation studies were
performed.

A Note on Nomenclature

Presented results indicate the unique existence of two C
genes in the a3-like viruses. Thus, when specifically discussing
the previously recognized a3 C gene and protein, the symbol
“CS” will be used. The symbol “CB” will be used for the larger
gene and protein. As this arrangement appears to be unique
to the a3-like viruses, the symbol “C” will be used to refer to
the ’X174 and G4 genes and proteins. For general discussion
of C protein function, only the letter “C” will be used.

Results

Expression of the Cloned a3 CS Gene Inhibited Plaque
Formation in a Species-Specific Manner

Cloned’X174, G4, anda3 C genes were assayed for the ability
to complement am(C) mutants. The ’X174 and G4 am(C)
mutants were complemented by both ’X174 and G4 genes.
Only the cloned a3 gene could complement the a3 am(C)
mutant. Furthermore, expression of this gene significantly
inhibited wild-type a3 plaque formation, suggesting a
dosage dependent phenomenon. In wild-type a3 infected

cells, two translated CS transcripts exist, one plasmid and
one viral in origin. In am(C) infected cells, only the cloned
gene would produce a functional protein. Like complemen-
tation, inhibition was species specific. Cloned’X174 and G4 C
gene expression produced only a modest reduction in ’X174
and G4 plaque size. These data are presented in table 1.

Inhibition of wild-type a3 plaque formation appeared to
have a temporal component. After a 4-h incubation, at which
a3 forms well-pronounced plaques in the absence of cloned
gene expression (~0.3 cm), pinprick plaques appeared at a
10–3 frequency. After a 16-h incubation, efficiencies rose to
0.1, but plaques remained small. Cloned a3 CS gene expres-
sion had no effect on ’X174 or G4 plaque formation, which
argued against artifacts caused by general disturbances to
host cell physiology. The results of further genetic analyses
confirmed this supposition (discussed later: Mutations con-
ferring resistance to exogenous a3 CS gene expression).

Past studies did not define whether protein C gained
access to the origin directly or indirectly via interactions
with another protein of the replication machinery.
Additional observations support the latter scenario. First,
the 30-nt origin is highly conserved between all three
phages. In addition, purified protein C does not bind
ssDNA in a sequence-specific manner (Aoyama, Hamatake,
Mukai, et al. 1983). Protein A would be the only component
differing between ’X174, G4, and a3 replication complexes.
Thus, protein C most likely gains access to the origin via
interactions with protein A.

Correlating Plaque Formation and Liquid Culture
Propagation; Multiplicity of Infection Was Critical to
Inhibition

Cloned gene induction did not dramatically affect liquid cul-
ture burst sizes conducted at multiplicity of infection (MOI)
of 5.0. When there is a strong inhibitory effect, there is gen-
erally a correlation between liquid culture burst size and plat-
ing phenotype (Burch and Fane 2000; Cherwa et al. 2008).
However, plaque formation is a complex phenomenon, in
which cells transition between growth phases. Furthermore,

Table 1. Phenotypes of Wild-Type and Amber Strains in Cells Expressing Cloned C and ssb Genes.

Strain eopa Genotype

Amber Suppression Cloned Gene Expressionb

Su� Su+ ’XC G4C a3CS ssb a3CB

’X174 WT 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Wild-type

G4 WT 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.0 Wild-type

a3WT 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 �10�3c
�10�1c 1.0 Wild-type

’X174 am(C)S7 10�5 1.0 1.0 1.0 10�5 ND 10�5 Amber mutation in gene C

G4 am(C)Y15 10�6 1.0 1.0 1.0 10�6 ND 10�6 Amber mutation in gene C

a3 am(C)Y7 10�5 1.0 10�5 10�5 0.5 ND 1.0 Amber mutation in genes CS and CB

a3 och(K) 1.0 1.0 ND ND 10�3c 10�3c 1.0 Ochre mutation in unessential gene K

NOTE.—eop, efficiency of plating.
aEfficiency of plating is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer. For wild-type strains, the most permissive titer was determined on wild-type host Escherichia coli C122. For
amber mutants, the most permissive titer was determined on the cell line expressing the cloned gene of the same species. This was also determined on an informational amber
suppressing host (supF). No significant differences in plating frequencies were observed.
bThe a3CS denotes the recognized C gene. The a3CB denotes the second C gene identified in these studies.
cInhibition was leaky, plaques had pinprick phenotypes See text for details.
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it begins with one phage infecting one bacterium. With each
subsequent round of infection, MOIs increase within the de-
veloping plaque. In an effort to mimic initial plating condi-
tions in liquid culture, progeny production in lysis-resistant
cells was assayed at an MOI of 10–4, as described in Materials
and Methods. The results of these experiments are presented
in table 2. For wild-type a3, progeny production fell approx-
imately two orders of magnitude as a function of cloned gene
induction. High MOIs may circumvent the requirement for
stage II DNA replication, in which RF double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) is amplified (see Discussion). Progeny production in
cultures infected with the resistance mutants (discussed later)
was unaffected.

Expression of the Cloned a3 CS Gene Alters the DNA
Forms Isolated from Infected Cells

In vitro, protein C inhibits stage II DNA synthesis: The ampli-
fication of RF dsDNA (Aoyama, Hamatake, Hayashi 1983;
Aoyama, Hamatake, Mukai, et al. 1983; Aoyama and
Hayashi 1986). To determine the effects of exogenous CS

protein production in vivo, lysis-resistant cells harboring
pa3CS were infected at an MOI of 5.0 with and without
cloned gene induction (see Materials and Methods). The
large contribution of plasmid DNA from uninfected cells cre-
ated too high a background for low MOI experiments. As can
be seen in figure 2A, distinctive differences were apparent in
plasmid and viral DNA isolated from infected cells. Most no-
table was an intense band isolated from the uninduced cul-
ture, which was greatly diminished in the induced culture.
This band appeared to correspond to a double-stranded viral
DNA form seen in purified RF DNA samples.

RF and plasmid DNA are circular and exist in various su-
percoiled and/or multimeric states (Kornberg 1980; Hayashi
et al. 1988). To better identify the nature of these forms, DNA
was digested with NcoI. In the samples extracted from both
cultures, this produced two linear dsDNA forms: plasmid
DNA at 4,473 bp and viral DNA at 6,067 bp as well as a circular
ssDNA band (fig. 2B). The latter band was considerably more
pronounced in the sample extracted from the induced cul-
ture, which is consistent with C protein function, stimulating
ssDNA biosynthesis (Aoyama and Hayashi 1986). A higher
molecular weight band was exclusively observed in the unin-
duced sample. As there is only one restriction site in the target
DNA, this could arise if two circular molecules, which would
be produced during stage II DNA replication, have not com-
pletely separated. When digested with a restriction enzyme
that cuts at multiple sites, this band was not detected (data
not shown). Thus, stage II DNA replication was not as robust
in the presence of excess C protein.

Mutations Conferring Resistance to Cloned a3 CS

Gene Expression Reside in Protein A, a DNA
Replication Protein, and the Origin of Stage II/III DNA
Replication

Mutants resistant to exogenous a3 CS gene expression (CR
S )

were isolated via a direct genetic selection as described in
Materials and Methods. Unlike wild-type a3, plaque size, plat-
ing efficiency (table 1), the rate of plaque formation, and
liquid culture burst sizes were not affected by cloned gene
expression (table 2).

The resistance mutations conferred nucleotide changes in
the origin of replication and/or genes A and A*. The 30 base
origin of stage II/III DNA replication (nucleotides 1,002–1,031)

Table 2. Phenotypes of Wild-Type, CS
R, and ssbR Strains in Cells Expressing Cloned CS and ssb Genes.

Strain Plating Efficiencya Liquid Culture Bursts
with and without Cloned

Gene Expressionb

Genotypec

pa3CS pssb

pa3CS pssb N I N I

a3 CR
S 11 1.2 10�4 11 9.6 ND ND G1237C, R160 ! P, proteins A/A*

a3 CR
S 35 0.8 �10�1d 21 17 ND ND G1015C, in origin, S87!T in protein A/A*

a3 CR
S 22 0.9 10�4 14 23 3.2 1.3 C1019T in origin, silent on the protein level

a3 CR
S 33 1.1 10�4 35 27 3.0 0.3 G1226C, Q156!H, protein A/A*

a3 WT 10�3d
�10�1d 11 0.1 8.2 3.6 Wild-type

a3 ssbR32 10�3 1.0 35 0.1 25 25 �1 base at 2,254, intercistronic region; frameshifts gene CB

a3 ssbR12 10�3 1.0 40 0.4 5.0 48 + 16 bases at 2,278, intercistronic region; frameshifts gene CB

a3 ssbR33 10�3 0.9 67 0.6 7.2 39 �1 base at 2246, intercistronic region; frameshifts gene CB

a3 ssbR54 10�3 1.1 53 0.8 10 53 T2268A, intercistronic region; F10 ! I protein CB

a3 ssbR51 10�4 0.9 52 0.5 11 33 A2261G, intercistronic region, GGAGA ! GGGGA; R8 ! G protein CB

aEfficiency of plating is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer. For wild-type strains, the most permissive titer was determined on wild-type host Escherichia coli C122.
bIn these experiments, cells were infected, cultures split, and the cloned gene was induced in only one infection. N, not induced; I, induced.
cNucleotide numbers are given for mutations that reside in the origin of replication (CR

S mutants), which is contained in gene A. The A* genes are inframe 50 truncated genes
within gene A. If the mutations conferred an amino acid change, the position with protein A is given. The ssbR mutations are located in the intercistronic region between genes
A and C, which also contains the newly identified CB gene (see text for details). Nucleotide numbers or amino acid numbers are given for the mutations that cause frameshifts
and amino acid changes in the protein CB, respectively.
dInhibition was leaky, plaques had pinprick phenotypes See text for details.
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is contained within gene A (Baas et al. 1981). The A* gene is in
frame with gene A, and translation commences from an in-
ternal start codon (Linney and Hayashi 1973). Although the
’X174- and G4-like phages contain only one A* reading
frame, the a3-like viruses contain at least two (Rokyta et al.
2006). Thus, the nucleotide changes could conceivably alter
several proteins as well as the origin. However, ’X174 protein
A* is not required for plaque formation. Although mutants
have no discernible laboratory phenotype (Colasanti and
Denhardt 1987), the short- and long-term fitness contribu-
tion of this highly conserved gene has yet to be determined.
Furthermore, one of the base changes within the origin is
silent on the protein level. The results of a more detailed
genetic analysis confirmed that this mutation is both neces-
sary and sufficient to confer the resistant phenotype (dis-
cussed later).

Overexpression of the Cloned ssb Gene Inhibits Wild-
Type Plaque Formation

Based on the effects of protein C and SSB on stage III DNA
synthesis in vitro, Aoyama and coworkers (Aoyama et al. 1981;
Aoyama, Hamatake, Hayashi 1983; Aoyama, Hamatake,
Mukai, et al. 1983) hypothesized antagonistic roles for these
proteins. The host ssb gene was cloned, expressed in vivo, and
assayed for the ability to inhibit wild-type plaque formation.
As can be seen in table 1, induction had a modest effect on
plating efficiencies. However, plaque sizes were reduced. As
with the expression of the cloned CS gene, lengthier incuba-
tion times produced higher plating efficiencies.

As was done with the cloned CS gene, an effort was made
to correlate plating and liquid culture phenotypes. In burst

experiments conducted with cells in exponential phase, no
differences were observed as a function of MOI. Considering
the abundance of SSB and its role in DNA replication, this
result is not surprising (Kornberg 1980; Bobst et al. 1985).
However, during plaque assays cells transition from exponen-
tial to stationary phase. Thus, burst size was examined in cells
in late exponential phase at an MOI of 10�4 as described in
Materials and Methods. Burst sizes in wild-type and CR

S strains
may be modestly reduced as a function of cloned gene ex-
pression. By contrast, gene induction appeared to increase
bursts in cells infected with SSBR strains, which are resistant
to cloned ssb gene induction (discussed later).

In the in vitro derived model, SSB favors the amplification
of ds replicative-form DNA (stage II), whereas protein C
inhibits this reaction. The effects of cloned ssb gene expres-
sion were examined in vivo. The protocol for this experi-
ment was identical to the one conducted with the cloned CS

gene. The overall yield of both plasmid and RF DNA were
considerably increased from cells in which the cloned gene
was induced. This most likely reflects increased concentra-
tions of SSB. Despite this increase in overall dsDNA yields, no
ssDNA was detected in the induced sample. In contrast,
ssDNA was readily detected when the cloned ssb gene was
not induced (fig. 2C).

Genetic Data Support Antagonistic Roles for SSB and
Protein C

Compared with wild-type (table 2), a3 CR
S plating efficiencies

were considerably more sensitive to the expression of the
cloned ssb gene. This observation is consistent with the pro-
posed antagonistic roles for these two proteins. To explore

FIG. 2. Plasmid and viral DNA isolated from wild-type a3-infected cells. (A) DNA isolated from cells with and without cloned a3 CS gene induction. Pcut,
plasmid DNA cut with NcoI; + cut and �cut, DNA isolated with and without cloned gene induction and digested with NcoI, respectively; + and �,
undigested DNA with and without cloned gene induction, respectively. The ssDNA marker is enriched for ssDNA, which is the lowest and thickest band.
The two higher bands are RF forms. (B) Undigested DNA isolated from infected cells with and without cloned a3 CS gene induction. Additional symbols,
RF, purified a3 RF DNA. (C) DNA isolated from cells with and without cloned ssb gene induction. The top image depicts the gel without subsequent
digital enhancement, the bottom image with digital enhancement to highlight the ssDNA band.
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this further, the a3 CR
S 22 and CR

S 33 strains were used to select
for plaque-forming variants on cells expressing the cloned ssb
gene. These variants exhibited a phenotype indistinguishable
from wild-type a3 under all plating conditions. In all in-
stances, the CR

S mutations reverted to the wild-type DNA
sequence.

Mutations Conferring Resistance to Cloned ssb Gene
Map Upstream of the recognized C Gene

As cloned ssb gene expression does not result in a tight re-
strictive phenotype, an enrichment was performed to isolate
resistance mutants (Materials and Methods). Nine putative
mutants were recovered from three different enriched
populations. All mutants contained nucleotide alterations
upstream of the recognized CS gene. Only two mutants con-
tained a single base substitution; the rest contained either
single base deletions or a 16 base insertion. Although the
possible effects on downstream CS gene translation cannot
be ruled out, the mutations were not easily interpreted within
this paradigm. Only one substitution directly affected the
gene CS RBS. The deletions and insertions produced frame-
shift mutations in gene K, which encodes an unessential gene
product in ’X174. To determine whether a nullK genotype
conferred the SSBR phenotype, an ochre K mutation was gen-
erated. As with ’X174, the och(K) mutant did not display the
classical nonsense phenotype, nor was it resistant to exoge-
nous ssb gene expression (table 1). To the contrary, it ap-
peared to be more sensitive, which most likely reflects the
modest burst size reductions previously observed with ’X174
am(K) mutants (Gillam et al. 1985).

The Genetic Location of the SSBR Mutations Suggest
the Existence of Two C Genes

The published sequences of the a3-like viruses (Kodaira et al.
1992; Rokyta et al. 2006) were reexamined. In ’X174- and
G4-like genomes, the gene A stop codon overlaps with the
ATG start codon of gene C. A similar arrangement exists in
the a3-like genomes but with an alternate GTG start codon
(fig. 3A), which is downstream from a relatively strong GGC
GG ribosome-binding site. Translation from the alternate
start codon would produce proteins similar to the N-terminal
sequences found in the G4- and ’X174-like phages. However,
the recognized a3 C gene begins with a downstream ATG
start codon, which is similarly preceded by a RBS. Again, this is
seen in the other a3-like viruses (fig. 3B). Thus, it is possible
that the SSBR mutations affect a larger, more ’X174-like C
gene (CB: big) without affecting the shorter version (CS: small).

The Longer CB Gene Complements am(C) Mutants

To determine whether the larger more ’X174-like CB protein
was functional, the gene was cloned and assayed for the ability
to complement an am(C) mutant. The am(C) mutation was
in a codon common to both genes. The cloned gene con-
tained an AGG codon in place of the CS ATG start codon and
an ATG start codon at the start of the longer CB reading
frame. Neither the CB nor CS genes were cloned with their
indigenous RBS. Both genes were under the translational

control of identical plasmid-encoded, cis-acting elements.
As can be seen in table 1, the cloned CB gene efficiently
complemented the am(C) mutant. These data indicate that
the larger protein is functional, but do not indicate whether
the genomic CB gene is translated in vivo (addressed later).
Although cloned CB gene expression did not appear to inhibit
wild-type plaque formation, its expression was considerably
more toxic to the host cell than the smaller gene. To ensure
cell viability, all assays with the cloned CB gene were con-
ducted at significantly reduced inducer (IPTG) concentra-
tions, 0.25 mM as opposed to 1.0 mM. At this lower
concentration, the effects of cloned CS gene expression on
wild-type plaque formation were minimal.

Genetic Evidence That the CB Gene Is Translated
In Vivo

The C protein is very difficult to detect in infected cell lysates.
Therefore, a biological assay was used to determine whether
the CB gene was active during infection. An ATG! AGG
mutation at the start codon presumably eliminated CS gene
translation. As both cloned genes complement in the absence
of each other, the mutagenic primer was designed to insert an
additional amber mutation to facilitate mutant identification.
The amber mutation is in codons 7 and 17 in the respective
CS and CB reading frames. The resulting mutant a3 CS start�/
am(C)Y7 was recovered in cells expressing the cloned CS gene.

Reversion of the amber phenotype should presumably
produce a strain that only expresses the CB gene. Amber
revertants were independently isolated in five reversion anal-
yses. In all five cases, the selection for amber reversion cose-
lected for the reversion of the inactivated CS start codon. This
may suggest the putative CB gene is not active on the trans-
lational level, which would result in a lethal phenotype.
Alternatively, the production of the CB protein may reach
toxic levels in the absence of the CS protein or CS translation.
To investigate this further, the genetic behavior of the a3 CS

start�/am(C)Y7 and a3 am(C)Y7 strains was examined in
greater detail.

The primary difference between the a3 CS start�/am(C)Y7
and am(C)Y7 was the elimination of the CS gene start codon.
The amber mutation was placed at a tyrosine codon. The
supF informational suppressor inserts tyrosine during protein
synthesis (Fane and Hayashi 1991). Thus, the CB and CS pro-
teins generated in supF infected cells are chemically wild-type.
The am(C)Y7 strain was viable in the supF host, whereas this
host was nonpermissive for a3 CS start�/am(C)Y7. This result
is consistent with both aforementioned models: an inactive
GTG start codon or CB protein-related toxicity. However, a3
CS start�/am(C)Y7 was viable in the supD host, which inserts
serine during protein synthesis (Fane and Hayashi 1991). This
indicates that translation can begin at the CB GTG start
codon. Moreover, the supD informational suppressor is trans-
lationally less active than the supF tRNA (Cherwa, Young,
et al. 2011). Informational suppression reduces protein
levels (Floor 1970; Sternberg 1976; Cherwa, Young, et al.
2011). In the supD host, the CB protein would be mutant
and produced at a lower level. These data argue in favor of
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the CB protein-related toxicity model (see Discussion). There
is another key difference between these strains: a3 CS start�/
am(C)Y7 was viable in the supD host, whereas am(C)Y7 ex-
hibited reduced viability (table 3). These differences most
likely reflect the complexity of the system, which may include
competing ribosome binding sites and C protein dimer
formation (Aoyama, Hamatake, Mukai, et al. 1983).

Discussion

Verification of the Stage II! Stage III DNA
Replication Model Established In Vitro

Microvirus DNA replication has been intensively studied in
vitro (Kornberg 1980, 1982; Aoyama, Hamatake, Hayashi
1983; Aoyama and Hayashi 1985, 1986). From this work, a
model emerged in which protein C and SSB compete for
binding the origin of replication (fig. 1A). If SSB binds first, a
round of stage II (dsDNA) replication ensues, whereas binding
by protein C results in stage III (ss genomic DNA) biosynthesis

(Aoyama and Ha
yashi 1986). This model was investigated in vivo by examining
replication in cells exogenously expressing clones of either the
ssb or C genes. Physiologically, altering the natural protein
C:SSB ratio impaired fitness as measured by plating efficiency.
Biochemically, induction of the cloned C or ssb genes altered
DNA replication intermediates as predicted by the aforemen-
tioned model. Genetically, mutations elevating fitness in cells
with altered protein C:SSB levels map to the genes A/A*, C
and the origin of DNA replication. These are the key compo-
nents involved in the switch from stage II! stage III DNA
replication.

Expansion of the Stage II! Stage III DNA
Replication Model and Relationship to Previous
Evolutionary Studies

Inhibition by exogenous a3 CS gene expression was only ob-
served at low MOIs. Although progeny production was not

FIG. 3. Organization of C and H genes and proteins across microvirus clades. (A) Gene arrangement of the ’X174 and a3 C genes. The stop codons of
the upstream A genes are highlighted in red. Start codons and ribosome binding sites for the various C genes are respectively depicted in green and blue.
(B) In frame, translations of the region upstream of the recognized CS gene in the other a3-like viruses. In all instances, translation begins with a GTG
start codon overlapping with the A gene stop codon as depicted in (A). The CS reading frames are also conserved. (C) Alignment of H genes in ’X174-
like, G4-like with internal ribosome-binding sites and start codons are indicated in blue and green, respectively.

Table 3. Characterization of the a3 CS
�start/am(C)Y7 Mutant.

Amber Suppressiona,b Cloned C Gene Expression

Su– supF supD Pa3CS pa3CB

a3 am(C)Y7 10�5 1.0 10�4 0.5 1.0

a3 CS
�start/am(C)Y7 10�3 10�3 0.5 1.0 0.5

aPlating efficiency is defined as assay titer/most permissive titer, which was determined in cells expressing either the CS or CB genes.
bSupF inserts tyrosine at amber codons during translation, whereas supD inserts serine. The amber mutation is in a tyrosine codon. See text for details.
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affected at high MOIs, it appeared that stage II DNA was
bypassed or repressed. Immediately after infection, the pen-
etrating (+) ss genome is converted to a dsDNA molecule.
Because of genome polarity, this occurs before viral protein
synthesis and involves 13 host cell proteins (Shlomai and
Kornberg 1980; Shlomai et al. 1981). During stage II DNA
synthesis, which requires viral protein A, dsDNA molecules
are amplified (Hayashi et al. 1988). High MOIs may circum-
vent the need to amplify dsDNA intermediates and/or may
dilute the inhibitory effects of excess C protein. Brown et al.
(2013) demonstrated that high viral populations select for
mutations in genes A/A* and C, as well as the stage II/III
origin of replication. If high MOIs circumvent the need for
stage II DNA replication, those mutations may act by favoring
stage III DNA replication. This could be done by increasing the
origin’s affinity for protein C relative to SSB or by promoting
interactions between proteins A and C.

Evolutionary Implications of More Specific A–C
Protein Interactions

The in vitro studies did not define whether protein C gained
access to the origin directly or indirectly via interactions with
another protein of the replication machinery. As described in
Results, the lack of cross-species complementation and inhi-
bition between the ’X174/G4 and a3 C proteins strongly
suggest that protein C gains access to the origin of DNA
replication via interactions with protein A. In addition to
this biochemical and genetic evidence, the similarity between
A and C gene phylogenies imply shared evolutionary history
(Rokyta et al. 2006). Compared with other gene products, the
a3-like A and C proteins have diverged significantly more
from the ’X174- and G4-like proteins. This may provide
a3-like viruses with a mechanism for competitive exclusion.
In a coinfected cell, two types of stage II replicating complexes
would form. Protein A is cis-acting (Francke and Ray 1972).
Thus, the genome and A protein in each would be of the
same origin. The addition of protein C yields the stage III
packaging complex, which only becomes active when it in-
teracts with a viral procapsid. The external scaffolding protein
lattice forms the outer surface of the procapsid. ’X174 anda3
procapsids containing foreign and chimeric external scaffold-
ing proteins do not package DNA (Burch and Fane 2000,
2003). By contrast, similar studies conducted with G4 and
’X174 indicate that DNA packaging can occur, albeit at re-
duced efficiencies (Uchiyama and Fane 2005; Uchiyama et al.
2007). By evolving more specific A–C protein interactions, or
more exclusive ones, the a3-like viruses may have optimized a
mechanism to elevate their fitness in cells coinfected with
other microviruses. Thus, ssDNA biosynthesis, which is inti-
mately associated with genome packaging, may be an active
node of divergence that separates the a3 clade.

Identification of an Additional C Gene in the a3-Like
Viruses

The SSBR mutations mapped upstream of the recognized C
gene (CS). Most of these mutations were deletions and inser-
tions with two possible effects: 1) altering translation of the

recognized C gene, and/or 2) frameshifting gene K, which
encodes an unessential protein of unknown function.
Alternatively, the mutations could disrupt a large version of
the C gene, denoted CB. As protein C is small and produced at
low copy numbers, it was not possible to identify the pro-
tein(s) in infected cell lysates. Thus, a biological approach was
taken to determine whether the CB gene existed. Genetic
results indicated that it was translated from the alternate
GTG start codon. However, the strain was only viable as an
informationally suppressed amber mutant. Informational
suppression reduces protein levels (Floor 1970; Sternberg
1976; Cherwa, Young, et al. 2011). This suggests that in the
absence of CS translation, intracellular CB levels become toxic,
perhaps killing the cell before progeny are produced. This may
have driven the evolution of the small CS gene (discussed
later).

The Effects of Viral Protein Toxicity on Host Cell
Physiology May, in Some Instances, Drive the
Evolution of Inframe Genes within Genes

The ultimate outcome of a lytic viral infection is cell death,
but the host must maintain a suitable physiological state for
virus production before this occurs. For example, the micro-
virus H protein forms a DNA delivery channel that spans the
cell wall. The channel dissipates after genome delivery, pre-
sumably to maintain the host cell’s membrane potential (Sun
et al. 2014). A similar phenomenon has been documented
with the T7 tail tube extension (Hu et al. 2013). Furthermore,
lysis is mediated by E protein and depends on host cell divi-
sion (Bernhardt et al. 2001; Young and Wang 2006). Although
gene E is contained on the most abundant viral transcript
(Hayashi and Fujimura 1976; Zhao et al. 2012), protein syn-
thesis is regulated on the translational level via a very weak
RBS (Blasi et al. 1990). In contrast, thea3-like viruses appear to
have taken a different evolutionary course for regulating the
toxic CB protein.

Gene arrangement is entirely conserved between the three
microvirus clades, which are represented by ’X174, G4, and
a3 (Rokyta et al. 2006); however the locations and lengths of
intercistronic regions vary. For example, in ’X174 and G4
there is no A–C intercistronic region: the gene A stop and
gene C start codons overlap. A similar arrangement is found
in the a3-like phages but with a GTG start codon in the newly
identified CB gene. The alternate GTG start codon could
lower CB protein levels, as translational efficiency of GTG
start codons is one-third that of ATG (Reddy et al. 1985).
Further regulation could be achieved by translational and
posttranslational mechanisms (Steitz 1969). The CB and CS

RBSs are separated by 21 nt, whereas a ribosome footprint is
approximately 30 nt (Steitz 1969). This arrangement may
prevent concurrent ribosome assembly at both sites.
Posttranslation, protein C forms dimers in solution
(Aoyama, Hamatake, Mukai, et al. 1983). Thus, in an a3 in-
fection, heterodimers could exist, each with a different level of
activity. Genetic results indicate that the disruption of the CB

gene confers resistance to higher SSB concentrations. In SSBR

strains, only CSCS dimers would be present. In a simple model,
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this implies that they are more active inhibitors of stage II
DNA replication.

The use of competing RBSs may be a general mechanism
for fine-tuning gene regulation in viral infections. In micro-
virus infections, the energy required to produce a burst of 100
progeny is considerably smaller than the energy required for
cell division, an essential event for cell lysis. Thus, energy is
unlikely to be a limiting factor. Although the competing RBS
need not be in frame with the larger gene or encode a func-
tional protein, oligomeric gene products may select for in
frame arrangements. The smaller gene products retain
some level of function but appear to be less toxic to the
host cell during the course of the infection.

This mode of regulation may be more common than re-
alized. Downstream from the recognized H gene start codon
in ’X174, a potential ribosome binding site (GGTGG) pre-
cedes a potential ATG start codon located in position 18 in
the larger gene. This arrangement is seen in all ’X174-like
microviruses and in some of the G4-like phages (fig. 3C).
The first 18 codons of the full-length gene encode a strongly
predicted transmembrane helix (Tusnady and Simon 2001).
As seen with the expression of the cloned CB and CS genes,
the 50 deleted H gene (H*) can be expressed to substantially
higher levels than the full-length gene (Young et al. 2014).
Using a ’X174 deletion strain, the H* protein has been syn-
thesized without full-length H gene expression (Young et al.
2014). The truncated protein is incorporated into noninfec-
tious, yet DNA-filled virus-like particles. Wild-type–specific
infectivity is restored if particles are synthesized in cells ex-
pressing a clone of the full-length gene. Thus, a full comple-
ment of the larger H protein is not required to produce
infectious particles. The C-terminus is both necessary and
sufficient to drive H protein oligomerization and DNA deliv-
ery tube formation (Sun et al. 2014). Like the production a3
CS protein, the ’X174-like H* proteins may have evolved to
lessen the effects of a toxic viral protein without impairing
viral protein levels for efficient assembly.

Materials and Methods

Phylogenetic Methods

Alignments for phylogenetic analyses were generated by
ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994) as provided in the MEGA
5.2 package (Tamura et al. 2011). Phylogenies were estimated
by using the maximum likelihood method implemented in
MEGA 5.2.

Phage Plating, Media, Buffers, and Stock Preparation

Media, buffers, plating, and liquid culture stock preparations
have been previously described (Fane and Hayashi 1991).

Bacterial Strains and Plasmids

The Escherichia coli C strains C122, BAF7 (supD), BAF8 (supF),
and BAF30 (recA) have been described (Fane and Hayashi
1991; Fane et al. 1992). The RY7211 cell line contains a mu-
tation in the mraY gene rendering it resistant to E protein-
mediated lysis (Bernhardt et al. 2000, 2001).

All cloned genes were generated by amplifying the DNA
with a 50 primer that introduced an NcoI site and a 30 primer
that introduced a HindIII site. The amplified fragments were
digested with NcoI and HindIII and ligated into pSE420
(Invitrogen) digested with the same enzymes.

Phage Mutants

The phage mutants ’X174 am(C)S7, G4 am(C)Y15, a3
am(C)Y7, and a3 CS

�start/am(C)Y7 were generated by site-
directed mutagenesis (Fane et al. 1993). Mutagenized DNA
was transfected into BAF8 (supF). To recover a3 CS

�start/
am(C)Y7, BAF30 pa3CS cells were used. Progeny were
screened for amber phenotypes by stabbing phage into
C122 (Su�) and BAF8 (supF) lawns. All genotypes were ver-
ified by a direct DNA sequence analysis.

As previously isolated microvirus am(K) mutants exhibited
wild-type phenotypes in plaque assays (Gillam et al. 1985), the
a3 och(K)L7 mutant was generated in a two-step protocol.
The mutagenic primer was designed to introduce an amber
mutation in gene A along with an ochre mutation in gene K.
The amber mutant am(A)Y472/och(K)L7 was identified as
described above. Amber revertants were selected by plating
am(A)Y472/och(K)L7 on the Su� host C122. The resulting
mutant contained only the och(K)L7 mutation. All genotypes
were verified by a direct DNA sequence analysis.

Isolation of Viral and Plasmid DNA from
Infected Cells

To determine the effects of exogenous CS and SSB protein
production in vivo, lysis-resistant cells harboring pa3CS or
pSSB were infected at an MOI of 5.0. To minimize variables,
one culture was infected. Immediately after infection, it was
split and the gene was induced in only one culture. After a
90-min incubation, plasmid, viral RF and ss genomic DNA
were isolated from infected cells. After cell concentration,
DNA was extracted as previously described (Hayashi MN
and Hayashi M 1985) but an alkaline protease solution
(Promega) was added as per the manufacturer’s instructions.
To generate samples enriched with RF DNA or ssDNA, which
served as control markers, protocols were identical to those
described in Burch et al. (1999) and Fane and Hayashi (1991),
respectively.

Low MOI Burst Experiments in Lysis-Resistant Cells

Lysis-resistant cells were used to eliminate multiple rounds of
replication. Cells were grown to 2.0� 108 cells/ml and in-
fected at an MOI of 10�4. Cultures were then divided, and
the cloned gene was induced in only one culture. After 40 min,
cells were chemically lysed and titered for infectious progeny.

Isolation of Mutants Resistant to Exogenous
Expression of a3Cs and ssb Genes

Three independently grown stocks were used to isolate a3 CR
S

mutants, allowing broad identification of resistant genotypes
(Luria and Delbruck 1943). Each mutant reported in table 2
was independently isolated at least twice. Putative resistance
mutants were identified as large plaque formers 4-h
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postincubation. All genotypes were verified by a direct DNA
sequence analysis. To isolate SSBR mutants, an enrichment
was necessary, because cloned ssb gene expression does not
result in a tight restrictive phenotype. For the enrichment,
approximately 105 pfu (plaque forming units) were plated on
cells in which the cloned gene was induced. Five indepen-
dently grown stocks were used for the analysis. Plates were
incubated until confluent pinprick plaques formed, then
washed with buffer. These solutions were plated on cells ex-
pressing the cloned gene. Large plaques appearing after 3-h
incubation were identified as putative-resistant mutants.
Each mutant was replated to determine whether the pheno-
type bred true.
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